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ABSTRACT ,

This publication preSents the final report of the
Meeting of Expertson Environmental Aspects of Engineering Education
and Training held in.Patis, June 17-21, 1974. Convened by UNESCO in .

cooperation with the United Nations Environiental Prograime (UNEP),
this meeting was part of a series of activities that UNEP is
undertaking or assisting,, aimed at supporting and encouraging the
training of experts in various environmental fields. The objective of
the meeting was to'provide'UNESCO and UNEP with guidelines on future
programs'that should be undertaken to assist member states in
strengthening the environmental education of engineers. The meeting
reviewed the need and means for the in'cliision of environmental
concepts into the education of all engineers, the strengthening of
educational programs aimed at producing engineering graduates for
work. in environmental are s, and the inclusion of.environmental
components in continuing e

% ucation prograMs for presently practicing
engineers. The institutional structures that are needed to meet these
objectives were, also discussed\The meeting gave special attention to
the conditions in developing,°cOUntries and to the environmental
consequences of development. Conclusions and recommendations
folmUlated by the meeting are incluoed: (BT)
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I.. BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

The meeting was organized by Unesco within the
framework of its programme of promoting the
reform and development of engineering education,,
and with the financial assistance from the United
Nations Environment Programtne (UNEP). It was
part of a series of activities that UNEP is under-
taking or assisting, 'aimed at snpporting and en-
couraging the training of experts in various en-
vironmental fields, and the-training of personnel
in the techniques of incorporating ,environme ntal
considerations into development planning. The

*meeting gave special attention to the conditions
in developing countries and to the environmental
consequences of development. Other United
Nations' agencies as well as interested non-
governmental organizations sent observers at
Unesco's invitation. The list of participants is
given in Annex II.

The objective of the meeting was to provide
Unesco and UNEP with idelines on future pro-
grammes that should e undertaken to assist
Member. States in app priately strengthening
the environmental education of engineers,

The meeting was opened in,Unesco House
in Paris, 17 June 1974, and reviewed the need
and means for the inclusion of environmental.
concepts into the education of all engineers, the
strengthening of educational programmesxeimed
at producing engineering graduates for work in
environmental areas, and the inclusion of environ-

'mental components in continuing education pro-
grammes ,for presently practising engineers.
The institutional structures that are needed to
meet these objectives were also discussed. The
agenda for the meeting is given in Annex I.

OPENING OF-THE MEETING

The meeting was opened by the Assistant Director-
. Gerieral for Science,* Mr. J. M. Harrison, who,-
on ,behalf of the Director-General welcomed the
partidipants and observersz(Annex, IV gives the
text of this address; as well as those of other

/speakers at the opening of the. meeting). /

e.
a

eA,

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN,
VICE-CHAIRMEN AND RAPPORTEUR

The meeting elected the following officers to con-.

siitute its Bureau;,,
Chairman: Mr. R. G. Norman
Vice-Chairman: Professor A. El-Erian
Rapporteur: Professor A. Ramachandran

Li. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

The working sessions of the meeting began with
the presentation and discussion of the background'
papers prepared in adv. ce by the four Unpin()
consultants: These doc Monts are included.in-

requent referenteetO ...-

roughout.the ,course
as general agreernent
at thy constituted an

tion on the subjects

ed on item, 6 (a) of
ntal concerns that
1 of world priori

ons in the field of
olding oethis

, Annex V of this repcirt.
these papers were made
of the meeting, and there
'amongst the participants t
invaluable -source of infor
of discussion.

Deliberatibns then cent
the agenda, . ;he environm

,shave prompted the reapprais
ties and have led to such ac
engineering education as the
meeting.

o

Item 6 (a) of the agenda: Env roil--
mental concerns and ros

Global roblem
IOne of the. submitted pers provided discussion
Ion global, environthe al problems, including,

energy consumption, p ducti n and disposal of
noxious compounds; and e fec s. on the world's
water and air. The uncle ound disposal of
dangerous substances was sin ed out as a pat,1
ticularlY hazardous policy, ring in mind
possible needs of . future ge s erat ens to exploit
Water or 'other-resources in 4 ear h's crust.

°Throughout the meeting here was repeated
mention of situations where f: miliarity with other
Sciences was essential' for f 117understanding of
the impact of engineering.wor s, and-the examples
quoted highlighted' the importance of such fields
as social sciences, ecology, soil sciences, marine

/



biology, meteorology, and huMan biology. Con-
cern was expressed not only that the engineering
profession was not- sufficientlYin contact wititi
those in specializedacikntific ;fields, but tha e

tiplatter wereethe,mselves ofteh reluctant to c
operate with engineers and toliattempt to under-
stand the broader implicatib+ of the use of tech-
nology and of -economic and social development,
Increased Understanding bral,ween,different pro'.
fessions is imperative, as it increases "motiva-
tion to tackle in a multidisciplinary manner com-
plex problems of importance to society. The rOle
of-professional and learned societies was men-
tioned as being especially importarit,in this context.

[

History of social conse uences
of technology .

4
1 '

Furthermore, the discussion oortc rned the his-
tory of technology, and its gelation t development
and environmental changes. Many changes were
quoted, ranging ftom lead poisonin and defores-
tation in Roman Empire times, to e construe-
lion of steam turbines and large mod rn industrial'
prjects. Problems of scale-and co, plexity were
'perceived as very important. espectially in rela-

g tion to infrastructure and enviro ent, and some
participants suggested that, in the tri nd to'gigantic
works, economies of scale\ in pr duction were

'-often not real, bearing in mind h he secondary
effects of the undertaking.

Thus some development projects may turn
out to be counter-productive, when viewed in a
regional perspective. However, some partibi-
pants insisted that this may often be due to the
fact that the engineers responsible were giveh
exceedingly restrictive terms of reference, the `,
fundamental dedisions having been made at a
different, level or in some instances, even in
another. country. There was general agreement
on the utility of le'aining from the past, by care-

__ fully studying actual cases, and using these in, \

engineering educhtionAand disseminating them, \\

particularly through the journals of engineering
associations.

Development and environmental
problems

It was repeatedly pointed out, that-environmental
concerns differed widely around the world, and
that they were intimately related to the process
of development of both the economy and the so-
ciety. In many regions andcountries, the major
problem was survival in hostile environments,
such that deVelopment implies primarily a modi-
fication of the environment. The examples quoted
included tropical forest areas with impoverished
soils and the desert regions ofAfrica and Asia.
Betterment of the populations in these areas could
be brought about by resource development and by
the applipation of technology, bearing in mind 'its
whole range of short- and long-term environmental
consequences.

On the other hand, in Many industrialized
countries the Major environmental concerns were
seen as those of pollution, urban crowding, -

5

dereliction, ay ecological damage. In many of
these countries there may not be a real problem
of lack of resources, rather a question of choice
of eb joliwpriorities.

""*o

Urban settlements, natural resources,
(-the oceans and the environment

In the d scussion four areas of critical import-
ance we e identified, areas that participants
conside ed should be given greater emphasiain

'the strengthening of environmental components
of engine ring studies.

In th first of these, human settlements,
engineeri g works play a major role but in-date
engineers have usually only been intereeted and
involved n separate,parts of the problem such
as streets and highways, water supply, or,build-
ing struct res. The rapid growth of urban popu=
lationse p or housing, urban migration ancLdere-
liction of xisting cities are such that in coming
ecades u ban problems will become critical in

many coun ries-, of all levels of development and
massive e ginee ring works will certainly be under-
taken. En ineering curricula do not usually give
any attenti n to urban development issues, and
yet a larg proportion of all engineers do work
that has e vironmental impact on life in urban
are.a . 11 man settlements in rural areas are
another as ect of this problem where engineers
have

I

an i pbrtant rOle to play.
The velopment of natural reso 'urces is a

key to the improvement of the livelihood of those
in developing countries, especially mineral and
forest resources, agriculture and water resources.
Far too often, engineering education in these
countries is too academic inepproach and does
not adequately pre are graduates for their future
relies, especially t at of planning or controlling
'projects for the ex loitation of resources. To-.
gether with econom c and legal factors, environ-'
Mental aspects are o capital imPorkance, notably
in large-scale mining operations.

The oceans of the world represent huge po-
tential, sources of food and mineral resources,
and engineering activity in and around the seas
is rising rapidly. Only in very few instances,
however, have engineering education institutions.
responded to this neWArea, as engineering edu-
dation has traditionany, tended to stop short at
the water's edge or at the end of the sewage out-
fall pipe. Offshore } technology and undersea .
mining are obviOuslY impOrtantin themselves,
but the environmental impact on the oceans and
enclosed seas of/all engineering works needs to
be given greateriattention in the )initial and con-
tinuing education of engineers. r ---

The effects on theenvironment of large-scale
industrial complexes was .discussed in detail and
examples irixJapan and Fr ce were mentioned.
Problems con ernirig popit ion movements, land
use, transitory effects du g the construction
period, traffic, p lliition, m c °climates, disaster.
risks and ecolog cal and eq. ral consequences
were mentioned. This seerne -an area of import-
ance to education i all engine Ing disciplines and
where case study pproaches ouldeffectivelybe
used.



Item 6 (b) of the agenda:. Engineering
manpower requirements

Engineering manpower categories

There was general agreement that much, work
will be necessary in defining categories of per-
soruiel required in environmental fields and,
while there will logically he great differences
between conditions and needy in different coun-
tries, it was thought useful to carry out compre-
hensive manpower studies 4n a number of coun-
tries as soon as possible. Those aspects Of a
qualitative, nature were Suggested As being! more
important than attempts to predict number's' of
engineers required in the future, as experience
has shown that such calculations ,olferi-Prove to .

be inaccurate.
Several speakers stressed the continuing

importance of environmental health engineers,
Working in such areas as water supply;k,-sewage
treatment and vector control,' but it was empha-

-sized that environmental engineering cannot be
restricted to health. questions, but should be con-
cernedowith the general problem of providing Man
with.as favourable an environment as possible.
Thus education to give understanding of the ways
in which social and environmental equilibrium,
may be preserved and restored eis es ntial for
engineering students in all disciplines.

Environmental engineers and
environmental managers

onwas considerable discussion on whether
environineptal concerns would result in an in-
creadedremand for engineers. One view was
that qualitative questions were most important,
and that in many countries the deMands would be
for better educated or better retrained engineers,
rather than for more of therii. On the other hand,
some participants felt that increased numbers of
engineer may prove necessary in some special-

, iiatione, such as chemical engineering and civil
engineering. It was pointed out that engineering
works affecting the environment on a large scale
such as seWage treatment or river control struc-
tures, often required many different engineering
specializations for their design and construction,
where perhaps few engineers could be classed as
specialized environmental engineers. ..

On the other hand, a clear need for environ-
mental management engineers or environmental_ ,
managers was Seen, men who would have the
breadth of view a d experience to be able to plan
and administer e vironmental control services
in cities or larg r regions. There was some
difference of opin on as to whether special under-
graduate courses should be used for training
environmental m nagers, whether only post-
graduate eVurses st ould be used and in the latter
case whether engi eers and non-engineers could
rtor should' be trai ed in the same programmes.
The training of "environmental integrators" was
also sugge,sted, peirsons having the capacity to
direct the multidilciplinary teams required for
environmental work.

Manpower needs in engineering
education and training

Many participants identified teacher training and
retraining as a high priority,, especially in the
context of curricula reform to include environ-
mental concepts into all courses, and that of
creating, within educational institutions, link-
ages between departmehts that have tended to
remain isolated and illusorily seWsufficient.
It was thought that this should best be undertaken
at institution and national levels but, where groups
of countries intone region have comparable en-
vironmental and development problems, an inter-
national approach may be desirable.

Manpower needs regarding
technicians '.

Although discussion was mainly focused on roles
and needs for engineers, -the needs for engineer
ing technicians of various- types drid levels were
also mentioned. Technicians in environmental
protection and monitoring functions wire obviously
going to be required in increasing nurnbern,abilt
the environmental awareness of technicians in
industry also needs to be promoted by education
and in-service training.

Item 6 (c) of the agenda: 0' dons
for engineering education

Discussion on item 6 (c), took place mostly on
the basis of the following scheme:

Engineering education: 'programmes
methods and areas

Programmes

1.1 Introductory courses on environmental
quality for all undergraduate engineering
students.

1. 2 Programmes centred around society, tech-
, nology and development as part of the social

sciences and humanities context of undergrad-
uate engineering programmes.

1. 3 Projects in undergraduate programmes
emphasizing multidisciplinary and systems
Approaches.

1.4 Courses, workshops and seminars, devel-
oped indigenously in each country in areas of
local relevance with, if necessary, support

-or expertise from abroad.
1. 5 Workshops on environmental. standards,

instrumentation and techniques for engineers
in 'government and industry.

1.6 Post graduate programmes in environ-
i., menial management, based on "systems" and

"resource," approaches.
1. 7 Works ops for engineering educators to

develop e vironmental insights in their respec-
tive discip nes, for use in their instructional
progratru-ne .

1. 8 Short courses for in-service engineers using
case' studies and other means, to develop en
vironmental appreciations,/ skills on environ-
mental problems, etc.
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1. 9 "Regional workshops to emphasize utilization
of local materials, recycling, low energy use
for optim4ing habitats' and services.

Methods

2. 1 Development of teaching mater Is, ectUca-
tional technology, visual aids, etc, for use
in engineering institutions.

2.2 Creation or strengthening of laboratories
and field investigation facilities of institutions
dealing with environmental areas.

2.3 Encouragement of excursions, trips to ma-
jor projects for in-situ studies of environmental
assessments.

2:4 Compilation\of files information and referral
services in environmental areas, in co-
operation with UNISI§T and other inforrha-
tion services.

2.5 Preparation,of case stud of completed
projects dealing with technical, economic and
environmental appraisal of such projects.

2.6 Development of analytical methods *for hand-
ling environmental data, etpecially with com-
tputers.

2.'7 Promotion of communication 'skills and de-
velopment of ability 4o deal with the public and
policy-makers on matters concerning environ-

Ment and technolOgy.
2.6 Promotion of historical and socio-economic

aspects of technology and its applications in
relation to the environment.

Activities

3.1 Examination of necessity for setting up in-
stitutes or centres of environmental studies in
universities to promote multidiviplinary teach-
ing and research.

3.2 Undertaking of pilot studies,on ways and
Means to promote multidisciplinary teaching
in environmental areas.

3.3 Encouragement of professional societies to
organize seminars, exhibitions and confronta-
tions dealing with' environment on national, re-
gional and international levels.

3.'4 Examination of alternatives to,,technologies
having an environmental impact and appropri-
ate to countries concerned.

Continuing education
of engineers

The priority that should be given to increasing
the environmental awareness of engineers who
have already graduated was frequently stressed,
on the grounds that for the next 20 br 30 years
it is they who will be dominating the engineering
activity. .Many will be working in:environtriental
management, with or, withOut any formal train-
ing /or- such role, and many more will be in areas
where their work will have direct impact on the
environment. Cthitinuing education must in-
crease their competence but even more import-
nntI7, should: give them an awareness of environ-
mantail problems and issues, such that they can
foresee effects, rather than defensively react

r
after the secondary effects of their works be-
come apparent. The professional engineering
societies and employers. were aeon as playing a
key role in continuing education, and it was sug-
gested that in many countries the univers.tties,
and engineering schools should be- more positive
in their attitudes to continuing education.

It was also mentioned that there would be
many benefits if professionals from different
fields participated jointly .in continuing education
programmes, as this would add to the value of
the training and'woUld promote subsequent co
operation. ,

.Issues regarding the curriculum
and methods of engineering education

. \

There was unanimity as to the need to develop
ways of using Case studies in engineering edu-
cation, comparable to the way that these are
sometimes sed in other professions such.
medicine managetbent. They would be oat
useful:if:they could be multidisciplinary in na.:
ture and this would brink benefits to the teachers
as well as to the students. There are many diffi-
culties in developing such methodology,, but par-
titipants believed that high priority should be
given to the encouragement of institutions to
experiment with case study methods of introduc-
ing environmental aspects into engineering edu-
cation at allclevels. . es .

On the other hand, there appeared to be di-
, vided opinions as to whether general lecture
courses on environmental prOblems were an
effective Means, -because of the danger that
student motivation to learn could be low if these
courses were not seen to be closely related to
their interests, or Were not well taught. It was
recognized, however, that in some instances
special courses on such topics as "environmental
protection'? might be necessary and successful
in disciplines such as chemical and civil engin-

1 eering, but in this instance the course should be
tailored tp the particular curriculum.

so-operation among international
organizations in the field of
engineering education ,

There was general agreement that more effec-
tive international and regional co-operation was
needed to encourage improvement of the educa-
tion of engineers and other specialists with whom
they would be working during their careers. Thus,
as well as improving co-operation between group-
ings of engineers, links should be strengthened
between them and other professional national:
and international levels. It was Suggested that
the Man and the Biosphere (MAB) programme
could be used as a mechanism for this co-
operation, and also that the International Council
of Scientific Unions (ICSU) andMits constituent"
bodies, notably the Scientific Committee on Prob-
lems of the Environment (SCOPE), should par-
ticipate. In addition, closer co-operation would
need to be established with the World Health
organizafion (WHO), the World Meteorological

'



Organizatioh (WMO), the United Nations Indus-
trial Development Organization (UNIDO), and other
related organizations.,,

'The need for close co-operation with the
United Nations Environment Programxne (UNEP)
was stressed:13d h with regard to' financial' sup-
-port and to ensure that activities undertaken by
Unesco are complementary to other related
activities receiving UNIV support. Co-operation
with the United Nations bevelopment Programme
(UNDP) and the International Bank fo? Reconstruc-
tion and Development (IBRD) was also ment4med,
especially the possibility of placing more stress
on the environment in projects being financed by
these bodies.

The work oithe World Federation of Engin-
eering Organizations (WFEO) Committee on Edu-
cation and Training was mentAned, also that of
the regional groups .concerned with engineering
education,lincluding the European Federation of
National "Engineering Societies (FEANI), the
European Society for Engineering Education
(ESEE), the Union Panamericana de Asociaciones
de Ingenieros ((WADI), the Federation of Arab.
Engineers (FAE), the Committee on Engineering
Education in Middle,Africa (CEEMA), the Asso-
ciation for Engineering Education in South and
Central Asia (ASEESCA }'and the Association for
Engineering . Education in Southeast Asia
-(AVE'ESEA).

The meetings; journals and newsletters of
these regional associations were seen as a mech-
anism for dissemination of information on e,nv.iron-

.
imental aspects of engineering education, but there

Was general agreement that the publication and
wide distribution of an international newsletter,
perhaps entitled "Engineering Education and"the
Environment", would be an effective means of",':

,giving 'rworld-wide pUblieity,t2 problems, Anno-
vatiorg, and sources of information. T e possi-
bility of the newsletter bein`gpUblished y..Unesco
in co-operation with WFEO was suggested, and
it was agreed that the matter needed further study.

There. was general agreement that in any
event all engineering course'- should now have a
fabric of environmental content woven into them,
especially those dealing with design, construc-
tion, operation and economics. It was remarked
that today many.well presented courses do include
societal and environmental considerations.

Reference was made to the opportunity of
integrating social science and enviropmental as-
pects of engineering education. The work of the
Social Sciences Sector of Unesco was described
by the Secretariat and the Unesco Seminar on the
Role of Social Sciences and Humanities in Engin-
eering Education, held in Bucharest (Septernber
1972), was mentioned. It appears that the growth
of environmental concern adds further justifies,tion

to the need for social sciences and humanis-
tic disciplines as an integral part of engineering
curricula, by relating these non-technical dis-
ciplines in an.operational way to environmental
studies and problems. Participants suggested
that new approaches along these lined should be
encouraged.

Fig. 1. SIMPLt MODEL OF
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.RELATIONSHIPS
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The role of systems analysis

The use of modern multidisciplinary syst4rs
analysis in environmental problerhs was regarded
as most important, for, this would enable .the en-
gineer to obtain a proper broad view o_f_the impact
of engineering works and of the factors to be taken
into account in, their design. 'One participant
proposed a simple model of these relationships,
which is shown in Fikure f .

Meterological considerations

Especially with regard to urban settl' ents and
large industrial complexes, meteorolo cal con-
siderations are of substantial importance in the
engineering design and in the operation of indus-
tries, and yet meteorology is rarely included in
engineering curricula. It was thought that, per-
haps in the form of case studies, meteorological
concepts should be considered.

Environmental implications of
energy Supply systems

The relationshiptretween energy and the enciron-
. ment was discussed at some length, from the

point of view of varied environmental implica-,
tions of mining fossil fuels, oil exploitation and
processing, and also regarding the environmental
problems associated with power generating sta-
tions. This seemed to be a sector of industry
where engineering has a very positive rOle to
play, but where an optimal balance In terms of
development objectives has to besought through
interdisciplinAry co-operation at all revels of
decision and implementation.

Item.7 atitA the agenda: Co-operative,
international programmes

a

There was extensive discussion of ways in hich
UNEP and Unesco and other organizations'could
promote better -education of engineers in environ-I
mental topics. It was recognized that WHO, WMO
end the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
would continue to promote the training of specith
lists in their respective areas, notably through
regional centres such as the Inter-regional Sani-
tary Engineering Centre in Rabat, Morocco, and
by the development of teaching aterials and that
these programmes would'need antinued supporto
The in-service training work of UNIDO was alsr
very' important and the possibilities for- their in-

..

creased use to promote-environmental concepts
was mentioned, as was the possibility of linking
them with Uneaco programmes in continuing
educations

Priority areas for action were identified, as
continuing education, teaching training, prepara-
tion and dissemination of teaching material, in-
formation and publicity, and institution building..
It was considered that, bearing in mind the, very
large number of engineering schools around the
world, it would be preferable to concentrate any
pilot projects on a limited number of existing in-
stitutions, chosen so that maximum results are 9

likely to be achieved and having the capacity to
publicize work in their. regions.

An integrated group of projects was finally
recommended by the meeting as being those
where Unesco and UNEP could most frutifully
direct' their efforts. These projects are pre-
sented in pages No. 12 to 16 of this report under the
framework of a draft proposal for a "World Pro-.
gramme on Environmental Aspects of Engineer-,
ing Education and Training".

III. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Meeting of Experts on Environmental Aspects
of Engineering Education and Training, Convened
by Unesco in co-operation with the United Nations
Environmental Programrre, carried out its tasks
from 17 to 21 June 1974.

The meeting felt' that the problems brought
to their consider-upon were urgent and of world=
wide concern. In particular, the meeting had
the conviction that members of the engineering
profession have a clear responsibility to their
countries and to the world at large, in thesafe-
guard and improvement of the quality of the hu-
man environment. This responsibility stems
from the role of the engineer as the creator of
new technology and as one of the decision-makers
on the conditions under which this technology is
used for the ultimate progress of destruction of
human society.

In this sense, the Secretariat considered it
opportune to recall the Stockholm recommenda-
tion that the attention of governments be drawn
t'o the need to adapt the training for the members
'of all professions involved in environmental plan-
ning, particularly 'the training of "professional
people who act directly upon the environment
such as engineers, architects, town and physical

tplanners". The recommendation explains hirther
that "it would be necesvry to introduce into the
existing curricula,..of training for these profes-
sions a set of geneAal- notions with advanced
training in the environmental management tech-
niques associated with each of the professions
concerned" *.

After a thorough discussion of the substan-
tive items of the agenda, which permItted a broad A 17

exchange of ideas, among individual participants,
representatives of other agencies of the United
Nations sytnem, representatives of non-
governmental organizations, Unesco consultants
and members of "the Secretariat, the meeting was ..
ableto formulate its recommendations as follows:

. .
\

Overall recommendations
r. That in all its programmes concerning

the education and training of, engineers and

* This recommendation is contained in para-
graph 113 of the report of the Secretary-
General of the United. Nations Conference on
the Human Environme t on subjecta.rea IV:
Educational, Informat onal, Social and Cul-
tural Aspects of Environmental Problems.



technicians, Unesco should stress the importance
of environmental concerns and concepts, on a
local and global scale.

A 2. That Unesco should continue and expand
its co-operation with UNEP in this work and should
work clOselywith'other-international organiza-
tions and agencies, especially the World Health
Organization (WHO),- the United Nations Indus-
trial Development Organization (UNIDO), the

.World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the
International Labour Organisation (ILO): the.Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and
the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD). Furthermore, wherever
appropriate, non-governmental organizations
such as the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU), and, the World .Federatior42f En-
gineering Organizations (WFEO), should bel&sso7
ciated with these activities, and the regional
bodies such as the European Federation of Na-
tional Engineering Societies -(FEANI), Pan -
American Federation of E_ ngineering Societies
(UPADI), the Pederation of Arab Engineers ( 'AE),
the Committee on Engineering Education in Middle
Africa (CEEMA), the Associationtfor Engineering
Education in Southeast Asia (ASEESEA), the
Association for Engineering .Education in South
and Central Asia (ASEESCA), that are concerned
with engineering education should be encouraged
to include environmentally-oriented activities in
.their programmes.

3. That such co-operative activities be en-
visaged as a .'world-Wide effort to stimulate.re-
flection, experimentation and innovation in en-

.gineering education and training, and that the
sharing of informatisi and experience be a pri-
ority aspect of this work.

4. That in contributing to technological de-
velopment engineers give.increasing importance
to the constraints of environmental ^quality thus
developing a better understanding, not only of
the intenaction of development with the environr
ment, but also of the role or'enviminmental sci-
entists. CoQversely it seems desirable to pro-

% vide oppobirrities for environmental scientists
(both social and natural) to ,understand the engin-
eering problem of guiding technological develop-
ment to achieve social. purpases within a whole
complex of constraints.

5. That at a regional or sub-regional level,
. countries having similar ecological and develops

mental conditions. should be encouraged to de.-
velop links between their engineering schools and
professional societies, so, as to develop

'operation in teaching and research in environ.-
mental fields related to engineering.

6. That at a national level, those engaged in
'engineering education should reapPraige.the sari-

° entation and objectives of teaching and research;
taking into account local development needs and
environmental conditions, .and in consultation,
with those in, other disciplines, to study the ne-
Cessity for more environmental studies to be in-
cluded in the curricula.

leurtherrncii,e, the meeting stressed' the. im-
pOrtanee of the, analysis of Manpower needs and

.

.
v of Career profiles for engineers in the light of

environmental issues, and maintained that these .,
needs will vary widely according to the social,

conomic and ecological situation in each country_
I developing countries the emphasis may be

aced on balanced ,,development of natural re-
urces, water supplies and sewerage, urban

ettlements, and rural development. In the more
industrialized countries pollution and transporta-
tion aspects may need to be given greater empha-
sis., In this context, it is recompended:

7. That studies be carried out in every.
country to determine the environmental areas
which are currently most important, with re-'
gait] to engineerinj practice, and to outline the
qualification characteristias of the engineering
personnel whose work will influeiNce these areas.

8. That basic training of all engineers shall
include study of environmental and ecological
principles, so that they are able to foresee, not

,-simply react, to environmental contiequences.of
their work. Whenever.netessary, training on
environmentalmatters of a spedial nature 'must
be include'd in specific branches of engineering.

Manpower

Engineers have played,a major role in the tech-
nological development of the present society and
should continue to do so. An appropriate con-
sideration of man' as a part of the .environment
must be fundamental in the work of all engineerH.
Insights in basic and environmental prificiPles
must therefore be a part of the training at all
leVels

Education, effort aimed at- improving environ-
mental understanding amp it engineers must use-
fully be diretted towardsreducation in the follow-.
ing three phases, set out in order of priority:
(i) in-career education and training of practis-

ing engineers should be proMoted based upon
short-term courses and examination of case
stvdies ylvolving the -Use of-multidisciplinary
prInciples;

(ii) undergraduate education of all engineers
shall include environmental and ecological
principle's and studies aimed at a general
understanding of environmental problems;

(iii) engineers intending to specialize on environ
mental impact should pursue suitably arranged
post-graduate higher degree courses.

It is recommended:'
9.'. That studies be carried out on the needs

and categories of specialist engineers in environ-
mental fields, as well aaneeds for engineers able
to assume rOles in environmental management.

10. That the training of prIctising engineers
be considered as a priority matter. Effective
short-term courses using modern teChniques
should preferabl be used

Institutions

_11. That Unesco, when pla and.iniple
menting international technical co- peration pro-
grammes in the field of environmental education
of engineers, fully recognizes that hiller education
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systems are characterized by their great diver-
sity throughout the world in the same way that
are socio-economic policies. and development
objet es. Thus, while no universal moulds'
are desir ble, it is of the greatest usefuliness
and urge cy that governments and institutions
involve in a process of innovative reform.be
provide with a set of altelmatives which could
serve document technically their decisions
based o a large extent on overall national policy
considerations.

12. That an emphasis commensurate with
the government's overall environmental policy
be placed iri environmental quality objectives
when the'reform of higher education, and par-
ticularly engineering education, is contemplated
by different countries. ,

13. That in the study of alternatives for the
reform -of- engineering education and training'
governments and higher education stablishments

. give due consideration to_the possible need for
reorganization of institutional- atructures (e. g,
the creation of inter- departmental institutes or
laboratories oriented towards environmental
quality prOblems; the establishment of new
organizational structures that facilitate the co-
operation of such areas as engineering, archi-
tecture, planning law, economics and social sci-
ences in teaching and research on the environment).

Curricula

14. That in the regular revision of curricula,
attention should be given to the strengthening of
environmental concepts, through the inclusion of
additional courses or by integration into existing
programmes. It is necessary to introduce, into
the tuition jrogrammes of all levels, fizom pri-
mary to university, some elementary concentra-
tion not only on the imperative need of environ-
mental protection, but similarly on the ,complex
nature and interdependence of all phenomena
involved.

.15. After being informed by the Secretariat
of the forthcoming publication in English and
French of "Social Sciences and Humanities in
Engineering Education" (based on the results of
the Bucharest Seminar held in late 1972)*, the
meeting recommends that Unesco endeavour to
give it the widest possible diffusion among en-
gineel'ing educators and engineering education
institutions, possibly together with the report.,,
of this meeting, tsince the meeting feels that the
problems of environmental-aspects of the educa-
tion for engineers can only be approached effec-
tively by a consideration of both socio-humanistic
and scientific-technological elements in the pro-
cess of education of these professionals.

That as a possible means bf strengthening
,tsocial sci nce components of engineering educa-

tion, expe imentation be envouraged in the use
of case studies on past and present impact of

i technology on man and his environment.
4 16. That in the eaduale tuition programmes

of all specialization disciplines relative to en-
'vironrnental protection, elements be introduced

to enable mutual exchange, of information and

mutual 'understanding among the various profes-
sional groupi:-

In order to understand environ ntal situa-
tions, engineers should learn to work n.team
situations, in collaboration with professionals
of other disciplines, such as economists, man-
agers, lawyers, sociologists and political
scientists.

17. The engineer oftomorrow must have,
in the range of social and hu'man sciences, a know -.
ledge sufficient to'iniable application of his tech-
nical skill in the solution of important. social
problems, and thus to contribute practically to
social progress.

td#It is therefore recommended that: I

(Et) In all disciplines and specializatior% of
engineering education, the subject "Environ-
mental Protection" be introduced,' closely relat-
ing the problems of environmental protection to
the specific scope of problems in the engineering
specialization.

(b) Whenever necessaryaining on environ-
° mental problems of a special nature must be in-

cludel in specific branches of engineering, e. g.
chemical engineering (combustion and air pollu-
tion);_ electrical engineering (Siting of power
stations).

(c) All engineers' be trained to approach
complex situations' requiring multidisciplinary
knowledge and the use, bf systems analysis
methodology.

IV. DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR A
WORLD PROGRAMME ON
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION
AND TRAINING

Objectives Of the programme

To ensure that environmental considerations are
taken into account in development projects and
other engineering works, especially with refer-
ence to economy of energy and other resourcis;
development and dissemination of environmentNily
sound technologies; 'the prevention of pollution
and the promotion of healthy urban and rural en-
vironment on a global scale.

The programme is based on the conclusions
of the Meeting of Experts on Environmental As-

npeeti of the Education and Training of Engineers
held in June 1974.

Implementation of the pr gramme lt

Under the programme va Ibus projects /ill be
executed inthe years 1975, 1976 and 1977. These
.13rojects will be aimed at the development of
teiahing aids and teaching methods for the intro-
duction'of environmental concepts in engineering
education. by:

Unesco Seininar on the Social Sciences and
Humanities Content of Engineering Education_
(Bucharest, Romania, 5,1.8 September 19721.



exchange of information;
reform of 410/leering curricula;
workshops for engineering professors and other

educators;
development of new eduCational methodology and

resources;
post-graduate programines,. especially, in devel-

oping countries.,
pilot projects!'
other activities as recommended by the expert

Meeting.
Unesco will formulate details of the individual
projects in close ,co- operation with the countries
and with intergovernmental and non-governmental
international organizations concerned.

A. INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL
COMMUNICATIONu

(i) Development of sub-regional
networks of institutions engaged
in the environmental education of*
all engineering

Background, and objectives

The purpose of the project will belle develop 7
ment of,a global network of interinstitutional
linkages in the Reid of environmental edutation.
of engineers.

0Une B CO , through its different technical co- 4
operation activities, has- established close re-
lations with engineering educatiork institutions in
more than 50 countries. Some oN these institu-
tions are now engaged in or are considering the
development of new curric4a and methods of
engineering education to reflect national environ-
mental concerns. 1, ,

Description

Under This project which would cover Africa,
Asia, Arab States, Europe and Latin America,
Unescb would provide: s

(a) a substantial number of sub-regional
travel grants for engineering educators working
in the environmental area in order to promote
exchanges and co- operation between,institutions
in countries having similar environmental
conditions;

,(b) a number of fellowships for the training
of already qualified engineering educators wish-,
ing to npecialize in the teaching of environmental
subjects, through post-graduate interdisciplinary
studies, or thrbugh new outside the field
of engineering,;, in basic area of environmental
quality management such as

polity,and planning;
\ legislation;
ecology;
economics;

le) a number of fellowships for the training
ahroad of young engineering teachers.W particular
environmental control technologies related to
heir own branch of engineering;

(d) opportunities for exthange of fellows in

,

(b) and (c) through the methods proposed in (a),
thus maintaining an international flow and shar*
ing of.new knowledge and of eventual educational

, innovations resulting froth the. work of teachers
" trained under the prcatset.

_Work plan

Fifty travel grants shonld be provided each-Tear
_ in 1976.: 1177 and 1978, for the exchange of

teachers in the five sub-regiens mentioned;
ninety man-years Of fellowships would be awarded

to engineering professors from institutions in
sub-region:"

(ii) International newsletter

Background,

A need exists for thelkssernination on an inter-
national scale of inforrnationlikely to stimulate
engineering education institutions around the
world to appltheir teaching andfresearch prb-,
grammes 4to environmental' concerns.. Innova-
tions need to publicized and environmental
information disseminated to the world community
bf engineering educittors; practising engineers, %.
and professional soeNties.

Obtective

The objective of the news_ _
letter is to provide a

ythicle for the exchange of experience and in-
f*xnatioh that will stimulate the reform and de-
velopment of engineering education in.accord-
ance witNenvironinental realities. The news-
letter would disseminate information on activi-
ties undertaken tindei this programme, together
with other relevant Information, and would be a
source of material foto the regional and national..
engineering journals. Ft, ould also include in-,
formation on avail$ility of courses, educational
materials, and act as a catalyst for exchange of
experience.

Work play

Unesco would arrange for the 'publication of a
quarterly newsletter "Ngineering Education
and the Environment" directlPor in coroperation
with t Committee on ErrginegringEducation add

6 Training ohtlie World Federation of Engineering
Organizations. It would be issued initially in
knglish, French anaSpanish, it an estimated
net of $15,000 per annum.

.1

B. EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES-
PROJECT '

In order that; ngineers be prepared to,conalclir
theenvironmental significance of their projects,
whether in the public or priVate sectors,
necessary that their education be reformed to
include environmental concerns expliotiy. In
both formal and continuing engineering education,
materials and techniques need te.be developed



that will integrate environmental concerns into
, traditional engineering judgements.

A project to develop these materials should
be undertaken by Unesco. .

Examples of the types of materials that
should be deyeloped are .

1.. Monographs on the theme "Engineering,.
Developmedisand the EnVironment", that would'
provide an historiCi4 perspective on,the role of
engineers in contributing to the social purposes
of technological deireropment, and on the conge-

- quencee to society and the environment, of en-,
gineered technological Changed.

2. Ca Se studies, including relevant data and
comprehensive post-audits, of engineeririg proj-
-ects, such as dams, highways,,'industrial com-
plexes, river basin management, urban develop-
ment, resource exploitation, large-scale agri-
cultural projects, etc. Such studies,should in-
citide social and-environmental consequences, as
well as engineering effectiveness.

3. Classroom teaching materialeihat would-
be useful in many engineering science-arid design
Subjects for modifying oonventional subject.mate -
rial to incltide the environmental factors as-well,
a the traditional parameters. r

Eriamples include; (I-) chemical process or
tnabitiriery design, 1 where all energy and materials
consumed, produced or 'wasted are included in
the overallproject assessment; (2) siting of proj=
ects; where the total. impact on society must be
included; (3) mining, where costs of environ-

.
nientalproteetion and spoil disposal must he in-.
chided in project cost studies; and (4) manufaC-
turing propesses, wheire worker health and safety
are important components oftdesign.

4. .engineering study project-1s that lend
themselves to the multidisciplitiaey'analysieso
essential to the achievement of environmental n
compatibility. Such projects shouldbe designed
td'involvedttcients aria faculty from a %Vide vari-
ety Of disciplines and professions."' Examples of
such.projects include new proresSes, manufac-
turing plants, community developments, etc.

5. Teaching aids ranging froin conipilatiOn
of apprOpriate library material, to the devel6p-
ment of teaching materials exploiting modern
technOlogy, flints and filnt strips; computerized
instruction. a'

6. Studies of new institutional arrangements
'and structures in efighleering education, -aimed
at strengthening environmental and social con
oftraining prograinines.

TheAove materials will 'assist e ex
cution of the nther projects recommended by"the
peeting:-.r.

Implementation

-'' Unesco, in co-oper on with' UNEP and other
international org ations as may be appropriate,
should undeiak oject for the preparation'of
the rnonogra a case studied, claserooni teach-
ing materiald, Stay projects and teaching aids

`-,.., desCribed above:`."." " '' '' ': ''
y

UriescoitVataff shOuld be supplemented' by
I ' eons aa tile test; force drawn from various

fields of engineering education and practice, in-
. cluding environmental speciali ts. Because both ,

physical and social sciences are involved in en-
gineering education, experts frOm these fields
shotild be utilized. \I

LUneaco may consider sub-contracting por-
tions of the project toengineering' encl/or educa-
tional instituti IIS that have the necessary capa-
bilities, and e potential for recruiting the
appropriate ex erts.

The meetirtg recommends that an initial in-
vestment of 20 Man-years of expert services be
committed to, the project.

C. PROMOTION OF EDUCATIONAL.
FLEXIBILIVY

Pilot and demonstration programmes
for multidisciplinary environmental
education at engineering schools, L

including the use of systems 4proaches

Background

The, growing concern for the state of the hum
environment has an increasing influence on the
nature of the engineer's reepcnsibilities. There
is a strong interdependency between the work
performed by ebgineers and the state of the na-,
tural environment, which is determined by many
tightly interwoven factors. The single disciplinary
approach is no longer satisfactory, but little i8
yet known on how.the required multidisciplinary
methods can be applied in practice. The compli-
cated problems in this field can best be managed
with the aid Orthe s s concept.

While the needs are present in virtually
all fields of engineering activities it is consid-
ered thaf the "most urgent needs are for the
strengthening in ,engineering (sauced= of aspects
that/relate to: .

human- settlements;
natural resources;
marine environments and resources;
industrial complexes.

ln-orde /to achieve such innovations; soineinsth
tutiorp may have to changetheir structure.

jectives of the project

The objectives of the project are to develop
methodologies for multidisciplinary training, of
engineers in environmentally important fields,
and to dekrelop methodologieS for teaching the
applidation of.systemit concepts to environmental
prOblems.. T e'rnethetis--will be testedin pilot
and demonstr tie programmes undeaketi in
engineerin net utions of various rregionsof,the,
world. e pro amines will etressthe strength -
ening o critical areas that have hitherto been
inadegxiately covered in engineering studies,
namely urbari and, rural development, natural
resource corisergationsi marine resourceiparid
the.impact of largeinduatitil developments-Jr The
results of these addles and 'the progresth of the
pilOtilliregrammes'Ordtad be widely dissethinated'

'fr
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through the newsletter, through Unesco channels
and through the engineering education bodies be-
ing.,assisted by Unesco, to stimulate changes in
attitudes and institutions.'

o p
Summarized description
Of the project

A small task force t experts in multidisciplin-
ary environmental teaching programmes and in
human communication techniques will be charged
with drafting a technical paper on, methods and
techniques of multidisciplinary environmental
education. For this aim the task force will meet
severs times and visit institutes where such
multidisciplinary programmes are being conducted.

Work plan O

A second small task force of experts in systems
'analysis 'applied to environmental probleMs will
be charged with drafting a technical paper on the
use of syflitems concepts in dealing with environ-
mental problems. in engineering education.

The technical papers of both task, forces will
include case studies and will be reviewed by one
panel of experts.

FiVe institutions of which three will be in
developing and two in industrialized countries
will be selected for .the pilot and demonstration
.programmes, selected from the fields of human
settlemeqts, natural resources, ocean resources,
and industrial complexes.

These programmes will be located at engin'
eering institutions where there can be developed
appropriate institutional structures for co-
operation with other higher education unite, in-
cluding social and political sciences, medteine,
'natural sciences and law. Consultants ;maid

4 assist in developing and conducting each pilot and c
demonstration prograhime,

,D. CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR
PRACTISING ENGINEER 'AND

ENGINEERING TEACHER
1

Background it - \

This part of the programme will be co-ordinated
with work being done by UNIDO; WHO and the
Unesco Working Group on the Continuing-Educa-,
tion of Nngineers.. Most o the world's practis-
ing engineers have been ed ccited at a time when
the interactions between engineering works .and
the environment were less Considered tly society
than is now the'case. IrreSpeetive of the train-
ing programmes` being develOped with the environ-.
ment in mind for the present generation of stu-_
dents the need is even more urgent for increas-
ing the environmental awareness of practising

, ,

engineers. , r -

This is especially true for those engaged in
educating engineers.. Theynot only want a better
apprepation of recent environmental factors in
engineering practice, but they also need to know
how to reflect these effectively in their teaching.

(I) Workshops for engineering
professors to strengthen the
environmental aspects of
their teaching

Objectives of the project

To explore and demonstrate how engineering edu-
cators can develop their ability to inc de environ-
mental content and insights in their teaching, and""
to collaboratb with specialists in pther disciplines'
in.lheir teaching and research.,.

Summarized description
of theprojedt

Institutions in various countries will be selected
for the project. At each institution a workshop
for engineering professors will be held, each
dealing with the environmental aspects of one of
the dificiplinee; civil, engineering, electrical
engineering, urbanxplatuting, mechanical engin-,
eering, chemical engineering, mining and metal-y
lurgical engineering., At each institution com,r-
tants or the services of a sub-contracting inst -
tute woWid be provided for periods depending on
the needs for each case, and, pecialists in other
disciplines would participate., For each work-
shop,-T5Telldwships would be proyidedto engin-
eering educators from developing countries.

, Each workshop, whibh will be prepared and
conducted in close liaison, with national environ-

0 mental authdrities and interested international
Agencies, will give An opportunity to the partici-
pating educators to discuss teaching methods
and to use relevant visual aids. 'Furthermore,.

eminent experts in. e environmental field will
discuss latest dev opments. ease material on
environmental aspects of -,lineering projects
will be.collected for the wor op and made
available in a, form useful for\eng ering teach-
ing. After each event a report will drafted
anti submitted to Unesco, and this the' case
studies will be widely disseminated.

(ii) Workshops and seminars for
engineers (In co-ordinating th

6 activities, special attention wi
the responsibilities of other a
this field.10

Objectives

actisin
proposed
be paid to
ncies An

To develop in pr tising engineers attitudes that
will-help them b Um :carry out work having en-
vironmental consequences.

. Work plan

The. workshops will be carried out on a regional
oar sub-regional basis whenever appropriate, as
national pilot projects. The subject areas will

. be selected in-consultation with governments,
professional engineering societies, and the re-
gional associations -for engineering education.

"For each workshoP a team of national and, if
IIf necessary, international experts will be formed



o survey the needaof the prospective particiPants
and their employing organizatiOns, draft study `,

programme and 'organize the seminar. Where
appropriate successive seminars maybe organized
in several countries Of a region.

So as to have significant impact, a number
of such seminars will be organized in each year
of the Prograinine, with the topic, host institutions
and timing being chosen.toffnfOrmio local en-

irnriinentat concerns::

(iii) Roving seminars

Background and objectives

It had been recognized that there is a need to in-
form engineers, practising and those engaged, in
teaching, of the environmental impact of their
activities. This seems tnbe true of all countries'
and is especially tree of the less developed coun-
tries where the dangers and long -term effects of
all types of pollution do not at 'this time seem es-
pecfallY serious, or atleast less immediately \
important than' other constraints. ,

It was agreed that a very usefultinetion--
could be performed by a_srnallgp of experts
leading a se ins r--or Workshop In each of several
ce . In regions where engineers are rela-

vely flaw these centres could be in neighbouring
co tries, but is; retogntiid, that, even, in such
c tries a particularly laje country would'bene-
fit from the seminar being given inniore than one

Description

The ttamof experts would, wherever possible,

include at least one local engineer who has con-
cern foie the environmental impact of industry,
agriculture, Urban concentration's and public
services.

The seminars would be arranged through
engineering schools and national engineering
organizations as well as national agencies in the
field of economi&and social planning and environ-
mental protection. One major purpose would be
to draw public attention to enviroiunental dangers
and a second to inform engineering teachers of
the dangers and effects of certainprnctices, wni-Ch
might not as yet be welL recognized.

The seminars need-be ;ors few days duration
only, to keep down costs bqt Viso 'to enable busy
participants, especially senior ones, to attend,.
The discussions would be based On carefully tie-
pared material and areas would bi singled out
which are of locEil importance.

Woi4k,plan

The 'peripatetic team need not be large and per-
haps could consist of two experts and an assist-
ant, who'would4e. complemented,,b, the addition
of a local enginteir. .3uch a team dtkad visit four
centres in two weeks, which might include four
separate countries in some regions, and lead in
others.

This methocLof imparting serious and useful
information by mewls of lectures,- case studies,
discussion, and supply of bibliographies'would
seem to have strong advantages over and cer-
tinly complement' other. ways of imparting an
appreciation of sensitivity of our environment
to human activity.
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ANNEX 1

AGENDA

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of thp Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteul r

3. Introductory statements

4 Relhew of environmental programmes of 111, nese°

5. Presentation of background papers

Discussion -,"

(a) Environmental concerns and prospects,
°

(b) Engineering manpower requirements

(c) Options for engineering education
\ ( a. .4t

7. Co-operative internatioal programmes

8. Adoption 1)f conclusions and report

9. Closure r,

A
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Annex III

RULES OF PROCEDURE

(Established in accordance with the "Regulations-
for the general classification'of the various cate-
gories of meetings .convened by Unesco'i, as adop=
ted by theG.erieral 'Conference at its fourteenth.
se-ssion 14 C/Resolirion23. )

I. PARTICIPATION

Rule 1 - Chief participants

The chief participants shall be experts selected and invited by the Director-Generalof the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco). They shall serve in a private capacity.

Rule 2- Representatives and observers

Representatives of the United Nations and,organizations of the United Nations system and other in-
tergovernmental organizations which have concluded mutual representative agreements with t4iescO and
observers of international organizations invited by the Director-General may take part in thelneeting,
without the right to vote, and subject to Rule 7. 3.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEEING

Rule 3 - Terms of reference

The purpose of the Meeting is to submit to the Organization suggestions or advice on the matters
figuring on its agenda.

Rule 4 - Elections

The meeting shall elect a Chairman, one or more Vice-Chairmen and a Rapporteur.

III. CONDUCT OF BUSINESS I

Rule 5 - Duties of the Chairman

Thp Chairman shall open and clo
ensure observance of these Rules and ac
order and, subject to the present Rules sh
ascertain the sense of th'e,meeting and shall, if
not vote.

Rule 6 - Acting Chairman

each session of the meeting. He shall direCt
ord or withdraw the right to speak. He sha

trol proceedings and the rnaintenanc
ecessary, put questions to the vote.

If the. Chairman is absent or unable to attend, he shall b
'Jag in this capacity, shall have the seine powers and, duties as the Cha

ed by the
man.

the discussions,
rule on points of
of order. He may.
The Chairman shall

is .;.dhairrnan who, act

Rule - Order and' time-limittof speeches

7. 1 The Chairman Shall call upon speakers in the order in which they, ignify th r Wish to speak.

7, 2
.

F'or the convenience of the discussions, the Chairman may limit the time

'Ithe e,onitent of the Chairrnao must be ohtaine orehand whenevr, a reps
ab a to make a verbal cnrernunication.

owed to each speaker,

entative or an observer



Rule 8 - Working language

- English and French are the working languages of the meeting. Interpretation and documents will
be provided in these two languages.

4ule 9 2 Voting

9.-14)) The Chairman of the meeting shall summarize the general import of the discussions. If one or
more of the participants referred to in Rule 1 are not in agreement with the conclusions, their
views and the grounds therefore may: at their request, be summarized in the final report of the
meeting.

9. 2 Decisions requiring a vote shall be adt(pted by a simple majo.rity of the participants referred to in
Rule 1 who are present and voting. t..

9.3" For the purpose of the present Rules, the expression "participants" referred to in Rule 1 who are
present and voting, shall mean those casting an affirmative or negative Xote. P.artkipants abstain-
ing from voting shall be considered as non-voters.

9. 4 When an atnendment to a proposal is moved, the amendment shall be voted on first. When'several
amendments to a proposal are moved, the meeting shall first vote on the amendment deemed by the
presiding officer to be the. furthest removed in substance from the original proposal, and then on
the amendment next furthest removed tberefrom and so on, until all the amendments have been put
tb the vote.

9.5 A motion is considered
-part of that proposar.

an amendment to a proposal if it merely adds to, deletes from or revises

Rule 10 - Report of the meeting

The concluSions reached by the meeting shall be embodied in a report b trEinsmi,tted
to the DirectorGeneral of ,Uo,esco.

IV., SECRETARIAT OF THE MEETING

Rule 11 - Secretariat

The Secretatqat of the meeting shall be provided by Unesco officials and Consultants appointed for
that purpose by the Director-General of the Organization.

Rule 12 - Duties of the Secretariat-

The Secretariat shall perform all the work.necessary for the smooth functioning of the meeting:

Rule 13 - Statements by the Secretariat

The Secretariat may. at any time, make to the meeting either oral or written Statements concern-
ing any question under discct4gsion.
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OPENING ADDRESS BY MR. J. M. HARRIS9N
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-GENERAL
FOR SCIENCE
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adies and Gentlemen,

It is with, great, pleasure-that I am able to welcome
/ you on behalf of the Director-General: It is our

/ wish that you will have an interesting an produc-
/ tive meeting and a pleasant stay in Paris. We

/ have attempted to provide the facilities and made
' arrangements reqUisite to the fulfilment of these

Wishes. If, however, we have overlooked any-
thing, please let us know so that we can do what--
ever is necessary to facilitate your activities.

Urregto, -as many --of- :you are aware, has
been over, the years and presently is involved in
a large number of activities that can be described
b3r"the three critical words in our name: educa-
tional, scierilThel.,cultural. These have included.
a great Many environmental considerations. It
does not require a very thorough examination of
the world's environmental problems and their
Solutions (achieved and potential)\ to realize that
all three of the areas delineated in our name must
be embraced. Cultural factors frequently dictate

,the manner in which environment ii s. used or mis-
----/Used - scientific advances been

the basis of technological appli tions that haute
,

changed the environment - but usually it is sci-
'enee and engineering that also hold'the keys to
reps ring damage previously done and preventing
fti e damage; and in all cases it is education of

engineers, as well as tie architects, urban
planners, ecologists and others directly involved
irkihe environmental management process that

'must prepare.thepeoPle who can undertake the
required works., One of,your tasks here is ito
study the relevant educational needs of young

,engineers being moulded, for their careers and
e needs of older practitioners whose formal

education may have been completed in years past
When admittedly, environmental concerns did
not receive the present due degree of attention.

The United Nations Envircinenent programme
that was established ,following the Stockholm Con-
14rence of 1972 rhas ecognized such needs and
has ,entrusttr Uriesco to assist in studying the
problems d working toward their solutions. IA
addition to contributing to the financing of this
Meeting, UNEP has to date, agreed to, support
tWo,other environmental projects in the field of
'Engineering Education. One is for holding an

,`

Asian Regional Wo kshop on Environmental Train -
ing 'vf Practisin ivil Engineers. The objective
of this project 46...to demonstrate the possibilityof
environmental trair;--s.u.kLgional or national
basis, of Civil Engineers in key-positions, where
they are involved in the planning and execution of
major works, tr concerned with regional and ur-
ban development.

The second is for EnVironmental Training of
Engineers in Institutions in Developing Countries.
This project will create pilot programmes of Study
In two institutionithat have received or are re-
ceivineaslistance from UNDP. The objectives
are to show that traditionally organized engineer-
ing schools can, without great' marginal costs, in-
troduce a coherent and successtprograrnme of
basic environmental studies. In Unescols future
projects, included thetwo just mentioned, the fi-
nal selection of the content, level, and mode of
presentation will be guided by the regrets of your
deliberations and recommendations he this week..

In addition to these Engineering Education on
projects that pertain to the environment,

UnesCo has been, and is, involved in numerous
other activities that relate directly or indirectly
to the environment, especially:
the Man At the Biosphere Programme (MAB)

which is an intergoirernmental and interdisci-
plinary programme of research, emphasizing
an ecological approach to study of the interrela-
tionship between man and the environment,
and to problems relating-to regional use and
conservation of the resources of the biosphere;

the International Hydrological Programme to pro-
vide a scientific framework for the general de-
velopment of hydrological activities to include '
hydrological cycles, assasment of water re-
sources throughout the world, the influence of
man's activities on the water cycle, to promote
the exchange of information, to promote educa-
tion and training in hydrology and to assist
Member States in the organization and develop-
ment of their national hydrological activities;

Marine Sciences studies and research to promote
regional and national capabilities in managing
the coastal environment and support the trans-
fer of information on marine resources and their
management.

Als of importance is the work' done on. Earth



Science project, Solar Euergy and many other
technological and scientific areas.

In January 1974 we hosted, herd at Unescn
House, an experts meeting on Environmental Eni
gineering. Copies of the report of that meeting°
have been distributed to you and should be of value
to yciu in ascertaining some of the directions en- -
gineering work is going and thus may suggest to
you the education and training needed to provide
professionals to carry out the work.

In the past, consideration has surely been
'giverrto environmental factors in the eduCetion
of engineers and their subsequent works. These
range from the trbvious, as in the activities of
civil and sanitary,engineers whose engineering .
works have solved basic environmental problems.
Less obvious perhaPs are, for example, 'consid-
eratiOn for effects of impounded waters from the
construction of dams; routing of highwaysto avoid
disturbance of wild life refuges and natural beauty
spots; and of course structural and architectural
design of buildings to provide comfortable living
and working space while preserving the aesthetic
appeal of the surrounding environment.

Chemical, electrical and mechanical en-
gineers too have learned to be_cencerned about
the environment in siting plants and designing
them for minimization of smoke and other pol-
luan. waste heat utilization aridreduction of
noise. The list could go op, and it Must be ad-
mitted that in the past,-the environmental Con-
cerns were frequently a reaction to external pres-
sures from the community, Ora. by-product of
overriding technical and economic factors.'

The present situation regarding the training
.of- engineers to participate in the solution of en-
vironmental psoblems still seems to stand as a

"'rather cornplic one.
On the one hand some educators and employ-

ers of engineers advocate the establishment .01
post- graduate programmes in environmental

engineering, usuallyfollowing exposure to basic
environmental studies within the traditional
branches of engineering at the undergraduate

RNlevel.
On the other hand there are tendeneies to-

wards the creation of undergragpate degreepro-
grammes in environmental engineering from the
beginning.

Although it seems clear that there should by
a batik environmental component in all types of
engineering and technological education, the above
mentioned problems appear impOrtant for Urrsco's
future programmes and I hope that the meeting
will be able to provide us with illuminating thinii=
ing in this respect.

The time has noiy, come, hbwever, for the
engineer to be imbued, during hiss training, with
the importance of the environment as an integral
element in all of his design, opetatfrig and Man-
agement decisions throughont,his -career.

We thus look to 'you, through this meeting,
to provide us with guidance on what action should
be taken by Unes,co,.UNEP, and othOr organiza-
tions, as well as by our Member Stiates, to face
up to this new situation where environmental fac-
tors are becoming so importaittlirtlfe.-appite ticin
of sdience and technblogy. You may wish to m
specific recommendations about cu _ricula, you
may wish to propose new institutional structures,
you'may wish to suggest areas where regional and,i.
international,egToperative action is required.

I am pleaiaed\to note the representation of our
sister United Nations organization as well as you
who represent other international organizations
concerned with education, engineering architecture,
ecology, etc. , all of which and other fieqs are of
importance to the deliberation in this particular
meeting.

I wish you successful, and productive working
sessions, anIlook fbrward to yOUr conclusions
and recomrirendaions.
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SUMMARY OF TIT, ADDRESS OF THE/DIftECTOR
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES AND NATIONAL RESOURCES
RESEARCH

The Director of flap Department of Environmental.
Sciences and Natural Resource Research, Dr.M.
B. atis se, reviewed the overall Unesco programmes
related to the environment. He stressed that
1.1°es-co-had been interested it environmental.mat-
ters since its earliekat days, as shown by its pro-
moting the creation of the International Union of
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and its now
completed Major Project on Scientific Research
on Arid Zones. He then described continuing
areas of activity such as hydrology, mineralre-
sources, oceanography, and more recently the
interdisciplinary programmes entitled "Man and
the Biosphere" (MAB). He stressed theiimita-
tions imposed by the Organization's budget, such

that it was not possible for it to finance major
research programmes, but rather to, play a rine /
of co-ordination and stimulation of international
co-operative activities. In this,regard, hezwel-
corned the ayailability of support from UNEP for
projects involving substantial financial expendi-
ture, such as regional training centres in ecologi-
cal fields. Mr. Batisse,concluded by elplaining
that education tnust be a major part of many en-
vironmental programmes, including the training
of specialists such as engineers, architects, urh
ban planners and -Other professionals such as
ecOnomittts, and underlined the need for educa-
tion, for public understanding of environmental'

%issues.
f t



ADDRESS BY DR. A. MANOS, REPRESENTATIVE
OF THellIKECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
UNITEDNATIONS Els/VIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME
(UNEP)

I

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a privilege to be here today and to bring you
greetings from Maurice F. Strong, the Executive
DireCtor of the United Nations EnYironment Pro-
gramme.

,This is the first joint activity between Unesco
andUNEP at which our Secretariat is being repre-
sented. It deals with one of the subject matters
to which the Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment and the subsequent two meetings of
UNEP's' GOVernIng Council gave great importance.

, The Declaration on the Human-Environment,
drafted at Stockhom and adopted by the General
Assembly of the United Nations proclaims that
Pin the long and tortuous evolution of the human
race on this planet a stage has been reached when,
through the rapid acceleration of science and tech-
ology, man has acquired the power to transform

h s environment in countless ways and on an .un-
precedented scale. Along with.it, the capacity of
man to improve the environment increases with
each sassing day

Th Declaration further states, in Principle 18,
the com n conviction "that science and technology;
as part of heir contribution to economic and so-
cial develop ent, tritist be applied to theidentifi-
cation, avoidan e and control of environmental
risk an'd the solu n of environmental p oblems
for the common goo' of mankind".

Recommendation 6 of-the Stockholm onfer-
ence, calls for the establ hment of a progra me
to train and retrain profes nal workers in ri-
ous disciplines, at various ley s and recornme ds
to Unesco and all the organizatio concerned t
develop their activities in studying irable in-
novations in the training of specialists, 'tech-
nicians.

-My brief remarks are not intended to he a
technical contribution to your discussions but tor
bring the "view from Nairobi" in order to place
them in the perspective of the UNEP prograspome.

The broad mechanism of man's impact on his
environment involves three levels, the govern-
ment or decision-makers, the technical specialists ,*

and the public at large. It is easy to see, that
members of the engineering professions play a
key role at ach of these levels: rs

as public officiali;

c.*as technicians in their,respective fields;
"' as enlightenelkmembert of the public and opinion

makers. *

Professionally, they can contribute to a better en-
iironment in several crucial capacities:"
acting as govertiment officials they should be abje

"to, initiate public action,.. asp the:ones who drait
lam" 277tan regulations. Their studies will per-.
mit the politfcal process to play with better
knowledge.of the:possible alternatives;

acting as planners and'ibuildere.of infrastructuie
they should be able to consider the consequences
of their wokin a longer time perspective, wider
space dimension'and from the points 'of view of
other disciplines as well;

acting as working engineers they should be able to
consider the imPlicatioris of alternative technol-
ogies on scarce and non-renewable resources
and be able to.ioresee, not simply resPorid, to
outside challenges which are Posed, e. g. by
the energy crisis, high laboUr costs, short-
term.materials shortages. and others:

.If these Ones of the engineering profession are kept-
in mind a few points can already be noted with re-
gard to education and training.

The first is that the growing pre-occupation
with environmental concerns will create an
timid demand for engineers. Can one attempt to
quantify this demand in the industrialized and the
developing countries anddraw.'some conclusions
as to the training facilities required? ,

Secondly, the training or recycling of practia:
ing engineers and the ot clucotion of engineering
students each call for suitable, techniques. What
additional research is necessary, .What are the
successful experiments that can be dtipiicated, what
recommendations can this meeting make as to the
structure of curricula?

Thirdly, environmental monageM
have to be betterdefined. Inorder to so UNEF'
ha commissioned the Massachussetts Inritute of
Techn logy to study what are the various Ores
Which must be performed Tor effective environmen-
tal management and What are .the bodies if
edge that,underlie it.

In conclusion, the problem we face is to'dive
:engineers a broader perspective from which to
see their wofic no't just as a series of probleM
solving exercise% They can vontribute a great



deal to a fundamental niappraisal of values and
must take sides on specific environmental issues
where the potential for conflict is high. Conflicts
will be resolved within the local, the national and
the world community, always keeping in mind
that there are outer limits to development and
change that conditiOn man's survival on a small
,planet:

We in UNEP 1pok forward to and staqd
ready to finance, detailed, recommendations for

action that will stress not only the technical and
economic componentsin the education sand train-
ing of engineers, but also the effects of technology
upon the earth as as limited life-sustaining sys-
tem, its effects on human health and on the Whole
series of imOonderables that constitute hurvan hap-
piness, nothingless- ihrfact - than a marriage of
the two cultures which is the very special vocation
of Unesco.

(4
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ADDRESS BY MR. ALEXANDER EUSTAFIEV
DIRECTOR OF THE, DIVISION OF
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

Badies and Gentlemen-, -

The Assistant Di ector-General for Science has
already introchiced yoU to some featureof Unesco's
aeitivitiea.M.,the field of natural sciences and
their appliCatiqn to develdPment, particularly- ,

as regards environmental quality prIteervatiiin
andthe organization's co-operation with the re-..
cently'Created United Nations Environmental
Programme (UNEP). ,

I wish to briefly give our distinguished par-
ticipants some addilidiral elements which I hOpe
would be useful' for their deliberations on the
work of Unesco in the area of engineering and
technological ectiCatiOn and training. The'imple-
mentation of this part pi the programme is the
responsibility of our Division of ,Technological,
Research and Higher F,ducation, which .deals in
the broad field of education and research in the .*

_I applied sciences.
From the early stages of the development of

Unesco's international oo-operation activities in
the-field of basic and applied science, PartictilEil
attention was given to the needs of Member Cates

.in the field Of engineering education During the
50's decade, ad' sort' services were provided to
developing countr es at their request and within
the limitations of e available budget of Unesco ,

as ell as of ext -budgetary_ resources for
particular problem in the expansion; and upgrad-
ing of thsir system of engineering and higher
\echnologrcal educat n.

The decade of th 60's is marked by the in-
Creasing availabilit o theOrganizatiOnof re-
sources outside its own Regular Budget froalhe
United Nations programmes of te,ohnical co-
operation, such as the present comprehensive-
assistance scheme known as the United Natio s
Development Programme,

Under such extra - budgetary financing Une
in response tai; the urgent demands of Mein
States - was iiblntio launch and consolidate a siz 6-
able enterprise'consisting of integrated projects
/aimed mainly at the creation of new engineering

) and other'higher technologieill education institu-
" dons and to the expansion and reform of existing

ones' Metnbez States' institutions were thus able
to receive tiignificant assistance in the form of
serVices of international' expert personnel,'

fellowships fon'the straining abroad of national
teaching and research staff; laborfitciry, computer-
and library Rquipmedt bibliographical material:
and in some instances, Sub-contracts for ape-

. ctal technical services. Such innate ikaded tona-,
tfonril counterpart contributions in sliik; buildings
and loCal f ruining perinitted to develop a signifi7
cant, part of the institutional structure needed iorr.
this type Of education in more than 50.cPuritiies.in all regions of the world;

In addition, international'co-operation activi
ties. in thk,field of engineering and t(
dticatiOn Pnder Unescp's Regular Programme

have permitted to establish direct working relation:.
:ships with institution's in practically all Member..
States, specially developing countries. Our ef-
forteto create and strengthen regional mechanisms

. for co-eliaperatiOn in engineering educatiOn are an
important feature of this work, and one in which 6
a number of you have played leading parts. Also,'
under otir Regular PrograMme, have nterns=
nonei working groups actively examining.problems
that we regard rig priorities #:,inich as curricida de- ..

ccuttinuing edudiationand education - industiy.'
co-operation:

Talking now .mdre about,the pregent, 14r me
ay that engineering and technological echicatioR

in the decade of the 70's is characterized --despite
continuing needs.for quantitative eXpaneiori- by a
crisis of quality, of needs for innovation, under-°

.growingly urgent deMands of societies
dergoing an accelerated proCess of

lined by t
which, are
change. ';

Ther"ef "e, the problems which you are now
called to ex mine abd ativige he Organization.
about, are c pleir and.fasc t g, rich

ations, anci.dem ding as much in-
. sight to come fOrn the sociO- huManistic disciplines

° on) the sci ntific and technical ones. I .think
is so if oni .e ause t eeie, problems at the

satin tinie7t the man environment,
concernink the eddiation an training.of human
beings. 421.

Therefore, I wish #o- invite ynu.:,tygiye con,-
sideration among the factors'of major importanca:
in your discusnions, to-Iktact that the Organize.
tion gas ittquired exPerien and established itolid
relations` Po=operation with governments and,

ad I already saidg especially. in
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The existence of our network of Unescoassis-
tea engineer rig and technological education 'institu-
tions co be an inter/gstitg point of departure for
the many ctivities which the Organization should
undertake n the future.

I am onfident that with your competent ad
such a pr ramtne will grow to become a me n
ful ,espon oil' the Organization to ib gee
M ber St is. 1
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T ENVIRONMENT AND
EN NEERING EDUCATION
by L. J. M STERTMAN*

The engineer and the environment

The growing concern for the state of the hiiman
environment hae_anineneasing influence on
ture of the engineer's responsibilities,. C
quentlY the time perspective as Well as the scope
of his vwrk is changing. Where in the past his
primary aim was the well-being of the present
generation. he will now also have.to,consider
his influence on the living conditions of future
generations and-efen on the possibilities for
mankind to offer its members also in future a
life in human dignity. The insight has grown
that the interdependency among the consequences
of various engineering works and between these ,
works and the state of the natural environment
is much stronger than was assumed in the past.

--Rumours about unfavourable or unwanted environ-
mental conse qier ncesof_engineering activities
have caused -the- general -- public to-become m ,

critical about the engineer's activities. In almost,
all countries of the world this public'ia better in--.,
formed than ever before. The belief in the value
of the advises of professional experts has decreased.
Each engineering organization will have to inform
the publicon the environmental onsequences of
its activitteir.---1 c participation in decision-
making becomes essential.

In considering the impact of theinvironmental
concern on engineeringsedudation these cireum-_-__
Stances should be kept closely in view. Therwill
therefore be treated now more in detail.

Multidisciplinarity

Dealing with relatively narrow areas of knowledge,1
as separate entities has made great contributions,'
ter-the rapid .advance of 'technology. It has led,
however, at the same time to neglects in the
consideration' of interrelationships and of long-
term effects.

The state_.of the human environment is deters
mined by many tightly interwoven factors. So-.
ciety responds to changes in these factors in a,
variety of ways. The diagnosis of environmental
conditions, the prediction of the ways in which
they are influenced by the engineer's.works and
the management of environment-related processes
require, therefore, concerted action from various

disciplines. Hotv rganize such interdisci-
plinary studies and a ns,is still liirgely un-
'known. Although those articipating in such

°' studies should have a wide ough general
!

Bei-
_entific background, multidisc ity is more-

a matter of attitudes than of varietyof-inforrna-
tion-. One cannot consider, e.g. a teaching pro-
gramme for architects in which subjects as
biology, social and political sciences, preventive
medicine; etc. are taught to be multidisciplinary,
however useful-such a wide orientation will be.
Multidisciplinarity requires that,people from
different qackgrounds learn to work together in
the ion of specific problems. They must
e alitriato listen so well to others that their con-

tribillinn will be well-concerted with the contri-
butions from other angles. They should further-
more be able to express their lawn viewpoint in
such a way that others can easily grasp where

49 connect.. This is not a very easy task. .Often
multidisciplinary teamwork results in super-
fibiality. It is an established fact that most:,
people perform' best when they work in a relatively
narrow framework, aimed at well-defined targets.
Professional university training has imposed for
each different speciality a specific conceptual
framework; those having studied a specifiqtype
of engineeringve been imbibed with a stie,cifiC
methodology for coming from .observational data
to a set of conclusions and proposals.

The existing ,trends towards more speciali-
zation in engineering carui6t be arrested. De-
pending on his environmental responsibilities
the engineer will, however, need,a'brdEid basic
knowledge and the attitude necessary for mukti-
disciplinary work. This attitude cannot be acquired
by listening to lectures; it should be exercised.,
For this purpose material is needed for releyaqt -

case studies. The student from each of the va-ci-
ous participating disciplines will have to prepare
his part before the communications session be-
gins. The teacher who acts as convener of the,

* Professor of Hydraulics, Delft University of
Technology; Director, Netherlands Univer-
sities Foundation for International Co-
operation,.oen Haag; Director, .International.
Courses in Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineer-
ing, Delft, Netherlands.



' sessions should a good e for synthesis
and he should not try impress. own view-
Pants upon the group. One should no ect,
howeVer, that an ideal multidisciplinaryg
Can be formed.

The question would be justified whether this
multidisciplinary work would not generate a new
interdisciplinary environmental science or te'ch-

---- nology. The history of typically intend i -
sciences narrowly related to the enviro

as geagifephy, ...shows how' contri utions from
various angles have ultimately ,bee welded to-

" gether into a now ut doubt new,
interdisciplinary ciences related ecific en-
virorunental technologies or to spe iftc problems
Of-,enVironmental concern will. sta to appear in
the corning years The need for all- ncompassingthe

environmental' studtesand-`L__
actions will no be feduceds,\ut pos ibly even in-
creased by au h develcipmentd.

In" many countries the scope of introdootory
environmental subjects at college level could be
reduced after they have been better' developed at
secondary schools.

Systems concepts
--k . .

'Por a future historian of science it would be an
interesting task to investigate in how far 'the
advent of the .electronic computer a few years

ore the world-wide awarenets,of an environ-
" men a cern is a mere coinciden . In any

case the co er has made possible inv
tions which contributed largely to oar insight
that society,migtit feet)" an environmental crisis.
Many environmental studies could hardly be per-
form- d without ompu r assistance. Predict-7Y.

of t

Basic en' irOnmental subjecfs t

0
I A (

tParticipants in'inultidisciplinaty environmental
teams should be- farnillar with a number of /Sets
and principles from bpsic disciplines as biolo
meteotdlogy, geology and geochemistry. They
should further become aware of the nature of en-
vironmental risks by reading on a few cases of
unfavourabirtonsequenees of human_actions. One
eboulenordngage,' however, in the formation of
a well-rounded gnneralist as they halm existed in
the Renaissance., .. '

Very'much' Of this basic matter shdul. and
could 'be taught at secondary level. As the en-
gineeee works iiine a great on the
environment he 'should know More about general
environmental subjects than the average second-
ary school graduate. '

These basic environmental subjects/could be
introduced info the engineering curriculum in
various ways. Much will depend on the philosophy
of the individual college. Sortie would try to teach.
these subjects in a forfnal course including exam-
illations. Others would. prefer to 'make them part

.Nof a "general studies" programme conducted
elni.allel to the main course. In many cases,' it

'Would-not-be necessary to cover all basic material
in, series of lectures. Many, excellent Arid very
readable books have. _been-- published and also
public' information media and the professional
-press are giving good reports on specific cases.
One 'should strive, therefOre, at limiting,class
instruction only t 'subjects that require farmal

demon'st'rationsbecause e. demon'st'rations
or individual laborato -Work are iii3eded.''

Teaching basic envirMknental sUbjectdin the,,
"first college years might be 'considered by some
as being undesirable because it interferes with
the formation of the Main subject. Introdnetiop
of them at the end of the course or even id a
Riedel poet-graduate course will have' the ad- ,
vantage of students with more maturity. Taking
the environmental subjects in the first yeari-will
on the Other hind enablteaCherin the kldrious
tipplied;'engineeritig sehjectf. to refer to ithig
.tkiliterittl.

ture state: environment requires the
ap)31 'cation o ion techniques. In theetudy
if en irorment systems variables and
pare eters from nature and from society are '
simul aneously, dealt with. Pathways and die -`'
persi -of pollutants in surface '4 und rground
waters, and 'the air have to,be stu

Thelormulation and organi i of compli-
cated problems in a form fit f e computer
has led to the systems conce . Thinhas been
widely applied to physical s stems and the

anagement of industry. Still much has be
done oie-systems senalysietvilibewelraP c-
able' to enmironmentirldination
sphere in which, commonly social variables p
a role, One can readily assitime that this will-be.
the-Case within a few years. ,The engineer with
environmental responsibilities would then need
suffifcient insight in systems analysis.

The ideas_behind the eistemsconCept can
best be assimilated when their re-taught-st-etr
early age. They should, therefore,.-belOng to

. first-year's Colleges programmes together with
numerical methods and 'computer' programming.

'advanced applications can be studied later.
many engineering students who. later

have to t responsibility for environmental
management this will have to be followed by
courses in operational research and in Manage-
Inent methodig.

Publle participatiOn.

In dealini4ith enVirdnInerital matters, the en-
ginee r should not takna defensive conservationist
attitude, bid- have EtIntiiire'cobstructive posiure:.
His ideas should, however, be accentable to the
generaii,.'ppblic. k He will only' be able ,le, -obtain
this oonsent whenhe stieceeds in convincing others.
Members of the geneealtiOlie are tkiwadays well
aware, of etriironmentalVointeti rtainitg to their
own environment. The 'tten et- will only , be
credible if he shewil_tliat If as studied the yeti-, ..
oussides of an enVironniental issue and is aware
of which interests could be involved.' lie should
'MOW hors to Otiteiii Val*Oli)etieft-W Other's in .,
decisionMaking*d holk to Cariareitiicate with
the infordiedriayinnti. -4.' , -: '''' ' ' '''

Textbooks Ofteii deAl with., examples .frOnice-
liniited, part of the Worlt particularly a feW

. -
, -

I !



industrialized countries. The engineering student
would widen his perspecti'Ve and at the time
serve ids community when he, would work out in
cbilegesenvigonmental cases from his own.sur-
roundingtr:- Classwork conducted in task - groups'
of students, teachers, and persons from outside
the univ reityan increase the student's ability
to-CO-o rate. Publication of the results of.suc
stu es n readily assimilable form would consti
ut a s rvice to the community as lon as imbal
antes be weed various viewpoints and nterests'
are avoi ed.

Here again it is not in the first 1 e a matter
of theoretical knowledge of communi Lionel tech-
niques, but baf the right attitude. A sensitivity
for the desire's and the possibilities for others to

, participate cari\only be acquired by direct con-
frontation witirthe issue.

The /nvironmentancl_engineering'__
education

the world, of his possibilities to contribute to
the well-,being of its citizens and his responsi-
bilitieS to avoid environmental damage.

2. I the consideration of environmental
aspects of various engineering subjects, one
would not only have to cover additibnal envirori-

al protection techniques but one should also
conside nsequerices of existing practices.

e wouldfdis how to economize on energy
nd aterlials and th- euse. Transport quan-

titi s and distances could b- inished by using
lo 1 materials. Public healthcare -does not

y mean the avoidance of vectors causing dis-
ses, but alsb the desi
ts in such a way that t

sense of psychological
nstruction and manuf cturinTprocedures

shobkd be chosen which cause less noise, dust
and waste.

Textbooks and manuals in engineering should
as far as .possible be adapted to environmental
requireinents,_ By a well-Prepared information
prograMme engineering teachers eanbe assisted

/ with the adaptation of the coi tesi&Qf their lessons.
3. Specialists in environmental to yea

ious institutes. or the rural
iculturalist in a

al specie ist "par excel,-
or the forester in the 1

ment. Schools 'of
eady understood

o.

Multidisciplinarity, the use Of systems concepts
and lblic participation belong b3ino means ex

cluir ely4ELenvironmental managem nt. They
are applied to g_extent in a variety of
engineering fields. Adaptatio ineering
urricula to environmental reqn ents

th mtake them at the same titre, more Eipi t able
for o r needs felt by modern society. It would
be woril.shile.latasastigs.te-homaltroductio

--" of the ,above "concepts in a sptcific -curridulu
could be ad4ted-to-ser-ve_net_ nly the enyir
mental aspects but also the main engine ri g
subject for Which the curriculum has been de'-
signed. One would also have to consider how
far the division of engineering into specific pro-

----fessiorial, collies; hick have been generated in
an ongoi ocess tha sta'already for more
than a centur , would be in
developments. \\

Types of environmvtal education
at engineering schools

Engineering schools would be required_to-offer
enyironmental education for the following pur-
poses:

1. Creating an awareness of thienvironmental
issue,and of the possibilities to .deal with environ-
mental problems in general.. 'f

2. GiVing the ability to deaVwith the environ-
mental aspects of subjects b longing 'to the cirr-i
riculurn of a; pecific engineering programme.

3. The edu tion of specialists in env,ironmental
techniques.

4. The education of specialists in environmental
management.

1. Every citizen should be aware of the re-\ lations of his 'community and its members with
the natural environment. These will be deter-
mined to a large extent by social and cultural
variables. ,Che higher the educational level is
the wider should be the scope of this awareness
and the greater its depth. 'It is not just a matter

N of teaching more biology or sociology but the in-
'di,virlual should get a clear view Of his plae in 2

of engineering prod-
ey contribute to the
d social well-being,

are trained at v
nvironment the a

onme
lence . saine-hol
case of natural en
agriculture \and forestry

.ther resporisibility in th
Specialists in water
gement have, alreadyman

than half a century under the name of:' anitar
engineers" or "environmental engineers". Re-
cently 4 few, programmee-have_started,
at the education of biologists and diem s
Work together with engineers as environmental
technologists, specialized in monitoring and
analysing water, air and,food. In most cases
environmental engineers and technologists are
educated on pOst-graduate level. As much-has
already been published in recent years on such
programmes, they will, not be discussed in this
pap()

4,_,Many engineers Would be called upon in
their career to become environmental managers,
although this task would not be exclusively in the
hands of engineers. industriatmanagement tech-
niques are only partially applicable in the public
sphere. Special programmes for environmental
managers should, therefore, be organized.
Such programmes would encompass-techniques
of data collection and prediction, study of eco-
nomic and social variables, standards related

man ato the susceptibility of mand other parts; of .
the biosphere to environmental changes and-
abovq all !Allays in which optimal solutions could
be obtained. ,Furthermore, environmental leg-
islation and administration would have to-take an
important"place. It Will be necessary to follow
.c.pliely the experiences gained with a few such
Pograrnmes that are already being organized
and to try to organize a few more pilot projects

respec
urifieation
een educate

ed

3 b

or education in environmental management. ,



ANNEX A

WHAT EVERY ENGINEER SHOULD KNOW ABOUT .THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

The earth

Theories about the early hiStory4of the world.
The Origin' and changes in' composition of the
atmosphere. The various elements in the earth's
crust.

11. Man's relation to nature

Principles of ecological balance between various
living species. Irreversible changes brought
about by man. His parasitic diseases.

ei>

12. Man as a user of resources

Expone ly increased consumption of resources
causes grow transportend exhaustio of known
reserves.-

2. The energy cycle ,

Units of exiiressing energy. Solar radiation and
reflection. Conve ilion of energy at the earth's
surface.

The atmosphere

Nature of the various layers in the atmosphere
and the stratosphere. H at circulation. Winds.

4. Life on earth

The metabolism of protists, animals andplants,
particularly photosynthesis and respiration. The

evolution of life.

5: Material cycles

The most important material cycles particularly
those; of nitrogen, carbon oxygen, hydrogen,
phosphorus and sulphur.

6. The water cycle

Precipitation, eAraporation, rue-off an infiltra-
tio. Ground waters and surface Ovate

7. Minerals

The concentration of specific minerals and hydro-
carbons at a-few places on the earth. The notions:
reserve, resource and resource base;
ities for prospecting and eAploitation.

8. Soils

Some principles of geochemistry. Origin and,
nature of soils. Soil degradation: -erosion, sal-
'ination and lateritisation.

9.. Settlement by inan

...me history of the settlement of mason the earth
aga process of increasing specializStion: gather-
ing and hunting, fishing, agriculture, trade,
-tranappri.and industry,

10. Growing poitillations- .0

N Relation betweenepecialk n oft:mites activ itie '.
poptilation grow,th. LiMits for pOpulation

density given available resources and organiza-
tion of etsznmunity.

13. Man as a pollutor

Excessive discharges of degradable organic ma
rials. Introduction,of synthetic organics. -Spread=
ing out of what were once locally concentrated.
organics. Influence of these pollutants on the
atmosphere, oceans/ lakes and rivers.

14. Inequalities" in resource distribution

The distribution of natural resources over the
earth. Their' exploratiqn, exploitati n, trans-
port and valorization. Ecological neequences
of.the unjust differences in opportu ities to raw
upon the earth's resources betweenv a s
of the world's Opal:dim.

15. Man's habitat

Physical and psychological needs for shelter and
privacy. Homeostasis.: Ventilation. Houses as
shelter for the pap:rates of man.

_

16. Human settle-mente-----___

Settlement patternET-their, historical political,
geomorphologicil and economical or4ins. En-
vironmental considerations in planning. Needs
for integrated regional planning.

17. Water pollution control

Properties of natural --- 1,fliters. of-2-,_
collecting liquid wastes. Breakdown of organic
wastes by treatment. Sludge disposal. Non -
organic and industrial wastes.

18. Air pollution c

The composition of the atmosphere. Sources of
air pollution. Health tOnsequencesof_eir-0110=
tion. Possibilities for prevention.



ENVIRONMENTAL CONCE.RNS. AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION(')

by Daniel A. Okun(2)

"Relevant" is the trendy, word in educational
dies in most of the indudtriallzed countries today.

)1 For the remainder of the World; in Asia, Africa
and Latin America, the word might be "develop-
ment". They are but two sides of the same coin.
Environmental concerns are certainlyrelevant
today and they have an inextricable relationship

'with development as well(3).
# Environmental degradation has been attrib-

uted to development - ut development has been
responsible for enviro ental enhancement as
well. The environment c n nohnore be preserved
inviolate from people than e surface 'of a still

N lake can remain placid when stone is scaled'
across if. The ,"conservationi sif who would
have us avoid upsetting the "bala 'e of nature"
might as successfully leash the win and'the
waves. Rend Dubos (1965) in his Man Adapting
,put it well

"All technological innovations, whether con-
cerned with industrial, agricultural or medical
practices, are ound to upset the balanee of na-
turer In fact, to aster nature is synonymous
with disturbing the atural order. While:'it is

. desirable in' Princip ___.intain the 'balance
of nature;,,. it is not easy to delbiethe-operational

, meaning of this,idea. Nature is never in a static
equilbrlum because the interrelationships between
its physical and biological components are end -
lessly

rest of nature when 4e began:
lessly

t.

Furthermdre, man placed him-
self apart fro
to farm the land and even more When he became
urbanized. The survivit1,--let alone growth, of
his co Alex societies implies that he will con-
tinue to exploit and therefore upset nature. The
real pr em, therefore, is not how to maintain
the 'bale ce of nature, but rather how to' change
it in su a. manner that the overall result is
favourabl for the human species. "

This harge is manifestly a mandate toredu-
caticin, to the education of all sectors of all popu-
lations; the ,proMskional environmentalists, er.-
gineers and physidal'scien who provide thab
inforrnation-as to the rnalw ptions available and
their effects, -both benefici and detrimental;
the social scientists; -who. evise the Inefru-

:inehte' and buttitutione for asses sing
and implementing them; and the people ,who Must
in the tinal analysis elect from the optiongt-aVail:
able based upon their society's goals.

The engineers and the sdientiste*.of the world
speak with one tongue, the people of the. world

, with many. The language of the engineers and-
t scientists is a; .language born of industrialized

" society, and While the people of the,industrialized
bountries may hope t9 understand it, to most of
the people of Asia, Africa and. Latin America,
is gibberish. The Indian engineer, or, scientist
has far more cOrnmunity of interest, and spirit, .

with his colleagues' in the United Kingdom- than
with the mass of people of his own country.. It'
is not difficult to understand, therefore, why the

t/

transfer of technology from the industrialized
'countries to the others has often created more
'problems than it has solved, for the Options
presented are options that are foreign to the
people whom they. affect.

Therefore, in evaluating educational needs
for environmental management,. sharp distinc-
tions need to be made befFeen the industrialized
and developing countries-, and sometimes betWeen
different societies in each country, which may
best be characterized as rich or poor. bj the
industrialized countries, the qualify of life and
the availability of the fruits of dustrialization
are not much diffeeent in urban d rural set-
tinge. Exceptions do exist in the United States
of America, for example, the s s of cities
and in depressed rural areas. The ilure to
perceive these exceptions has ready one far
to frustrate the environmental' ovement. , The
typidal question: why should the blacks of
Harlem (in New York City),,iliv g in squalor,

. be concerned with 'the quality o water in the
nearby Hudson 'liver, a river the seldoin see
from sun-up to sun-down?- If the c risen:Eaton

r environmental "movement" is of ttle interest
some peoples in the United States of America,
w much impact is it likely to ha-V- n...tne poor

eveloping countries, who arebilhe vast -_.

,^-4-4 `-^

recent experience of the ,author may illus-
trate the point.. a recent visit tOthe capital
city of \a large country in South America, he was
invited to address a lay "ecology" group, made

\ ,up of le ding intellectuals' of the city and the
sdientifi staff of the. Ministry of Natural Re-

, sources. The chief question raised in both groups.
concerns a recent government decision to auth-
orize the`purchase of a plant for manufacturing

a\hard deter eats. How could this be justified,
they,asked, in the race of the fact that hard de-
tergents had virtually been outlawed in Europe
and the United' States? 'There was not then, nor
was there likely to be in the near future, a single
biological wastewater treatment-plant in their
country. Making a detergent biodegradable in- '

volves greater. cost, but hardly any benefit ttacruee
'where no biological treatmentisavailable to per-
form this- biodegradation. A stilt detergent would

(1) For presentationAtUneeco meeting, "En !

virozimental Aspects fri Education and Train-.
ing of Engineers",_ Paris, June,1974.

(2) Kenan, Professor Environmental Engineer-
ing, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and Visiting Professor, University
'College, London.
However; we must -not lose sight of the fa
that education' for education's sake, to pre-f
serve, enrich and pass on the legacy of the
past art literatune, tIte arts and philosophy.
is also relevant and essential to sound na7-,-
tionta development.

(3).



impose a cost burden on all who use detergents,
rich and poor, in cities and towns, with no dis-
cernible benefit, simply to,be in environmental
"fashion ".

The environment in industrial societies

The "great environmental awakening", just as
the "great sanitary awakening" more than a cen-
tury ago.. le a produtt of industrialized society.
The litany excoriating technology for destroying
the environment is far too long, tedious and well
known to even atteinpt to recount here. That
much of it as merit does not make the sermon
more enlight ing as it begins to repeat itself.

uch of. the "ne " consciousness resides in the
ds of the afflu t of the industrialized coun-

t'. s, and as the p le of some of these coun-
trie, are largely affl nt, this consciousness is
impo t: to_ the popula e and, if properly en-
gaged, to.the industriali d society as a whole.

LivitEven those"not so affluent h ye become concerned
their environment. Le gthening age spans,

accompanied by earlier retirement, together
with more leisure time during One's working life
in the industrialized countries have encourage
people to exploit their surrounding% and to -de-
mand more from their governments in improv-

, ing their environment. '

Protected from disease and death at an early,`
age, people in--the industrialized countries now
live on to succumb to thephronic diseases. The
role of environmental insults, including the long-
term effects of low-levels of trace chemicals to
which people in the induetrialized countries are
exposed, needs evaluation. The environmental
monitoring al,trace'chemitals is costly and dif-
ficult, and tlie determination of their epidemito-
logical significance most complex. Chemists and
epidemiologists are understandably loath to enter
upon such investigations. The, engineer. if he is
educated to understand the/ssues, will articulate
problems because he need's the answers, and thus
might be the catalyst for initiation of the studie

The need to consider the environment and it
impact on man as a, unit is ecoming daily more
evident" Just as the pr ssur on the shell of a
gas cylinder increases mo e molecules of gas'
are compressed into it.i so `too the pressure on
our environment increas s as ore people are

owdpd into the same B ce, , hen the_gas in
they Under is heated; th molecules move faster
and the ressure increase to a' point at which

--__the' tylinder may burst. o, too, people have
been invisted'With higher v °cities and with
more energy than they may e intelligently..
The result, great stress On o r environment,
and action stress 'on the peo le in it.

- he profligate usepof energy, exhausting the
-*- pesource as- it pollutes the environment the

land, speculatiOn for growing ,poptilat irs; polltP. ,
despoilatiOn of-rand resources by uncontrolled

tiOn of the seas and oceans; the increasing
cacophony of envitonmental insults In urban
communities; challenging the quality Of 'life;
:etc. etc. cannot be dealt With simplistically.
Solutions require the talents of a wide variety

of disciplines. And, in the fashion o the day,
educational institutions 'in many of th= industria-
lized countries have begun to respond Little,
justification fdr a commitment to the nviron-
ment of the developed world is requir d and none
is offered here. ,,,

In fact, in the United States, the e uc ional
response it the fashion has been typic of the
"go -go" attitude, to take advantage Of a udden
interest by the young and,, more import y, to
profit from funds to be made available b con-
cerned government. A plethora of "envi 'on-
mental courses - environmental law, e iron- ,
mental economics,- environmental medic e, en-
vironmental sciences of every d criptio even
environmental ecology - and new stitute , de-
partments, ,;centres, and even entir colle es
and universities dedicaied to`the envi nm t
have sprung ,pp overnight', gichaustivf and x-
hausfing catalogues to this new enthusiasm e
available. However, many, institutions were
slow,.to respond to this new "glamour" field -
conservative, old-fashioned faculties resistin
the blandishments of easy relevance and easy

-money.
As in all things, moderation might have been

best. Youthful interest has flagged, and a fin-,
'ancially embarrassed government has withdrawn`; ,,
its support. Some programmes have succumbed.'
Others, more slowly and sound built,, based
upon a tradition of environmental concerripitend-
ing back half a century, are today sources of-
strength to the society. ,,

This paper does not explore the alleged dis-
astrous environmental consequences, of rampant
technology and population grewth. "Doomsday"
volumes have appeared,in profusion and joining
the debate here would serve no useful purpose.
Some industrialized\ countries. over-peacted,
with laws and standards impossible to implement
o-----i,--Where possthle,with costs to society not
carefully, calculated. However, the pendulturLis__
beginning to ,swing-back and it appearsiikely
that a proper, if precarious, balance will be
attained. More important, the intrialized

\ countries have spawned large numbers of environ-
mental interest -groups th have often been a
match for predatory industrial organizations,.
On the other hand, the env 'mental consequences
of progress in the ,de eleping countries are

iscarcely.evor asses ed by either the government
'--itself or by donor or le ding agencies' -

Tile envi
ountries

The laroble s of the,human envir
developfing w rld, in Asia; Africaan
America, are- eubstantiallY different
of the industrialized areas of the World.
clearly:evidentin Figure 1 (Bryant, 1969),
the health ,problerns of the develoPing wor
primarily.' the 'infectious' diseasee,that re
froma hostile' environment; malaria, tubercu-

, losid; diarrhea and dysentery] and environmental
'deficiencies,girerally. `

The table below (Le' Riche, 196 7)is illustrative

ent of the
Latin
om those'

This is
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of the order of magnitude of these infectious
diseases, allot' which, except the least common,
leprosy, are directly related to envirqnmental
deficiencies.

Illustrative magnitudes of infectious diseases
(Order of

magnitude)

Helminth (worm) infestations 3, 590, 000, 000
Hookworm 700, .000, 000

. I Schistosomiairis 200, 000, 000
Onchocerciasis, 40, 000, 000-

' Tuberculosis 40, 000, 000
Malaria 25, 000, 000
Leprosy 10,- 000, 000
Trachoma (with 1% blindness) 400, 000, 0013-

"Enteric diseases (intestinal infection plus mal-
nutrition)\ occur as repeated episodes in over
half of the 'children in developing caintries.: To-
gether, the malnutrition/infection combination
accounts for approximately 15,000,000 of the total
30,000,000 children under five years who die each
year" (de Haas, 1,9 7):

In an excellent, eview of the "key problems
impeding modernize ion of developing countries",
Howard (1970)-states "The pollution of soil and
water with human wast , and the\subsequent qoti-
tamination of food and d ink, produe infection c,

which,, in cornbinatiokw b malnutrition, lead to
the largest single categ ry of disease in children".

On the other han in the industrialized
countries the health p blems are the chronic
diseases; ,dissaSes which appear in people pro-
tected from infectious disease.

In his\ classic work Asian Drama: An Inquiry
into the Poverty of Nations, Myrdal (1998) states
"the greatest problem of all is perhaps the clls-

.posa.1 of human waste'''. \
,

'Cholera is endemic in India and Pakistani and sq
according to Myrdal: "The inidenee of -other
waterborne diseases, such as typhOid feyer,
dysentery, diarrhea and diseases caused by In-
testinal parasites, is extremely high throughout

. South Asia., Most people in the region\suffer
chronically or intimately from one or more of
these diseases. The high rate of infant mortality
is partly, due to the prevalence of diarrhea\ and

--------__ other waterborne diseases, but as idelif rom cholera, .

"diseases in this category are rarely fatal except
in early childhood ...\ The only effective way to

hi all of these diseases is with improvement's . f "`

ins tation and hygiene". , .

The rld Health Assembly in 1966. listed °

environm ntal deficiencies, as exemplified by
water, a first in importance in the world's
health pm blems, and populatiOns are; growing
in the developing countries': than in tile. in-
dustrialized areas. More significantly, the mi-
gration of bowlation from rural to urban areas
in tie develongountries i II increasing rnpidly,
much mor&\rapidl than hash been anticipated. In
Lakin America, wh re data may be more reliable
than in Africa or sin the following is illustra-'
five (Welman, ee al., 72): , .:.. ' 1 13

Population in millions

Rural Urban Total

1961 population 107 102 209
1971 population 127 164 291

% increase 18.6% 61% N 39%
1971 population

predicted in 1961 131 149 280

In an excellent paper on "Disease and develop-
ment in Africa", from which gulch of the content
of this paper-as related to Africa is drawn, Hughes
and Hunter (197,0) state: / "Urbanization is per-
haps the most aalient social and economic feature
in the life of Africa today. While populations of
4frican countries are doubling in a period of from
25 to 40 years, African urban pilipulations are .

doubling in less than 15 years. InSenegal, the
towns have increased by more than 100 per cent
in a decade. Enu in Nigeria, was an empty
site in 1914 and now t3 a pOpulatiomof more
thin 80,000; lbadan, al in Nigeria; has treb-
led its population in 20 \yeara. And much of this
population concentration is packed (into the pert
urban fringes, slums and shanty towns".

In an excellent review of "The exploding
city", preparatory to an international con erence
organized by The Sunday Times (London) (1974)
an'd the United, Nations, in April ,19,74, they 12
fastest growing, large cities in the 'world are
listed' all to more than doubleby the 1980s.
These cities, ranging in size now" ropy: more
than one to almost ten milli n, are an, in \Asia,
Africa a'
60% of th
lation to
Ades will
of these thr

d Latin America. It is estimated\ that
2,000 to '3,000 mi ion additional, opu-
abit the earth in the next three c-
d their y to the burgeoning cit
econtine ts, cities which today c

not provide he basic cilities necessary to su
taro life. EV n one of, the largest and, rnkst
wealthy of th se cities, Sao Paulo, provides
water supply o only about half its population.

The significance of this rapid urbanization
on the environment is evident to the most casual
world traveller, even as he goes from the mod-
'ern airport to his modern\ hotel, in any large
city in Asia, Africa. or Latin America, The
situllion has been graphically described by the
World Health Organization (1960): "The influir
of immigrants into the - Owns leads to overcrowd-
-ing, which in turn produces water shortages,
Overloading of existing sewage-disposal systems,
.the.crentien of fte-sh sanitary problems in towns
vditikout ni,ign-nyetems, -andthe risk, of spread of

Infectiolia tltheases. The rural immigrant is the
least adenntelY°.protected of all to -dwellers,:
from, the standpoint of environmental sa ation,
because of his poverty and his ignoranee,of t

, ways of the town. Ile-1,s poorly housed and badly
fed; he is without ;iccesE-0-a_a wholesome water
supply; his personal hygiene of the lowest
standard. Sanitary measures seem toi designed

ect his health than to pro ect the town
om' ;my infectid rn lit carry.

sari) a living by king food and
tie frowned if:- His very

less 'to pr
community
Ilis attempts
'drink, for exan
presence in the tc Wti Is discouraged, not.Only by



\
the health authorities\ but also by the polide. He

rt5

accordingly settles outside the town, entering it ,
aily,to look for employment; and the overcrowded

insanitary hovels in' which he and his fellow-
iMmigrantslive form the peri-orban slums, the
kdkanty,towns,', Of modern Africa. From the/eani-
tarY aspect Engel's description of the Manchester
slums in 184,4 is applicable to these shanty towns.
*imitation is non-existent, and open drains run .

'down what passes for streets. The shanties are .

built of Mud and wattle, old packing-cases; or
kerosene tins, with tattered blankets as doors.
Cnildren crawl among the uncollected rubbish or
in the drains. Water has to be fetched from a'
pump ; well or tap, and may be contaminated.
The atmosphere is unlikely to, be polluted, as it
was so often in Inchretrial Revolution'towne, -and
the warmer climate leads to life beingsperit Out

. of doors to an extent not possible in more north-
ern latitudes; 'but the climate also encourages a
v*IS number of flies and mosquitoes and An
pl4ces, the snails which -transmit bilharziasib.
Occasional floods convert the ground into.a quag-
mire. Malaria,"the di4rrhoeal diseases, 'tuber-
culosis, bilhaggiasis,
abound. Malnutrition is

. Of deficiency diseases an
.truction of tribal traditio

the helminthiases all
mmon, with its train
IrwShiorkor. The des-

s 'and tile general social
disorganization lead to al holism, prostitution,

disease; and mental disorders are
rbidity and mortality ars_h9th high."

centres in developing countries'
ir environmental problems: air
o de Janeiro; -traffic problems in

\Bangkok, inad quate sewerage and drainage in
Jakarta, and un
almost everywhe

initially
inatioik reveals gr
The necessary infr
with urban levelopm

While some of th
in d veloping cOuntrie seem little different from

and venerea
frequent. 'M

The urb
also have th
pollution In

pendable and unsafe water supply,
e.' These cities,are like 'ar-
ttractive, but a closer exa

e and, grubbiness undene
trucitfigr has not kept pa
nt.

problems of 'urban- centres

th.

thoSe in the-cities oft industrialized countries,
several factors distingü4sh them from similar

'problems in the industri lized countries:
(1) Because infectious ieease is far inere,pre-

valent in 'developing cou tries, a breakdain in
the infrastructure can be c amitous. For example,
inadequate public water supply, -whether from un-
expectedly severe drought o 'froin inadequately-
si ed facilities, in an 'industrialized country causes
n re t Intan Inconvenience. a developing c min

situation leads to new outbreaks 04
waterib disease;

(0) the de elOpitig countries generally do not
hay the econbrnio 'resources t6 devote to such
problem . T1Ibare,difflcult enough to amass
Witte iriduStrialized.0

(8) the developing countrie
institutions to deal With such problem Stich
ihiltituti0110, are only now being created in

",..indUitrialiked\cokintries; cci

1-411bErdevelo4dng countries do,' riot have the
or the edtitatiOnal resources to 'create

the itniinpoWek, to' deal with theft* Complex urban
prOhsrift, prObleMS beldOrn'rettectrisive'to
-Pliitic 8olutio95. -

This situation has been recognized by the Pan
American Health Organization (1969), the World
Health. Organization Regional Office for the "

Americas, where the 'shift from developing' to
developed is beginning to occur at various points
in the hemisphere.

"In the years ahead the governments will
have , to cope with environmental, problems of
greater magnitude and complexity. Advancing

*technology will leave in its Wake amore sophisti-
cated array of human stresses. EnviroWental
contaminants will increase and will broaden from
Microbiological' pollutant:4 to those havinetheir
origin in chemical substances. Long-term ex-
posure ;to toKiewubstances will be more' Signifi-
cant and more difficult to diagnose, with wide
Separation of cause arid effect'. The growth of
cities will aggravate problem of tkaffic conges-
tion",\ accidents and noise haze ds. \Population
densi ies and poor houSing will increase the
hazer s of communicable disea s and problems
of men health. In industrial c mplexes, occu-
pational, health will require more ocuSed atten-
tion and 'remedial measures. ".

Chaliengee to the rural environment -
in developing'cOuntries

Just as Myraal explores the Asian drama, 'Kimble
(1960) identifies isbe actors 'in the African drama:

"In the Afric social drama sickness has a
strong claim tro eing arch-villain. It ie. bad

h:enoug that a rn , should be igmorant, for this
cuts him off from commerce or other men's minds:
It is perOaps worsk that 'a man should be poor for
this condemns him to a life. of stint and sehem-
ing, in which there is-no time for dreams, and no

,respite from weariness.. Butwhat au ely is worse
is that a man should 'be unwell, for t1s prevents

1 his doing anything much about either h s poverty
or his 'ignorance. "

Hughes and Hunter (.1970) catalogue th Myriad',
disease; all 'deriving from an enviro ent

., allowed' to run amuck, that afflict rural A rica. .

Item: an average of two infecticins per person.
Itein:' sChistosorniasis (bilharziasis) affects

half the population:: with some districts exhibit-
, ing 80 per cent infection rataii>,-\ ,

Item: 'in some rural areas, rco-rothan 80
per cent of the children harbour hookworm in-
festations. -,, ,* - , -

-. Item: in some rural villaged On the Congo;
more than 65.per cent of the,..Dopiiiation-akes11).
with filariasis. , ''., '

4.- Item: Ofeorne 70, 000 examined in Upper .,'
Volta, the Malaria'infection rcite' was 94 per
cent. - ''" "" ''

-'. item: With 'd malaria irifectidn rate of about
.511 per "cent danerally, the rate iiviranzaniacfOro '.
children under ilte'age orfive exceeded 8,0 per. :

. . cent. . '": \ ' -."''.;

"-, "- Not ashy are these infections debilitating in ' ...-.,.e.

'xtheir-Owil riglii;.'bili as-rhaiater (1:0517) points . , .

iirg, 'alheairtUr phrtteiiiid individual needs 'moie
.... . ., ...,i .food the..a.healthyliekabli. '- ' "" '''s1

\le as been estimated that control of enteric
disease of environmental origin in India would.'

, have the effect of increasing the food ,reedUrCS
. .

'1



oby 10 per cent an amount inthat t Ight-Wellbe the
differerri:e betweevi survivkiland famine for a Sub-

. staniial segment of. the population..
Unfortunately; development projects. . par-

ticularly those initiated and executed by the in-
dastrial ized cbuntries i so-called '"aid" pro-
grammes, dften eXacerhatYthe krittja don, Hughes
and ['hinter-have Sunimariz d the t,v(resof impacts:
"...- affecting rnan/environ wntal ri4ationships
Attielf, while they may not in all cases be part of
the explicit goal of any given development scheme,
are nevertheless involved in the course of the
implementation of the schcrn& side from ma-
jor purposes, abstractly stated le g. 'to raise
agricultural productivity'), what of ler kinds of
changes often come about underthq of
'development' which have obvious re va ce,to
health status, of the po'pi ation?

.(1) overaltchanges in m. habitat re Hon-
Ships (e g. working in new fa -viand or 'pr nder
other now geographical and geo °logical con-
ditions:: relocation todifferent c imatic nd
zoonotic areas):,

(2),litereased po ulation inovemen rniieng,
and concentration (c.. of ro, ds, r it
ways and other trans,portatioia mi a-.
don 0.1741)eop.le to toms and sites ccon rriteA
opportunity such as mines, faelories,''hy
eKetrie*"7or irtligatibp projects; relocatio of
communities. etc.);.

(3) ehaag'in patterns of wloter flow rind u
(p of. irrigation schemes, darns a

-.ponds;. e of-polluted waterresour s inun
sa. iitkmt ,apft overcrowded towns);

. 4) change in vegetation cover (e. g. cu
do ,nof forest or hush, altering ground, c
de udastioriollandscape),_

5):changes in micro-envikknmental conittti
changes in hOdsing, neighbourhood,-

Settlernejtt patterns; in house style and materic is
of- construction; in location with respect to`dabdez
of transportation, sources Of water''..kinemen,

(G) dliangesi valued systernsand.sodial sanc-
tion syste,rns (e.g. conjunction of alternative ways
of life. du urban etlyirbinnent-; -Or socially-
he.terbgeneaus population, as i n-1< eco-
iroMid. schemes; the erosion of tradit nal sy,,s;
tern s-i-rr-tzi:4141t-baits_.Of economic deprivat on,r'as
in urban,slums,:etc.)".-

4

snails began to appear-in the irrigation cana a -
the hosts of the disease organism making thep-
appearance first, and not the schistosonies
'themselves. After that, close watch .was kep
for snails and schistosomes. From 1a31 to 1953
the snail population increased, as did the influx
of migratory workers to the cotton fields, first
from neighbouring areas then from western
Sudan and. finally from WeSt Africa. By 1p54
half a million people worked regularly in the
Gezira area;An addition to temporary migrants.
In total. the number's of 'temporary migrahts
fluctuated between 150,000 and 200,000 tier annum.

In 1942 attention was drawn to the ever in-
creasing incidence of disease,' which,.I( is be-,
lieyed, was introduced I to the. area by the migrant
Aorkers from W st Afri a. In 1947, field invests -.
gation8 in nort ern Gezi, a dh wed a mean inci-
ence of 21 per cent amo g a ults and 45 per
ent among chi rent'.

That such oncerns are of unrecognized is
11 documente by Lanoix ( 9513)-Who identified'

elationship
sc istosomiasi
Department of
larg'e-scale ir
because of their
One of4the first irrigation schemes establishe

between irri ation p ojects and
He 'notes at, in 1 54, the

ealth for R odesia wa ned that
gation proj cts Tight well fail
ffects on the health of tilt\ cowry.

\
\

in that\country fter World War II is now\iargely -
abandoned because the effects of -malaria and
bilharzia were left out of the calculations.

One of the grandest development projects in
the world;" the Volta Lake in Ghana, is described
by White (1973); ,

:*,

trii"The Oita Lake An Ghana ,iS the largest_man-
made la e in the Arforld,- accohntifig for about one-
fifth of the tobtrllarid area of that coUntry. After
a comprehensr e-pe'r4cod of pla g it was cons
structed under programme wh' gave prAmar
emphasis to ele tric power.pr uction and which
/ilannecl to provi e the reloc/tion of more than
80,000 Re le livi in the reservoir area Pres-
sure for pening o the generating works was so
intense hat the res rvoir flooding began be
stildi s of, the population to be relocated were
completed, and there gns ued along period of
difficult adjustment in the livelihood and living
patterns of peThi edi-sposstassed of land` and heri-

Nage. The respondible relocation authorities: did
pro4de for hodsing;' using a somewhat ingenious
unit construction plan, and tentative ayalangements ,____
were made - to enable vario roues of people to
establi-Slitheniselites:innew agr' ltural land

;above the level to be reache . reservoir
CI

waters. :, k, ,

Within three years after the initial re?.?ca-: \
tion, a substantial proportion of these hou fng
Oita were unocelipied, more Than half of all Of-
tIvoi population were on food relief, and thedis-;
organization of both cominuility and familY struc-
ture was severe. This was'not because those-----"-
planning the project had ignored-the possibility
of the impounded.'Watersprotdding opportunities
for dpread of schistosomiasis, ner of the need
for new housing or the vital rble of Ughways
connecting the new communities, or the need (OK%
credit and technical assistance in developing

They'go on to describe several such projects:
1"I'lle°Gezira arka of the Republic of the Sudan pro-
vides a particularlygood.exaMple of the dangers ,
of lack of ecologic.il foresight. /rite welfare:and
prosperity of this area is significant to The couri-
try as 'whole --because, the,(lezira provides
nearly one-third of the total reveribe of the country.
Befors 1925, the people of Gezirii liyed,,under
primitive conditions,, dependeht" wholly upon grain,
cultivation (rndstly Millet). Drinking water was
Scarce and drought, was common. _in 1918,, work
Itegan on the dam at Serrnar audit was'completed
after World Warl.. With the,corripletion of the
irrigation works, cotton 1vas planted and yielder)
abunditntly. Prosperity came to the region.

Approximately three years after the establish-
merit ofirrigatign, howeie-. diseaso-transmitting



farming on the upland areas. Careful attention
had been given to local water supply and waste
disposal. Thd basic disorganization occurred
because the planning had centred upon physical
featUres and had not Been directed at means of
lasting livelihood ift a tropical environment
where the maintenance 'if soild is a delicate pro-
cess, where land cltaring is expensive and tedi-
ous; and whereecommunity organization and pro-
cess was not All adapted to-rapid social change."

(Thompson (1961) describes development that
led< o environment 1 change (improvement?) that
was respOnsiblefo the introduction of a popula-
tion to sleeping sic estit,4. a protozoan disease
spread by the 'tsets fly, Trypanasoma. An area
inwigeria to be th to of a railroad extension
was surveyed and far tC`be free of sleeping
sickness. However, a small forest preserve
planted a ong the banks" of a s ream, at the point
where. the main roal,crossed, became-a gather-

place r people getting w ter, and a source
a new ou break of disease. ,

Hughes and Hqnter (lam described the find-
gs of Apte (1963):

"In 195 the people from Muyama -in the
ulu Distri of Tanzania, a barren.and heavily

er ed area o the hillside above the Milangilizi
V ey, obtain d permiesion to gbdown into the

I. vall to cultiv to new fields because ot pressure
on a ailable agricultural land. The valley NZ,- z.a-

,

fertil and well watered, but much'of e riverine -""

thicke contained large concentrations of
G. m sitans: For a year nothing happened and
then 95 and in- 1959, man, fly and_parasite

Onte.ct aving been established, anepidemiC
ak of sleeping sickness occurred.'

They then go on to define a "disease of de-
velopment":

p "Mala la, and attempts to control or eradi-
cate the di -ase, provides a good case for the
point, that.th quest for health is contin ous and
rovides Gni temporary respite; for alarial
°grammes are waging a continual ht to keep
ead of the proliferation of insecticide-resistant

straina-of the insect vectors whi through pro-
cesses o aturar pelection, adaptive c abilities
a enormouz reproductive capacity, are muiii="---

, s plying threat. In a sense, the,more
that is d 6, the more the problem is exacerbated
because o the need for new research to develop _

more effe Live (and more specific) insecticides.
It might almost be said, then, that - unless the
transmission cycle is broken at der: points -.

secticides spraying of the. insect_v_e_etor_(which,
..---......,,,,th,7,effectcreates a new envi intent, an environ-

inent of 'cie1.6151-nent.,-) is an attac r . :. m
which, in itself, has heen created by earlier'
spraying -. a if:Use e O e\

Thus, it i clear that understanding by a
_

wide range oft rofessionals, and institutions that
can translate these understandings into well-

'conceived and well-executed projects, is neceS-
Sary if the environment is to be a support rather

---',. than a threat to the rural populations in develop-,
ing countries.

HoWever, so long, as the professionals and
,

thetrinstitutionn-are,tiourtehed by their colleague:6 gip,"

in the industrial wor that Ion will their proj-
ects be foreign to the ndigenous po tions they
are intended to serve.

,An excellent exa ple of the role the local
,people, as contrasted, ith professionals, is given
by Horn (1969) who d scribes a "schistosomiasis *
control programme in Ching Pu County in the
People's Republic of China. In 1948, an esti-
mated" 80 per cent of this rural country of
3'50, 000 were ill with schistosomiasis. In fact,
between then and 1966, 245, 000 patients were
treated for the disease. During 1948 some 3,500
separate waterways 't tailing 4,300 km. of river
bank and 8G, 000 mu .o' rice paddies were infested
with the host snail By 196q snails could be
found in only 65 km f riverhIc k and in 6,200 mu
of rice paddies, an nly 32, 0 people still ex-, .1
creted theechistos basis e gs, and these wer
al under, close, sup sion.

In the village of Ren , some 500 h d died
between 1930 and 1949, and n 1949 thee were
449 cases of a total population of 461. By 196 ,

lywith 671 people in the village, there were bar
any new cases. al

The approach used'to-achieve this control is

hardly that' likely to be recommended by pro es-
sionals from industrialized countries, who g
erally prefer ollution control or chemical tr
ment of the w ter to kill thle.,snails, neither' of

3which, as been successful. Rather the aP roa
was one? ha co ld only be implementdd b th

le themse es the removal of the snails
hand:- And such' a programme depends upon
education and motivation of the people, and
perhaps feasible at this tkme in the type of
society now found only in CRUe;._ As White
points out: "So far ... no developing coup
receiving Western aid has eliminated mal

---tion". And the same can be said for sett'
sonilasis, where development aid has ge
had the effect of increasing the potent&
spread of the disease. 1

. Significantly, Recommendation of the
United Nations (1972) Stockholm 6o;ife nce states
"that all development assistance ag ncies ...

. give high priority ..'. for assistanc in the plan'.
ing Of human settlements, notably in /musing,
transportationter sewerage and publit---___
health .. . "and ".. . in solving th environmental
problems of Vevelopment proje s; to this end
the should acti'vely support th training and en-
courage the recruitment of re uisite personnel'

11

Two years later, the
the United Nations nviro
(1974), under the cat

y

s
r,a1

73)
ry.
utri-
to-
rally

fo

verning Council of
ental ;Programme

or of "huMan alth and
y.

"a concerted programme for the eradi
endemic.diseaties as soon as Octssihie,:pay-
ing partiCular attention to the-control ofyeetors
with a waterborne/phase .

PersOnnel requirements
is

A guide lo
makutg an
ment de

38

types of personnel required for
implementing environmental managq-

siotis rnay be taken from k, frameWork



for environmen al questions, in Figure 2, devel-
oped by Christ n (1972). The details and insti-
tutions listed ar basr. upon decision-making in
the energy field for S a e, Washington in the

-United States, but the ra ework is adaptable f
application to any type f e ironmental proble
anywhere. He bases his mo' 1 on four categories
of operation:

(1) need, perception: _studies o human motiva-
tion; goal and value diCcrimination as a function
of culture, personality, and expe ence focused
on the need for space, food, shelt , Mobilityt
etc.; \(2) resource.description'and techn cal devel
mentp; studies of the qUantity, qualit and char c-
teristics,of any material usefui to ma the bee n,
forest, atmospheric re rJi es, etc., d deViCes
used to extract, convert ,1 use these sources;

(.3) public policy: studio f institution 1 charite-
teristics; governmental a private age ri stir-at-
egies for implementing or acti s af-
fecting use of resources;

-(4) effects analysis: stu les of use im a t on
resources resulting from ctivities u de ta en '
to f3 atisfy'perceived need ; developme
vironmental quality Indic tors.

Froin this modeel it s possible to lean t e
professional find scient is characteris 'Cs of t
persontiel that need to aqualified t ac in ea
of the Compartments.

,

Roughly, thesern ght include, but c
\
rtainl

not be limited to th ollowing:' \
,

Need perception iologists, psychblogists,
architects, nutritio ists, en ders,public ad-
.,ministrators, plan ers, public health specialists,
Politicians (as rep esentative of people, rather
than in their pejo ti,ve lineamMt).

Resource description and technical develop-
ment:, engineers, scientists including physicists,
chemists, biologists, g ologists, agriculturists,
industrialists, etc.

'Public policy: political spientists,0 public
administrators, layers, economists, financiers,
planners, joucnalists, politicians and the people,
as nepresent4d by official and,vollitary local
organizations, and certainly students and teachers.

E ffects . analysis: scientists, engineers,
6medical and public health specialists, agricul-
iturists, industrialists and, of course, the people
as represented by any of their chosen instruments.

r

-.. /

e irieers and managers to plan, initiate and
execute "barikable".water supply project

In the industrialized countries the situation
is little better. The National Environm ntai
Policy Act of 1970 in the United States, hich
requires environmental impact statement to be
prepared and reviewed by concerned agericies,
for 4,11 projects thgt are financed by the govern-
ment, which means virtually all publicly fina,n--.-.
ced projects, was sl.f;'w in getting Off.the mark
becausethe execut g and re. \i.ew. agencies could -
not recruit the Oa ied personnel equirec1:
That' many unqualifi were presse into service
is only, too evident ' thP rather ,caV Tier ',treat -
ment given to moS e imminent imPa i Itatements.

Re cqgnizingtt s heed in EuroTie,Ithe lip glOnal
Office Europe o the World Hea h Orgainizalbn

\ (1973) h '''s inaugur ted- a study o manpower re,
quirem nts. Five] pilot areas, varying froiri
rural t urban, on# in.eachof .fly countries, w
e inve tigated to- determ* e th environmenta

r::ogra met and agencie oper ingin each ea,
the personnel nowemplo d, the vacancies and
etuarchhove r r

various categories
te d gorfopwetrh _rate n

and
I the manpower mix, in/ 973 and 1980. '

The -ageneles-to --b studied include private
/V firths consulting org t izationa,\ construction

companies and, ol c rse, \ public agencies op,
erating in the envir l

water and waste
enta field: '..._ .

It becomes quic
cludedfrom the ec
role or' Tt

ly obvious that few are ex-
ion-Making process, in one

nother. s t s paper is di'rected pri-
ofe\ s'sionaNls, their numbers and

eddcational qualifica tons an

Without going into `detail, it may be affirmed/without contradiction that in bbtriindustrializedg
and developing countries, professionals profes-
siorially qualified (as distinguished from the self-
anointed-nrilhe environmental field are in short
`supply, Olchn (1967) has pointed out that in one of
the fields/of greatest concern,,in theteleVeloping
world,z' ommunity water supply, it has been \
demon traled time and time again that the pro-
gra tes are not slowed by shor iges of water;

' ma rials, or even money, but by la kof qualified

the focus.

land; .

air;
urban enviro
recreation;
radiation
noise;
occupational nvironment;
food. \

In addition th study wil investigate resources
for epidemio gical surve training and fre-
searctii, and upporting servic including legal,'

#.arid adminic rative services, statists se? ces,
laboratory services' and facilities for pub
'education

-.sue
the res
even ii
prese
the a

ptudies ha-V-e-obvious shortcomings, as
onsivp institutions have not yet emerged, ;---"`

//thre)developed countries. Furthermore,
tie ployment patter are a function of
:liability of persorinel, a d suffer from

the torically conservative. structures of both
gov, irnment and educational institutions. These
difficulties would be evvi greater in developing

ntries: whose governmental and educational
stitutionp in the Iativir,..oninentaffield, where

//t ey do exist, are likely to be in a quite primi
/tive stage.

Nevertheless, such studies will reveal the
Norder of Magnitude of requirements and are:far
better thacilnene et-plaCdeten

minati s of employment, which are.quite uns?t-,
isfaclory n the public sector. Similar studies
in the deve ing cou trie4, will.he more difficult

\to execute, 'will cordingly be far
Valuable.

The lead time reqiiir d triprepare proles-
particultinly if the educational facilities



need to be created, is so long t at the develop-
"inent of the educational facilitie and ,the "_

ties to man these facilitie , is a Matter of giNat:
est urgency. ' '

Education of professionals

,Because forinal educational rograrnMes take so

long to establksh and to yiel racluatea who can
take up esponsibilities in th environme tal field,
the mos immediately rewa ding educat nal pro-
rarnme will be those that can build upon plan-

ttower re.our es,,already ailable. Fxemplarx
d' such art app oach are Se ral such programmes

' already establ shed by the university of North .?),
Carolina at CI apel Hill.

The oldeS is the Iii\t national Prbgrbm in
Sanitary. Engineering De i n (IPSED), intended
to meet manpower short es\ in the comInunity
water supply field. ThiA rogramrne, Offered
14 times over an 11 -year period, and tj6;rminat-
ing this'year, was intend? for graduate engin-

' e/era who had no speciality raining in th' e sanitary
engineering field.. A non- gree programme,
participants spent one term at the university in___----
special courses devised for hem, one Month at
community Water supply faci ities and then o e
`to\ six months at the offices p a consulting en
g eering firin,that speesializes in community
wat r supply,, with considerable experience in
developing countries. In the,last y ars the field
of specialty was extended to ,Was'te ater collec-
tion and disposal. In all, some 1 0 engineers
from about 40 developing countries have partici-
pated. While the programme was supported by
the United States Agency for International Devel- sz.
opment, participants were spon "bred by WHO,
other international agencies an the countries
themselves. An interesting, nd not unimport-

"ant, statistic about the participants in this spe-
cial non-academic programme is that all but two

/of the participants returned to they own countries
to work,'as compared with only a out 50 per cent
who returned permanently/ upon comp tion of
academic M. Sc. courses. z/

-,A similar, sho rter course for engineers,
directed to the economics and finance of water

frsupply andwas ewater projects in developing
countries was inaugurated in 1973 by the Ecor(ofnic

,.,
Development Institute Of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (the World

)'. This three-menth course is to be given
in Washington.

t the-initiative of the United NatiorIndus-

tb o they Might have expe. 'arced with' in their.own ouniries.
()Tall prole sional discipli ies, engin: s' "'

stand Most widel accused of gi ng little atten- \ /1tion tothe enviro mental impact 1 their proj
. ects. Accordingly'
uUSA.ID, which has
and supervising ca
c unt4its that the Ii
gr nts a loans, sponsored a series- o
co rses (AnAex B) for its field engineer
linvironmentar Engineering Program
Engineers:employed by AID ,,nre
University of North Carolina/cam
but the world. in that short 'peri

the Office of ginecring of
esponsibility lo initiating
'nil projects in chveloping
cited States may ssist with

two-Week
, the AID
DEEP).

to,- the
us from t rough .;-
Id, an at mot

.fits made to help these men identify the impacts
that their' projects might have, .an to learn
where to turn forlhelp that', up, to th n, they had
not known they n eded.

ISue course for 'perSonnel from developing
countri s may be useful, taut they're exPerisiv
and, e en if the numbers 4ecomrnddated v,`ere
increa substantially, they:cannot expect tame

authe needeither in numbers or in Oantent be
of the foreign venue, the strange language
the nature of the instruction Their princip 1
value/ lies in their "Multiplieli''effeet", the hope.
nurtured in each programme, that ;each partici-
pant on return to his (or her) coutrtr3c..; Will attempt
to de'Velop appropriate means for bringing sinflar
programmes to those whovannot afford to lhave
their positions for a lengthy period abroad or who,
for reasons of costs or language, are-Obliged to
get their training in situ: ,

Of cbu se,, the organization of, such pro-
grammes fo professionals in theietawn Countries
is by far the most expeditious approach -1i.. In, the
larger cities., this 9an be handled at the univer-
sities, with coursel of varigus lengths or with

night or week-end courses. /Larger industries or
governmentagencies might arrange programmes
on ad in-service basis, using talent recruited
from universities br national or international

encies.
The content of these courses will all be multi-

ry and should be tailored to the, needs
.rants. for the UNC IPLAID r \,

amines are attached herewith -;

as a city of material, and hence
the. breadth" of staff, - required to conduct such

_programmes,
It is not inappropriate that the Universityof

North Carolina, engage, in theseZactivities, be-
cause North Carolina is a "developing" State in
Ihe United States. Its population is predominantly
rui'al;\ and its rate of urbanization is similartto
that in\\devel:Oping countries of ASia, Africa and
Latin erica. U also suffers front similar
types;of\ azards from ihadeqUately considered
responses, to "fashionable" envirehmental issues.
An texampl may be, of interest:

An int ortant 'agricultural crop'in. North '4'

Carolina is' tobacco and DDT had'been used Rix'
pees of during 4.ta, growth. CoriCerns for'the"

se

N\

trial Development Organization, and assist d by
the USA1D, the 'University of North Carolina n-
ducted a,n 11-we k Int national Program in the
Environmental Aspects o Industrial Development `,, ',.(IPEA1D), Annex A. This programme was de- \
signed for governinent and industrial Officials of
developing countries; engineers, scientists,
lawyers, physicians, etc, responsible for Indus-

.-trial planning,site selection, plant management i
and the like Three -wee iii- wereLspent-tn group
visits to industrial plants and to government offices
responsible \ far them.. Individual. participants

.--,:then Spentone week at.i plant of a type similar'

discip
of the part

dAIDEEP pr
-aide' to the dive

ecological jai: '1(`irtirti-DW--have led to _legislation
__banning it.s:,u,s0 'n the_'r clize-count 'es. ,; _

Before such a U n was instituted-inthe Unit d



a, States, European purchasers of A
required that the tiabaeco be free of
Accordingly, the Unit States

erican. tobacco They work for, lier..tinite States Forest Servi
DT residtres(1). i or the National ark rvice. They .are in th

Department of
Agriculture required t at to be esligible for prIet----

' supports, growers not use DDT. It was predicted
that the replacement for, DIJ1/,'an acutely-toxic,
but environmentally relatively 'innocuous brgano-
Phosphorus compound, wouldexact several deaths
amongst farm families in 44orth Carolina during
the next growi g season: Unfortunately, -the
deaths did occ

Ill- considered restrictions on the use of.DDT
in developing countries may be far more disastrouS.

While a national:6r State university may have
fa ulty resources.,that are highl;y. qualified 'en-
vi onmental studiee, the'inany other institut ons

'' re ponsible for education may not. Also,. it will
sc rcgor be, appropiAate fOr, all institutions io

e sp ialist facult and to &V specialize
*r rnme in the e vVroninental field. Acc rd-,

in ly, the apabiliti s :of the . university ca be
ex qnded, .4.1 ing the illtIplier,effact..by 6 fe, ing

who might , hen inco porate enviro rdentaL it sues
short cnurs s for ed cators from these insti u ions;

in their own teachi g.
The Universi of North Carolina cond cied.

such a Programme, an "Environmental Pro, ec7
tion Conference or Educators", in 1673, andthe
subject-matter of tat conference is shown in the
Annex C to this paper.'

Academic courset/ may also be offered tos
those who do not expect to specialize in environ-
mental affairs.9 At tle UniverSity of N rth Caro-
ling, , one;puctipuck is ava lable for students in,,the
public V:alth field. 'Elements of Envi onmental
Health", While another, "Man and his nviron-
'rent designed for students from throughout
the university. The latter has some sessions

'devoted to less-developed.coUntry problems. 4

Syllabi 6f these are also in Annexes 13;and-E.....\

Army's Corps-of E ineers and,the Bureau of ,

Reclamation and, e Bureau of Public Roads.
They are dedic ed.single-minded men., And
when they ail - which is as rarely as they can
manage - theirs is the language of fanatics.

They are called engineers.
.:The authors main targets are' the Vengin-,'

, `, eers" and the "engineerf,ig inentality",- "... the
simple, supposedly pragmatit`approac f taking
the, problem as given, ignoring or rut ssly ex-
eluding questions of side effects, wo MA, out .,

'solutions' that nieet only the simPleEit deftnitiOns 4
of the problem". The subtitle of the volume
identifies the. theme: ','The engineering menplity
and the devastation of a contilent

' Ash the author excoriate's' ngirieers forbuild-
ig jet irpotts in ntture (El pre erves; mqtorways
that to
flood v

. and lee
easy d

I '''tw
d

r,cornMunities a.sunde , reservoirs that ,
lages an&agricultura land, Pw*Plarits st
ones .khat po ute,the air and.water,' the
fence IN the gineer is hat he is t e-7i

g arget.',' e; people who fl and drive, hb
and the elect icity and who b ylthe -prod cts,

',IA elect their governinents and, who own shares,of he companies are res ill:utile. Th engin- -
e ring, projects are Ocip y s projects aid toe
e gineers who plan and execute them are nterely,

rvants of that, society.
There is no defence at all. Engineering lead rs. .

n evety field are / beginning to recognize "tbeir
social responsibilities and ..to. e4ort engineers
to their proper role. Slieicher. (1968) puts it
succinctly: ),,..

"The engineer, who fails .to appreciate hirrnari
values may,becothe a mere technological Servant
of those in society who make' thew important, de-
cisione. When devoid of, sensitivity to human

.needs, the engineer is relegated .to the role. of
,, hired ,hand. " ,...--- ,. .

., One of America's mostxlistinvished environ-
,mental engineers, the ate Thomas It Cam '.
was Jond,of,...,_quoting 13 el W. Mead, a pap
President of the Amaric aSociety. of CiviPEn-
gineers, ifi, a si-'ilar c nteXt°(Camp, L951):

u "It. is the uty of the engineer, to satisfy
himself to the best of his ability ?that enterprises.
with .which he becomes identified are of legitithate
ehaytetei. If.after.tecoming associated ,with an
enterprise he finds it is of iinsounti or queition
n e e erecter, he should sever his connexlen

soon as practicable. Ilk engineer.Ilif

should e :::e in no eskrpation nor undertaliti
an rojec% -:.,_is cdarary to laW or which is
Mimi 1, tntl%131'7 iewelfare. .

1...The .engineers 1d:discourage in eve
legitimate antler the co struetion.of pub/ri w rks ..,

at are eConornieally tineeitind for tile coMMu ity,
,, _ . . aor.lation,..

, .

41
Professional education for engineers

If there is any one common denominator to gin-
eering education in the industrialized c ptries

' of the world, it is p,s that agonizing rea aisOis are
1 being made continually:: generalengine ring vs,

specific engineering fieldsjthree year or four
years o five,year_-s.orreor two years f basic

ies--- Stly deriaknientalization; under- ,t,"
graduate vs. st'graduate\recialization;. and '
constant examina n and re xamination 'of en-

neering curricula,
The thread running o hout the e exam.;
ns- is that professional neers m t bo

responsible members of sOciety. not une
mon view of engineer in the United , :yes ma

, i re gleaned the 6Howing quote" frOrril `'ok. ,
expoimding consery on (Marine;

I.

\111169):
\ ,,",. Attie new rapipts'.are looseuPon,the land.

'heirs, Still, are the,yieious, violent-laissez- .-
re techniques of the turn of the ce iry. l'hey
,00knecessarily employed by lum

rtiiiiting companies or railroiu s,
cork for you and me. l'hejr, are.

y ha Work, f6t1lie- Port of Nei
f II' 101*;tie, Statehl 110W:ly ( .(11tillif,..

h \ '

er compan-
:1 161\ of
ri pub i

(1) trostie.
1)1)Tw

effect,
f tot).
lama

Ily, soma` 3,0 year of, experie
rid wide, often with heavy e,
tion to the:'cliernical., have

health. Other,
may be assumed t

it :pith, titan; 1)1
ents
more



While Mead was not specifically refs
to the deleterious environmental consequen es of
engineering projects, the engineering ethics he
was urging upon'the engineering profession are
even more apt today.

.Young people today also have a different
vision of what they as engineers, should'eon-".,
tribute to society than did their "elders, Who,
while glorying in proved technical achievements,
tended ?tto shun involvement in the political.
decisionemsking that their projects were to con-
summate.. This was put.Very well by a young
engineerintgraduate writing for career guidance;

"There are surely opportunities for men with

the quality of American life. What I had in mind
are such areas as transportation and urban plan-
ning, industrial development, and air and water
pollution' control - which I suppose you are inti-
mately

sound 4echnical background in the varioue pub-
lic and private programmes working to improve

mately involved in' yourself I have a strong
interest in the social sciences Eitni would welcome
an opportunity to get'involved in an interdiscipli-
ary field; in ftiefl Would prefer-that course to eM-
ployment in a p

' Because' pro,
vironment are ofte
hooves the engineer t
Impact of the project

ely technical capacity,
cts that impinge upon'the en-

engineering projects it
ppreciate the inultifaOted

to recruit the partici'.
pation of the many othe disciplines who have
much to contribute to'the project. With respect
to the control of schistosomiasis. the World
Health Organization (1961) noted the need for
interdisciplinary co-operation in controlling_
this pervasive health threat in the planning phase:
"Tha successful attack on the. disease wiitrbe
accomplished by a team: the engineer, the m
ologifitt, _the parasitologist, the sanitarian; the
physigtan, and the chemist, widely divergent in
tritiniiit speaking in the beginning different tech-
nical languages, but with a common purpose 'in
mtind." They might well have added the sociologist.

Therefore the engineer must hilye an under-
standing of .these, disciplines, and developing this

'understanding should be an essential part of his
education.

Somesen-gineers may savour solely the tech-
nical aspects of their engineeling responsibilities),

.fOr example, the development of a high functional
design to meet some well-articulated need. For
the environmental engineer or the engineer re-
sponsible for a project that impinges on the en- "40
vironnaent, there can beim security Laillechnology
alone., Hence, his education requires'ine cross-

. Ang of dieciplinary barriers.
In.the ItIniteci States anti in several.. other of

the developed countries, the opportunity tiobroad-
en engineering edUcation has been made available
in several different ways:,

(1) gliminating rigidify in course requirements
and enpourkighig students to" elect courses in
Other departfrtents, schools and colleges of the
univertity. '

`zstablishing departments that, except for
*OinaircOre of faculty, are dependent upon the

' ,resonrcit eleewhere in the university for the

(3) Joining many departments or schools inik.
-University to fashion.a programme that draws on
resources of all of them, withoutAn any way re-
ducing the perogatives of each unit. Such amai.--;gamatiops are often called Institutes or Centres,
and may be administered by a small headquarters
or by staff drawn from one, or more of the par-
ticipating nits.

(4) Establishing new, multidisciplinary depart-
ments, schools of Colleges with the intention of
(preparing broadly-based professionals. This is
generally only feasible at a relatively new insti-
tution, as otherwise the threat to existing strong
departments may invite attack.

(5) Broadening the faculties of schools and
colleges by including professionals and scien.
taste from. other disciplines. It is not uncommon
An Mel/United States 'fOr engineering schools to
have 'a wide range of scientists,. economists,
lawyers, etc. o,n their faculties for participa-
tion in teaching and research ,priikrannes:

While educators, in the developed countries
have long felt, and still feel, that disciplinary
barriers are high, in the-developing countries

.they have been virtually insurmountable. Often.
modelled h.n the European higher educational
system, but Withotit the basic education offered
by a strong secciftdary school system,: they fea-
ture highly structured professional faculties thtkt
are completely isolated, often geographically as
well as educationally. Oppo,rtunities for inter-
4Iisciplinary programmes have been extremely

Educators from the developed countries
ho have served as visiting faculty in develop -

i4countries have often been frustrated by their
inability to make use' of resources elsewhereAn
the university. This isolation of faculties often
results from an understandable; but. unfortunate,.
desire for eprofessor to protect his position.
Also,! this isolation tan& atall relieved by the
generally ,art -time nature of faculty, of the uni..

° vereities of the'developing 'countries. Where 'a
professormust earn most of his income outside
the university, he.,feelit'ilard pressed Ao meet
his obligation to' his own students and his own
faculty and he is not likely be generous/with,
his time or resources tostuder4e or professors
from other:faculties of the university.

Another-factor Urine dieciplinary isolation
of universities in developing countries is that;
although they are generally government-fitionced

'!';they are remote from th-people and their prob-.i' lems. They tend- tolimit themselves to formal
*"< education of degree candidates, anti avoid using

their: resources for the.echication'of the people
at large or for addressing current social problems.

Because resources needs, government
institutions,, educational facilities-'and qualified .

Manpower vary widely oVerthe"dattelopinglvorld,
a prescription' or an edu6ationaltprogramme in
the environtne tal fie 3d' OfiroPriate to alllottn-
tri4s oreveit profeS disciplines in one
country is not retaible:.' setpfliroadgmidelines
that may be useful is tha reiiting.frotri

.fornla State C011ege 497 )workshop addressed.
to Curricniunti'de lorne ecologYand related
etiviroMxtental sci races,. _eluding engineering,".

. ,

Odtida#01i of their ithdents.-,



the conclusion of which is included in Anne F.
It stresses flexibility in their own situation, 'and
this would certainly be mopt approprike for de-1

veloping countries and for related pro ssiOnEt1
fields as well.

One last caveat may be in order. Because
water-related disease is so important and be-
'ikuse water supply and sanitation service's are
so inadequate in Asia. Africa and Latin America;
special efforts are required to create opportuni-
ties for 141: ge-6cale trainipg of engineers and
technicians to serve in this field. Concerns for
broad environmental quality should not detract
from the high prioritir for muss training to assure
control of the endemic and epidemic water-related
diseases that continue as a. scourge over muchof
the world fit.a time .when the technology is avail-
able for their eradication. .ott.

Conci..- km

Itelm: tr't listed some of the notions that might
well be t, en b developing countries, with the
aid or bite national agencies. in an attempt to
provide the educational resources. necessary for
the managemiont of the environment.' Most of
these actions can be undertaken simultaneous y
but because the developrkent of soling l stituti nal
resources at universities is so esseu pro-
viding a foundation rot' other activ.,lties, and be-'
:ttise,:it takes by far the greatest time. univer-
ity development is given higher priority.
,fl (I) Evaluate the educational resources of the

i/country:: particularly in higher education. Atten
!Wm should also .be given to specialized non-
/ academic resources in education.

(2) Identify individuals within the educational
system, or whO have educational experience,

1
who might be expected to be effective in taking
initiatives to introduce environmental studies
within the. educational held in the country.

(3) With these individuals, determine which
institutions in the country are likely to be most
amenable to the initiation of environmental edu-
cational programmes.

(4) Develop a comprehensive programme for
these individuals to prepare them, tp take educa-
tional leadership. Such a programme should be
designed to the talents and,needs of the individ-
ual, and possibly include formal educational pro-
grammes, but preferably informal visits of some
duration to educational institutions that have en-
virOhmentaPprogrammes that seem to offer the
most useful models.

(5) Should it seem useful to have the assist-
ance of educators from other countries, this is
best done by engaging the resources of a univer-
sity or a consortium of related universities,
rather than individuals. The environmental field,
or even any phase of it, .is too broad to expect
that any individual can do more than provide ad-
ministrative assistance. The engagement of a
university or consortium as a contractor to assist
with the development of an environmental educa-
tion programme will permit the orchestration of
a wide range of resources' in the effort.

(6) Inaugurate manpower studies. This should
include both prescht and estimated future needs
in both public and private sectors.

(7.) Design educational programmes to meet
the manpower needs. These programmes should
include formal and informal education, in-service

,training, and public education, to be conducted
wherever, it is most appropriate.

A recurrent theme otthis paper is that the
environmental concerns of the underdeveloped
and industrialized countries of the world are
quite different and, in any event, the solutions
must be oeikred to the economics of the countries
concerned: ',for example, labour-intensive for
the one and., capital-intensive, for the other.
Therefore,* Implementing the programme 6f
educational development, there, should be min-
im-um dependence d certainly no continuing
dependence on t educational resources of the
industrialized orld. If resources are not ini-
tially e within a country, tie use of re-!
sources in theregion, while perhaps less accept;
able politically, is certainly to be prdierred to
sending individuals to institutions "in the indus-
trialized countries.
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FIGURE 1 - Major health problems identified by World Health Assembly member countries and classi-,
fled by numbers of identifying countries in each geographical region.
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and administratiOn
Trypanosomiasis ,.i.
Onchdcerciasis .
Venereal dillies?
Malnutrition
Environmental, deficiencies
Smallpox
Cholera iincluciing it Tor)

. Meningitis 0
Yaws .

_ N.
Enteric foyers
Trachoma

3

34 14 30 3 2

1-2
1.2
1.2
1.2

016 0
010

013 0 7

01, Q6 0 7

12 013
§ 6

11 8 73
016
013

O
8 22

0 3

01
011

012

09 01

011 03

0
Infectious hepatitis 1-2
Accidents 1-2
Respiratory virus diseases
Pcipuloilon pressure '

Cancer.
Chronic degenerative disease
Alcoholism
Movement of people
Urban congestion
Vascular disease of central
nervous system
Mental disorder.
Narcotics
Dental health
indigenous population
Aged and chronicolIV ill
School health
Handicapped
Manpower

O 6
O 5 03

0 2 0 3
0 4
O4

0 3 s

,0 4

8.6

016
.

6 03 02
011

899
Q2

3 02
1

0

a

11 0 2

1 1

0 6 3 01
1

02
0

Regional profiles of health problems. Developed from a questionnaire reported by the WorldHealth
Organization in Third Report on the World Health Situation, 1961-1964, }Jo. 155 (Geneva, 1967); pp. 28-
35. Some data were taken from a prepublication mimeographed document of the same title. The figure
at the top of each column indicates the number of countries reporting. Circles and figures in columns
indicate the number of countries listing the particular health problem as a major concern, *a,black circle
indicates regional consensus that the problem was one of the most important. The verticalline arbitrarily
separates less developed from more developed regions. The orizontalline separates diseases of greatest
concern Ito less developed regions from those of greatest conc rn to more devoloped regions.

Source: Bryant J. (Health and the Developing
World)
Cornell University. Press, 1969, p. 30.



Fig. 2. FRAMEWORK OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH QUESTIONS

NEED PERCEPTION

Demand energy

Know costs of energy
A \-

FIESOURCE DESCRIP.
TION & TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT

es of fossil fuels

PUBLIC PDLICY

Seattle City Light s

Atoll* Energy ..
Comyfiission

EFFECTS ANALYSIS

10P rise in water temp.'

% of 'alma:killed

Must eat food, Consumption of fossil
fuels Department of

396of powerciint is In
advenising

Like to eat salmon Ecology
Population trends

.74111--= Advertising Council
Per capita energy needs

Dept. of Fish and Game
New. power isroduction'
techniques

DIRECT QUESTIONS

A. Given a desire for power - what section of the material universe constitutes a power resource (fossil,
fuels, nuclear fuels, water, etc. )?

B. Given that a certain type of fuel (nuclear) is 'desirable for use in power production - what type of
management proCedure (AEC policies) should be implemented to regular its use?

.C. What effeOt will the level of nuclear-power development, as anticipated by AEC, have,on man and
his physical and mental environment?

FEEDBACK QUESTIONS

D. and G. Both loops represent threshold phenomena. Threshold levels of effect are functions of the sen-
sitivity and accuracy of environmental-quality indicators and communications procedures. Example
of loop D: How can feedback time between observed effect (temperature or radi.tion levels). andpolicy
adjustment be Minimized? Example of loop G: In cases of large-effect levels (temperature or radia-
tion levels that are large and cannot be reduced by policy decisions) the perceptiOn of need for power
must be re- evaluated.

E. Does a 10° rise in river-water temperature as a result of power-plant operation constitute a new
source of low-grade thermal power? Aig new respurces created as a result of effects? ,

F. Does the grant-funding policy of a major regulatory agency., affect ourjevel of understanding regard-
ing material resources, their quality, quantity and characteristics? ,

H. 41-101v does advertisement by.the power supplier affect our perception of need for power? Does regu-
lation of information on radiation levels by AEC affect our perception of the b&nefits of nuclear power
To what extent does new technological development (nuclear fusion) affect our perception of need for
Power?



Date

. ,22. :1.. 10,73

23.1. 1973

24.1.1973

. 25: 1. 1973

26..1.1973

2'9.1.1973

30. 1. 1973
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ANNEX A-

CLASSROOM SCHEDULE AS OF 20 NOVEMBER 1972

Lecturer'
er

Professor Stern.
Mr. Aizenstat
Mr. Hinote
Mr. Cong

Professor Chanlett

Dr. Okun

Dr. Okun

Dr. Little

Dr. Francisco

Professor Barnes

31.1.1973 'Professor Barnes 0

1.2.197.3

2. 2.1973

5. 2. 1973

6. 2. 1973 Dr. Dicke
(Mr. Zeller)

7.2.1973

Dr. Busch

Dr. Baker Lt

Professor Stern

Professor Ripperton

8.2.1973 Dr. Jefferies

9.2.1973 Mr. Hemingway

12.2.1973 Mr. Sickles

Mornirro
INTRODUCTION

,I,PEAID Programme.'

Env. problem

WATER. AND WASTE WATER

Introduction: water env.
Quality and quantity consideration,
measurement/monitoring

Water costs use, ,reuse

Nature of watt r pollution

Effects of Tiollu =nts on life

Ileasurementim itoring of
pollutants

Industrial waste su eys

Control technology fo
water/wastewater

Taste and odour proble s

indu strirl

AIR POLLUTION ,0

Introduction: Air env:- air
pollutants

Transport and diffusion of
pollutants

Effects orair pollution on life
(plants, animals, humans) and
on property

1'

Measurement /monitoring of air
pollutants

Control technology for particulate
air pipallutants

Control technology for gaseous
. air pollutants'

LAND AND PEOPLE

----Effects of industrial deyelopment
on comNin. ti health

Afternoon.session

Env. problem
( Professor Chanlett)

. _

.
Env. problem

Discussion

Discussion

Field trip-UNCWRG

Discussion

ITiScu ssioh,

Discussion.

Case study

Discussion

Discussion

DiscAssion

Discussion

Field irip-NERe, N.C.

iscussidn

Discussion



14. 2. 1973:

0. 2. 1973

16. 2. 1973

Profestior ChaNett

Dr. Miernyk

)r.

. ,
19.'1.1973 Pr. Fraser

.

20. 1973. Professor 'Ferris

21. 2.4973

22:2. 1973

23.'2.1973

r

Mr. Wrerin

Professbi Burgess

Dr. Goldwater

N

26. 2, 19,73 rofessor Heath
.11

27.2. 1973 P ofessor McJunkin
/

28. 2. 1973 Mr Strelaw

1. 3. 1' 73 Dr. 0 tm
Dr; Sc uenemap,

2. 3. 1973 Dr. Fit .otrick

Morning session .,

Physical-energy exacerhati6ns
including noise, heat, ionizing-,
radiation, non-ionizing radiati

Effects of industrial development,
on community, noise, transportation,
school systems, recrsiitional
facilities, and tourist,.ittractions

Solid waste; disposal and recyoling
(recovery and reuse)

IN DUgT RIA L. HYGIENE
3t

Introduction: occupational disease

Standards for plant environment.
Sampling methods

Control methods

Model industrial hyglene
programme

Afternoon session

Discussion

Discussion

Discusgion

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

DiscussliOn

Case study

ORGANIZATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
v

DiscussionLegislation, regulations, sta

Environmental audits

Economical, political and ocial
restraints on environment 1
protecti ; '
Administrative, legal, or
development in United St tes and in
Etkrope -

Industrial:development for the
environmental field

dards.

Discussion

DiseussiorrP

anizational Discussion

Discussion



ANNEX B

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

AID-.ENGINEE RS ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM
Cotirse outline

Data Day 'Period
*

6.8. 1973 M .P 9. 00-10, 20
10,30-11.50
1.30-2. 30
2.45-4, 00

7.8. 1973 ,Tu 9. 00-10. 20
10. 3Q-11. 50
1. 30-2. 30

2. 4514. 60

6.00".

973 W 9. 00-10. 208.8.
10.30-11. 50
1. 30-2. 30
2, 45-4. 00

9.8. 1973 Th 8. 00-5. 00

10. 8. 1973 F 9. 00-10. 20
10.30-11.50

"1.30 -2.30
2. 45-4. 00

;

Professor.

Chanlett
Lauria
McJunkin
Chanlett

Chanlett
Lauria
Heath

Campbell

-Chanlett
Lauria
Apple
Rigney

Staff

Shy
McJunkin
Lamb
Lauria

13.8. 1973, M . 9. 00-10. 20 Chanlett
\ 10. 30-11. 50 Patrick

1. 30-2. 30
"2v. 45r4. 00 Lernmon

6

14.8. 1.973 Tu 9. 00-10. 20
10.30-11.50
1. 30-2. 30
2. 45-4. 00

Chanlett
Weiss-
West
Jackson,

15.8. 1973 W 9. 00-10. 20 ,Chanlett
10. 30-1i. 50 Lauria
1. 30-2. 30 White
2. 45-4. 00 Lathrop
6. 30
7.30

16.:. 1973 Th 9. 00-10. 20 . Chanlett
10. 30 -11.50 Lauria
1. 30-4. 00 Staff

17.11. 1973 F 9. 00-10. 20 Chanlett
10. 30-11. 50 Lauria
1. 30-2. 30 Staff
2. 30 Staff

ti

Subject

tlntroduction and overview
-I"Ecpnornic interpretation of pollution

Enbaironmental assessment,- institutional framework
Environmental assessment institutional framework

IDSolid wastes
Wastewater characteristics and effects
Legal aspects of environmental management and

protection
Legal aspects of environmental management and

protection
Cocktail reception - home of Mr. & Mrs. D. T. Lauria

Vector control
Wastewater treatment
Environinental effects of, agricultural development
Environmental effects of agricultural development

Field trip.

Economic development and health
Waterborne diseases
Environmental impact of industrial devsloprinent
Environmental impact of industrial development

Air environment - occupational
Social impact of economic develOpMent
Preparation of environmental impact statements
Preparation of environmental impact statements

Air environment community
Environmental impact of electric power generation
Environmental impact statement - water resources
Environmental impact statement - water resources

Radiation protection
Water ,,quality standards and enforcement
Environmental impact statement - transportation
Environmental impact statement - transportation
Reception Car lina Inn
Dinner - Mr. Jimmy Wallace \

Envi onmental e
Participant prey

Nois
Wate
.Cour
Clod

n
onomics
ntations

and non-io izing radiation,
-supply in eveloping countries
e review an' summary
g ceremoni s



°ANNEX G

,

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONnCONFERENCE F9R EDUCATORS

Tbursday, 3 May.1973

8. 00 a. m: -8. 30 a.m.

8.30 a.m. -9. 15 a. m.

9.15 a. m' . -10. 00 a. rnii

10. 00 a. m. -10. 15

10.15 NM. -10. 45

10.45 a. m. -11. 15

3-4 May 1973

Registration

Welcome and conference goals

r

The'nrigins of environmental issues

a.m. Break

a. m. Ecological balances

a.m. Human health and well-being .

11.15 a.m. -11. 45 a. m. Environmental awareness vs.
environmental technology

11. 45..a.m'. -1. 00 p.m: Lunch

1. 00 p.m. -2. 00 p.m.

2. 00 p. m. -3. 00 p. m.

3. 00 p. m. -3. 15 p. m.

3.15 p. m. -4. 15 p. m.

4. 15 p. m,. '5. 00 p. m.

5. 00 p.m. -5. 30 p.m.

Friday, 4 May 1973

8. 00 h. m. -10, 00 a. m.

Agents of stre4s.

Specific sources and impacts
"Water
Air

Break

Specific sou
Land
Occupational setting

ces and impacts (pontinued)

Legal, poli

Governmen

cal and, social aspects

1 agency programmes

Panel - Env ronmental protection
;Education n eds and resources, agency
viewpoints

Moderator

North Carol a ,Office'of Water and Air
ReSoUrces

Air Qualit
Water Qua

Division
ty Division.

State Board f Health
Sanitary nginesring Division
OccupatiOnal Health Section

4e,

40'

Dr. Daniel, Okun

Professor Emil Chanlett

Dr. Edward Kuenzler

Dr. Mario Battigelli

Dr. C. 'Ritchie Bell
tt,

Dr. Daniel Okun

Dr. James Lamb, III
Professor Arthur C. Stern

Dr. Edward Kaiser
Dr. Parker Reist

Professor Milton Heath

Professor David Howells

Professor David Howells

a 6

- State Department of Labour

Environmental Protection Agency

National,Institute of 9ccupatiOn Safety
and Health



r.
10.00 a.. m. -10.15 a.m. Break

v

10.15 a.m.-10.30 a. m. Sliecial interest session procedures

Concurrent sessions for special interest
groups (discussion of needs, resources, and
action ty institutions)

10.30 a.m.-12.00 noon

Indfyidual curribuldtmareas for discussion in
the 4 or 5 special interest `sessionswill be
designated on the basis of expressed interests
by participating institutions. For example:

A. General environmental science education
B. Tiacher education curriculum
C. Environmental health technology curriculum
1)., Environmental engineering technology curriculum
E. Occupational safety and health curriculum

12.00,noon-1.00 p. rn. Lunc

1.00 p. m. -3.30 p. m.

3.30 p. m. -3145 p. m.

3.45 p. m. -5.30 p. m.

Concurrent sessions for special interest
groups (continued)

Break

Plenary session

A. Presentation and discussion of special
interest grotips reports.

B. Summary and discussion of proposed ,
post-conference actions,

Preparation

Each participant is requested to bring with him to the conference the following:

A listing of courses in environmental proteciion now offered at his Institution.

A description of any formal curriculum relevant to environmental protection,offered at his
institution.

A listing or description of current interests in environmental protection course or curriculum
development for his institution.

o

4. A listing of resources or assistance available from his institution to other institutions engaged
in environmental curriculum development e. specific experience, unique expertise, etc.).

0



tl
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND

'ENGINEERING SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

ENVR 101: Elements of Environmental Health, 2 Credits, Spring Semester 1974

Plan of instruction: Lectures and seminars, 10. 00-11. 00, Tn..

Textbook: None required i 4 4 )
0

Recommended: Environmental Protection, by Professor Emil/T. Chanlett
..,.

Instructor: Dr. Stanley J. Weidenkopf

Th . Introduction (SJW),
.,

i 1' T . Nature of Env. Problems (SJW)*
17 Ph Nature of Env. Problems (SJW)
22 T Air, Pollution and Control (ACS)
24 Th ° Air Pollution and Control,
29 T Air Pollution and Control
31 Th Air Polliation and Control'

5 T Land Pollution and Disposal o
7 , Th Land-Pollution and Disposal of S

12 T Land Pollution and Disposal of
14 Th., Radiological Hygiene (DGW)
19 ,T ° RadiologiCal Hygiene
21 Th Radiological Hygiene
26 ) T. Radiological Hygiene

'.28,- / .Th Mid-Term ExamISJW),

March 5. . T Water, Sources and Treatnient (SJW)
7 Th Water, Sources and Treatment (SJW):

19 T ,Waiste Water Treatment (DEF)
21 ,? Th Waste Water,,T reatment OEF)
26 T 1eld Trip (§JW & DEF)
28 . Th Community Noise (AGT)

T ' Community Noise
Th Industrial Hygiene ( R)
T Industrial Hygiene
Th Industrial Hygiene
T ,,, Seminar
Th SeMinar

;Seininar.
Seminar

Final EXams



Introduction
11 Health and disease factors in the envirotuant
14 Health haiards from biological ccinttunhiente
16 ' Health hazarde from chemical agents
18 Health 'hazards from physical agents
21 Toxfoology and the.consumer.
23 Tokicology and the consumer (continued)
25 -,ivironmental stress factors (Fisycho., 'social stimuli,, noise,.
28 Envkronmental, stress factors (continued) .

30 Current`problem in environmental perception'and behaviour

ANNEX E

sc SPRING 1974

MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT.

ENVR,111

EconomiC--apprq,aches to achieving epvironmental.quality ,

t (continued)
6 . (continued)
8 Re View and quiz

11 EcOlogy in relation to the environment
13 Ecology in relation to the environment (continued)
15 `The conceit of technology assestim t
18. NEPA and ,environmental impact
20 Indicators and measurement of enviroAme)Ital hazard and environmental quality
22 (continued)
25- Environment and'public policy,
27 (continued)

1. "Environmental management,
4 (continued)
.6 \ (continued)
8 Review and quiz

18 Current issues in'environmental management
20 '''Land use aspeCts of environmental management
22 Land use (continued)
25 Radiation Standards
27° Decieionyakind in air quality control,
24 (continued) I

Environmental proteCtion aspects 'of housing and the residential environment
Lead poisoning in children in the urban environment 1

5 Population,' food resources, and, the environment
8 . (continued)

10 Energy resources and te environment
12 (continued).
15 Envircnunvntal protection\problextut in the less developed countries,,,
17 (continued)
19 'International organization r environmental proteCtfon
22 Public; participation in envir, nmental decision-making
24 Course review

4

- sr ,... , '
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ANNEX F

VII. CONCLUSION

In the course oi the two-day meeting of some 50
-participants, many ideas, co cepts and propo-
sals for action were put forth for discussion and
examination. The workshop g o s served to ti

distill a numbe of conclusions and'generaliza-
tions.

retai them
At }he risk of overlooking significant

points, ces appeared early ih the
meeting's discussions and-were given fo
at least one of the w' rkshop group reports.

/ themes are sumrpa ized below.
Model curricu a. No uniform, model cur-'

ricula in ecology and related environmental sci-
ences should be .,applied throughout the California
State, Colleges;!,Each college has the responsi-

_ bility to assess'itS own strengths, its potential
and the needs of its students as it develops new

,, curricula or 'adapts existing. courses and-pro=
.

4,:. grammes emphasiz g environmental concerns.'
(illThe e,xperiences o colleges within the syst m

and outside show , however, be noted; in t is*-1

context, rheetiti- s such as thd InvitationalWork-
shop are most u eful.

Specializat ons iv, college. Each college,
should seek to develop environmental studies '

focuses appropriate-to5tslOcale, student body, .-
and resourees,,No college.should-seek to offer

.-----ail po Bible, approaches to the study of ecology.
The should be_ccrnPleme_ntary programmes
from one college t4 the next, rather than dupli-

-,, catory ones. College -planning and programme
development sho d take plaC 1,,,vith reference.to
other colleges in th zstem. --r..

,. Articulation with community celleges.
majority of,,today!e studente4n the StateC011eges
have begun their collegiate work in One of .the
State's many community collegeeCirrricirlum.-
development in environmental studieamuekthere-
lore provide for ease of transfer. Further; 'de-
Velopment of certain kinds of programmes may
nequire close co-operation with community
dolleges.

Cautious development of specialized pro-
grammes: A common )heme throughOut the

. course of the meeting was that the problems of
the environment are sodiverse, and the solutions
so tentative, that training nrge-rtuinbers of
highly , specialized 'persons -is- 'inappropriate.
Students in the sciences, engineering, technology
as well as the social sciences a best serVedby
a substantial environmental com eat to their
education to assist them in adapting e-
mands of the future. Doubtless many persons in .

the years to Come .1411 play substantial roles, in
their work careers and as members of the gen.-
eral public, in attempting to maintain and improve

4 ;,,,,the,,,environment,..Such. activities -will be 'across''
aowide spectrum and virill Aot be restricted to a'
limited number of occupational claseifications. ,.

This suggests that in developing responses to
environmental problons, /colleges should golf--
struct curriculum which can assist in the edu8a.'"1-

. ,

Lion of persons whb can firlfila number of differ----
ent:responsibilities; .

4.. / :1.

m in
These

e

Emphasis on the environment throu hout
\ curriculum. Worksihop partic -ed gen.-

--erally- or all students to engage in -

studies of the environment and its proiclems.
appropriate curricula should include attention to
the study of the environment. Single-focus,
courses do not appear appropriate as a,part of
general education requirements; rather, a re-,
shaping of .courses and programmes in a variety
of disciplines is called for.

s/
Interdisciplinary studies. The ,education of

udents who are concerned with the problems
of the environment and capable of contributing
to their.solutions cuts - across many disciplines.
The-solutions to the problems of the environ-

-- ment, as reflected by workshop participants,
will require not only scientific ancl technical \
skills, but political and, economic expertise as.
well. The scientist or technologist who seeks
a solution to a problem of the environment must
understand the economic and political realities
of the problem. The scientist in general, many_
participants'pointed out., must realize the social
and environmental impact new scientific and _ -
te,chnical developments may have. The govern-
ment

.
leader and the industrial manager mud Se -__

conversant with the scientific and technical know - -----
ledge of the environment and be aware of the ds
of specialists needed to attack environ ental
problems./Thus the need for interdisci linary
or multidisciplinary environmental'stu ies `Iiiraa,_
recognizedhy most participants; how er, the --

-. ,

problem ts of the collegiate, department l struc-
ture 'were often noted as inhibiting the develop-
ment'of needed courses and programmes.

Problem-oriented instruction. A common--
theme in discussions was the value of using a
specific environmental problem upon which stu-

. dents and faculty can concentrate as a desirable
pedagogical technique. Similarly, the need for

s,,woricoexperience in an environmental, problem
area and individual --,or 'group research was
stressed. 'While a ,problem-oriented curriculum
and work experienee are considered useful in
many subject fields, their particular appropri-

.ateness in env ronmental studies was stressed.
Termirrolo . "geology", "environment",

"ecological studies" and "environmental' studies"
and "sciences" are among 'the various terms
applied to acgdernic p ograrnmes concerned with
aspects of the envie° erkt. Based on workshop
discussiOns and the: istiflg literature concern-
ing academic progr mes in the general subject
area, the term "env on ental studies" appears
most useful as a g ner I terminology broadly

,,,, 6aiplicable tcr a vane if programmes. "Ecology"
---, s a term' for acad miedegrees ancrprogrammes

i most generally nde stood as applying to the
science of ecology with n the biological sciences,
Environmental sc ence and environmental tech-
nology have thei appropriate usages but do not
clearly connote pecific degree or other acadeMic

-,-- .programnies,
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_---"Ct.)NSIDERATIONB-ON--.THE. ORGANIZATION OF

TRAININb,IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Jin H. Juda, Profesisor D. Sc.
Deputy Director, of the5Institute of Environmental Engi

_,;--Warnaw. Polytechnic Institute, Wai-sa*,1Polan
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1. 1NTRODUCTION' Widection, Environmental M: agement, Environ-
mental Chemistry, Water Rea rces Engineering,

Environmental protection ii, from the point of
View of both science and engineering, a typical
interdiecipline Vject. This entails several '

'" problems not bnlYin determining the scope and
organization of training, but also in adoption of
explicit terminology. .

.. According to the National Science Boarci(1),,
"Environmental science is conceived as the sys-

'tein'of air, landAwater,,,efiergy and life that
. surround man. It inCludes allosciencesdirected.
to the oyster: .-level 61 understanding ,of the en- 0.
vironment, drawing especially on such 'discipline's
as Meteorology, geophysics, oceanography, and
ecology, and utilizing to the fullest the' mOwledge
and techniques develOped in such fields as physics,
chemistry, biology, mathematics argientineering";

The 'World Health Orgariizatidif isTreparing
.a World Directory of Institutions for the Training.
of ..jrtnvirprunental Health' Personnel(2). After'

. stating that "EnvironMental health" is not yet a-
clearly defined field the)* follows a
list of relevant stuay uhjects:

- .

Water resources: Water quality. Water.'.. and
:waste water treatment. Dordestic water supply.
Domestic. water disposak. IndUstrial water
supply. Industrial water disposal. Limnology.
Water pollution. HydrplOgy.,

11tris resources:. Meteorology andclipatolog
Chemistry and biology Of air. Ai i3011ikti
Control.. ". ...- -...- -

1 .

blic health: ,Vector on rol.. ;9:tut:trial a
ccupational health: ',Ai ene. Parapi

.1 fbk Food; sanitatiOn d ygiene., Rur
: J Ration.] Toxicology.. Pu lic health ad
a L istration. Radiologic P tectiOn. Heal

upation.
Shelter:

, 1

u e and he grb and land use' p n-
; /Solid Waste collec on and managem
ing. eqreation. , ice control.

liPlanining res rces,systerns.
enteconomi . -Public and bu 1-

.
'titration. / 2. PRESENT CONDI ION OF

tem analysis. Applied statistics. .TRAINING ORGA ZATION
lOgy. Applied biology. Epidemi-

Microbiology. . 2.1 'Inlroduction'
st, besides enumerating the disci- ,,,.. , f . t''

gineering sciences; also exemplifies . The organization of acSdemic education in re-
t objecti es of engineering in environmental speetivecountriee having bfFen destribed in de-

oteetion, ' tail in the ,U,nesco.Publications(3)(4), we are here'
In the range of teamical

'
sCiences, "panitary limiting ourselves to no more than several state -

engineering"
, \ .

represents a specialitationYof long- ,. ments necessary in, view.of further explicity.
term tradttion. In the course of its° development, . Notwithetlinding considerrible difference in
the, scope of that discipline has been time and the organization of the university level school.
again broadened to include new areas Covering, systems in respective Countries; certain rega-
in. growing measure, matters relative to environs ". latities eldsetathia area The starting level
mental protection in. its extensive understanding. for agadernic.educatibills.in completing of pri-
For this reason, apart from the term of "sank-, may and,secondery eduCation lasting in all 11-
Lary engineering" one encounters eometirnesst, 13 years. Higher studies are undertaken at the age
the term of "environmental health engineering ". of 17-19 and labt 4 -6 years in, the 'ease.of tech-

` Alongside with sanitary engineering and en.. ..nicaLsciences. ,The period gf academic train.-
vironmental health engtfreering, there exist, in 1 .,ing is often divided into two steps of which the
the area of environmental sciences, various. ' first, taking 2-4 years; ends with awarding a
other disciplines qualifying for the ,degree of ' . certificate of the 1st degree (Diplbme universi-.,,
Master of .Scierice or its -equivalent;,suCh aiii roe. taire de premier cycle,- Ingdnieur,..Bacheloes
e. g. Environmeptal Engineering, Environmentalaa. de$ree):, The. following second step training;

"
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Air Pollution and several oth s. The scope of
those spec lizations may be valuated only on
the basis 0 teaching program es which, depend-
ing on the respe,ctive country, ca_ n be consider-
ably dive se.

nui above- mentioned exam lesare sufficient'
to show that the nomenclature o engineering dis-

' c4iplines relative tO;envirprimen al protection and
. Niaanagernentis far from being e plicit. It seems,

however; further. discussio on the matter
Would he unproductive, since.o e may assume

4, that the( objectillessof technaog arld the tasks of
engineers,in environmental .ro ection and man=
ageme t can be defined qUite : 1.1icitly. FroM
the po tit of view of thetrainin of engineers in
that range, it is most essentia therefore, to
answei.the following questions: . -

(1), IS it possible, within an erage fiveear
course of post- secondary univ :ity leveledu-
cation;. to .4phieye_the 'qualifica n of a'one -type
engineer to-ins.ster all problems in the area of
environmental protection and ma geMenr, or is
it imperative to conduct eeparate training for
various engineering spet ialization?

12) Is it poesibie to determine borne ba is s -
'cializaticine for environmental engineers o be
.,reqpmmended untrersally, independent of he de-
velopment revel, of respective countries? \

(3) 'Is it ossibleto detevitine.some optimum
recomm d comMonteaching disciplines for
all specialization link; of environmental

- ..
,,-

.., 1.engineers? ..1
(4) In IvIrat'Ineastire and what scale should be

I, , promoted post-graduate training - national, re-
gional, international? .,

Whileithe replies rt. these qdestiOns iwi
'certainly be subjectio a discussion of the E Pe t
Group, some suggestion relative to the m ite j.
will ensue in a funper part of this paper.
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human sciences, fundamental ciences, engineer-
.ing-science's and specializatior disciplines. One
may, moreover, assume that in the respective
subject groups the sciipe.of training will be as
follows:
Human sciences - economics, philosophy, politi-

cal sciences, sociology, foreign languages, etc.
Fundan16ntal sciences '- mathematics, physics,

chemistry; biology.
engineering sciences -'workingout of projects

and industrial design, elec °technics and
electronics, fluid and s body mechanics,
thermodynamics, geo esy, instrumentatidn
and measurement.

Specialisti6 subjects are, obviously, aifferent
for the respective fields of study...

lasting, 1-2 years, ends with awarding a certifi-,
cate of highe r degree ( DiplOme . Diplome Ingdnieur,
Master's Degree, Mattris4 Numerous uniVer-
ity level technical schools conduct third -step

t aining. ending withthe award of a Doctor's title
(Dectetir de specialitEt, DectOr's degree).

Irrespective of studies continued within an
°yelp training cycle, there are organized some
post-graduation training courses lasting 1-2 years:,
the completing,of which usually ends with voca-
tional qualifications for a particular'. field of-
apecialization. i

The requirements to be met by environmental
protection engineers justify the statement that
one may talk only;of training at a level corres-
ponding to the award of a Master's degree, or
still higher. In further discussing the organiza-
tion of training in environmental protection, atten-
tion will be given mostly to the second step of
university level education. It is emphasized that
when talking of environmental engineers, we shall
always understand the term as corresponding to
a completed second degree university level
education.

2. 2 Complete cycle of engineers' training

The WHO document(5) published in 1971, presents
a su

c
vey of programmes for technical training in

environmental protection, as provided by the
universities of Sao Paulo (Brazil),, Valle, Cali
(Colombia), Calcutta (India), Bangkok (Thailand),
Kyoto (Japan),ICalkfoitnia, Berkeley (United States
of America), orth/Carolina, Chapel Hill (United
States of Ame ica), Kuibyshev, Moscow (USSR), .
and Naples (I aly). Moreover, uSe was Made of
he detailed p °grammes of traiai -1971-1972

at the univei's tis of: Pennsylvani 1p tandford( 7),
California Institute of Technolo Nlorth Caro-

/ Tina at Chapel Hill(9); Massach s is Inglitilte pf
/ TeChnology1), as also at all t et academic level

/ technical sch ols in Poland. though) the pre
sented material is somewhat i complete, it can

' nevertheless serve as basis fo the formulation
of some general conclusions r lative to the pres-
ent condition of training org izations.

It may be assumed that, within the five-year

II

training cycle, students hay
4,000 occupation hours (lec
exercises). The entire trainii
be divided, mostbroatily, into

a total of about
ures, laboratory.
g programme May-
our subject groups:

5'
5 fir

The time ratio afforded to training in th
-"respective subject.groups.varies widely depend-
ring on the country and university; in general,
hoWever, it is comprised within limits presented-'
in Table 1.

Table 1

Discipline

Human sciences 10-2
20-3 To

Engineering sciences
Fundamental sciences

15 -2i%
Specialization disciplines .20-10%

Primarily, the training of engineers inditiciplines
relativif to environmental protection has been de-
veloped within civil engineering and s itary en- t*
ginee ring departmetnts. Main stress as.. hen
laid on matters of Water supply, dom sti and
wastewater treatment, waste dispose .sn heat-
ing and ventilation. An example of such pecia-
lization is provided by the training prog mme
insanitary engineering at the Sao Paul Myer-
sity(5), presented in Table 2 -.see A I.

In recent years, the number of spec zations
in environmental protection has consi ably in-
creased, particularly in the United St s. Uni-
versities permit' following such s eci zation
lines as: wate resources1 wate ty man-.agement, envi onmental chemist y n bioregY,
industrial hyg ene, air pollution, en:i onmental
protectiotb e vironmental inanageine t, environ-
mental engin ering, radiological hygi ne.

The esse ial changes in training.programmes
Mainly consi t, however, not,on broadening the
range of pos ible specializations,' but, mostly,
on the over I approach to environmental protec-
tion and pn they successively increasing introduc-
tion of system analysis elementS. 4

The United States universities assume a
principle of far going individual differentiation
of training programmes, enabling the students
to adopt flexible sets of programmes, providing
that the weekly number of effective occupation
hours amounts to 20-30 hours. Illustrative pro-
grammes of specialization training in water quality
managemen4 air pollution, and environmental
managemendr, afforded at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill(9), .are,,presented in
Tables 3, 4 and 5 see Annex I.

The advantage of the quoted programmes
lies in their interdiscipline characteristic and
flexibility, enabling one to choose sets in various
variants of stud, r courses; Carrying through of
such type of training organization is, however,
possible only in big universities having a numer-,
ous teaching staff, as well as an extensive re-
search equipment.

In Poland, training in environmental protec-
tion engineer'ing is conducted by five university
levgr technical schools, <enabling specialization
in: water management and hydrology, air pollu
tion 'control and sanitary engineering. An illus-
trative programme of training in air pollution
control conducted at the Warsaw- Institute of
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Technology (Politechnika Warszawska) is pre-
sented in Takle 6 see Annex I.

It seemslhat"the above quoted examples or
study programmes, enable cles4r enough view of
the exiiting organization and scope of environ-
mental engineers' training. They may also' se rve
as basis in the formulation of corkclusionerelative
to the recommendation of training systems.

2. 3 Post-graduation training courses

In times of rapid changes in the technique and
methods of approach to environmental protection
matters, an essential part of the engineers' train-
ing is played by post- graduation courses. Among/
those orga,nized in this area, one may distinguish:

(1) Specialization training courses taking at
least a full academie year.

(2) 'Short-term 1-2 months vocational training
courses.

Courses of both types,are now conducted on a
national, as well as on an international scale.
The organization and topics are, naturally, con-
siderably diverse in respective cases. It is worth
while, however, to take note of the illustrative
programmes of training sponsored by Will9 (table 7
see Annex I) at the Mohammed V University,
Rabat, Morocco(11)

2.'4 Final considerations
4.

Evaluating, on the whole, the present condition
of engineers' training in environmental protec-
tion, it is possible to observe a considerable di-
versity of schemes and trends not only within
'particular countries', but even within particular
teaching institutions. [n the majority of cases,
however, training in environmental protection
is being developed through evolution of the tra-
ditional and narrowly comprehended training in
the field of sanitary engineering. 1 One may take
the risk of concluding that training in the specia-
lized discipline of environmental prOtection is in
general, particularly as regards the matter of
training, severely belated in relation to the rapidly
growing needs in that area.

3. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3:1 General remarks

The human environment, is not a ollection of
isolated events and phenomena, but rather a vast,
integral, mutually interacting system' embracing,
at global scale, the whole world. In this regard,
any action undertaken to the benefit of particular
areas or population groups may not be estimated
as absolutely good or evil without first taking into
consideration its possible effects 'produced in
other areas or population groups. Simultaneously,
any action leading at present to seemingly positive
'effect's may have future detrimental or even,cata-
strophic consequences. This aspect of problems
relative to environmental proteclion necessitates
the. assuming' of rather essential 'Modification in
the way of thinking and the mentality not only of

experts respons le for environmental protection,
but, virtually, of entire human societies'. Wi h
this background, one may formulate:
Recommendation 1: It is necessary to introduce,

into the tuition programmes of all levels, from
primary to university, some elementary con-
centration not only on the imperative need of
environmental protection, but similarly on the
composite nature and interdependence of all
phenomena involved.

Problems of environmental protection reduce,
in brief, to limitatiOn of raw materials, use and
to limitation'of waste productibn. Assuming,
even, the prospect of essential changes inren-
gineering science and technology, or must,
none the less, reckon, in a foreseeable future,
with constant growthOf raw materials use .and,
constant growth of waste' production. Possible
Solutions of the problem must, therefore, be
sought not only thrOugh engineering, but likewise
in modfying the life patterns of whole 'societies,
and particularly those of highly developed coun-
tries. It seems that satisfactory results in en-
vironr .ental protection cannot be expected before
there are essential changes inlife patterns, con-
sisting on reducing trends in the unrestricted
consumption of Material goods, to the advantage
of trends towards profiting of cultural values.
IMportant roles are here to be played by adequate
education and training; and, in'this regard, one
may suggest the following;
Recommendation 2: It is necessary, in the tuition

programmes of all levels, from primary to
academic; tO, place emphasis on elements able
to lead towards modifying man's mentality in
a sense where aiming at increased consumption
of material goods- would be replaced by aiming
at increased cultural values.

To achieve 'satisfying restate in environmental
protection, mutual co-operation of engineers,
economists, physicians, biologists, sociologists,
etc., is a necessity. Such co-operation, how-
ever, may be possible only if all thbse vocational
groups use the same 'language". Moreover, the
respective groupsehould have substantial know-
ledge of the scope of interaction, and of the actual
possibilities of effectively influencing the process
of environmental transformation:
Recommendation 3: It ianecessary, in the grad-

uate tuition programmes of all specialization
disciplines relative,,to environmental protec-
tion, to introduce elements enabling, mutual
exchange of information and mutual understand-
ing among the various vocational groups.

In effect, the activities of any engineer and par-
ticularly arse of an environmental engineer,

..always lead in consequence to some changes,
both social and 'economic. For this reason,
human and social sciences should have a grow-
ing part in the education of environmental engin-
eers. The above postulation has been developed
and justified in. E. J. Holstein's work(5). On this
basis, one may formulate the following:
Recommendation 4: The engineer of tomorrow

must have, in the range of social and human
sciences, a knowledge sufficient to enable
application of his technical skill in the solution
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of important social problems an th,Os to con-
tribute practically to social pr re s

i
1. 1

The essential rOle of mathematic in the training
of engineers is gaining more and more esteem in
univers i Op ion(5). 41 enviro ental engineer-
ing, wh r is flandaMenilly n cessary to deal
with co te probleMs including, moreover,
multiple ariables and requiring routine use of
computer techniques, the role of mathematics is
still more essential. he language of mathema-
tics, being universal, acilitates comprehension
'among those specialized in various fields. Con-
sidering the above, statement as obvious and not
requiring justification, one may formulate the
following:
Recommendation 5: It is necessary, in the pro-

grammes of environmental engineers' training,
'to emphasize training in mathematics as of a

,science enabling both adequate formulation arid
solution of the numerous tasks relative to en-
vironmental protection.

3. 2 Environmental engineering as
science of systems analysis

The general opinion now prevailing is that the only
way towards solving of engineering problems in
environmental protection is in the adoption of the
systems analysis principles. In Mr. Thompson's
paper presented at the Wiesen E5cpert Meeting(12)
it is stated: -Environmental problems must be
conceivecrin the scope of ever larger physical
systems. The effects of the engineer of develop-
ing technologies must be addressed to broader sys-
tems as must also be the analysis that would make
best use of present and developing technologies".

The WHQ Experts Report(13) states, in turn:
... methods applied today by engineering and

design servic s for solving of environmental,hy-
giene problenis are totally different from those
used earlier. To draw plans, to proceed in re-

.search and to work out the-equipment, material
and services, it is now necessary to base on the
notion of *et ms1 implying use of analytical
methods in so ing of problems relative to the
multiple varia les to be accounted for in the dis-
tribution and utilization- of resources".

One must, moreover, point out that systems
analysis ip"at present the sole available method
to adopt decisions in the scope of technology with
full account taken of the various economicai/so-
ciological and ecological factors. System-a anal-
ysis provides, equally, an excellent base of com-
mon understanding among those'spectilized in
various fields. It seems, therefore, fully justi-
fiable to use systems analysis as an initial basis
in the training of environmental engineers.

In the classical approach, the way of proceed-
ing in system analysis may be divided into four
'steps(5):

41) Working out of model compatible with the
existing technique's?o athematics and informs-.
tion,- proper accauri being taken of the system's
principal mechanisms. 5

(2) Definition of an.objective function enabling
ciassificatiOn, in-preferential order, of all con-
ceivable designs and plans

5
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(3) Empirical estimation of the rdodel's para-
meters in the situation under consideration.

(4) Solution of the model using mathematical
and computer techniques.. The problem consists
of finding, for the variable intervening in de-'
cisions or even in the concept of values maximiz-
ing_or,'more generally, opttziIzing the objective
function.,

Overall utilization of the classical methods
of ysterns analyst in environmental protection
is still meeting witir considerable difficulties.
First of all, it is sometimes impossible to es-
tablish the objective function because of the large
number of different parameters of, the system. '

Today, it is difficult to include in the objective
function the effect of pollutants on man's health
or' on nature. Moreover, the numerous attempts
at developing, of mathematical models describ-
-ing, in composite, all the environmental elements
have not so far brought satisfactory results: 1

On the otterhand, however, real po ' ibilities
already exis to solve Optiniization pr blemir of
some of the environmental sub-systems, as e. g. .
water manatment, or air circulation-
in the atmo phere. Irrespectivee of Ihis, even
partial utiliiation'a systems analysis rinciples,
may lead to ;most appreciable results solution
of f robleme relative to environmental protection.

All the above advantages of syste s analysis
completely justify its acceptance a\s a basis in the
training of environmental engineer , e titling us
to formulate the following:
1___Thesis 1: The principles of systens analysIs .

should .e assumed as a basis in raining -..-

of envi onmental engineers.

3 3 En : '-erin s ecializations in
envir nmental .rotection

The objecti es of engineering and thet tasks of
engineers ye been often discussed and quoted
at various onferendes and meetings, national
and internat onal. At the Unesco Exp rt Meet-
ing on Envir nmental Engineering(14), the objee-
tivss of 'engineering and the, tasks of e gineers
were definedns follows: "The engineer is par-
ticularly concerned that the economic and social.
considerations which guide this selection of tech-
nological solutions for decision-making, and that
the nsequences of the technological solutions
fomnd be,ptimnized to the.-welfare of man. It
follows tha environmental engineering can be
defined as the exercise of the engineering disci-
plines taking into full account the full environ- 0
mental consequences of the proposed Solutions
in deference to the expressed' socio-econorniC
needs leadinggto engineering artifacts".

In turn, the WHO Expert Committee(13) states
that the °environmental hygien engineer "must
be able' to advise on: localizatio of agglomera-
tions and bigthermal power plants; oblems of
the trans formatiOn of fertile land areas trade
and presidential zones, type of waste 'die osal
system to be provided for the determined indusr
trial' or agricultural enterprise or branch of
activity; choice of propulsion mode to be adopted
for common transport vehicles; utilization of
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local rasp. of imported materials for housing
construction, etc. He must have a knowledge of
all factors to be accounted for in: management
of water supply systems; liquid and solid waste

/ disposal: hygiene of food and of its storing com-
partments: prevention of occupational diseases
and accidents; reduction of air, water and soil

x,pollutionf vector control, etc. ".
In a report of the WHO Expert Corrunittee(13),

the term of "environmental health engineering" is
defined as follows: "application of engitfeering
principles to the control, modification, or adapta-
tion of the physical, chemical And biological fac-
tors on the environment in the interest of man's
health, comfort and social well-being".

According to the latest version worked out
by WHO('1.4), the definition of a sanitary engineer
reads; "The sanitary engineer is an engineer

,,having acquired appropriate trainidg (preferably
,post-graduate or third degree level) enabling him
to apply technological principles in:

(i) the prevention, control and handling 'of en-
vironmental factors influencing man's physical,
mental and social health and well-being;

(ii) works.and procedures necessary for main-
tenance and improvement of the, human environ-
ment quality level, in vie l to ensuraman!;s health,
comfort and efficiency.

He performs tasks similar to those of a civil,
a chemical, or a mechanical' engineer,' while,
however, concentrating his performance on plan-
ning, calculation, design, teratien, maintenance
-and control of specialized stallations, such as,
for example, equipment used for the control of
air, of soil and of water resources quality,
human environment and working places, and par-
ticularly of drinking water inst tions, of solid
and fluid waste disposal, of ve for Control, of
habitat hygiene, noise control, di osal of nocive
gases and of industrial waste; e evaluates,.
finally, the output of such installatio s.

In collaberation with public healt doctors
and other scientific personnel, he invest' ates
environmental faCtors, he Organizes and su r.-
vises measurement and survey programmes of

'man's environment quality; he contributes to the
working out of reports relative to the impact 'of
development and 'construction programmes on the
environment; he undertakes, research and investi-
gations, participates in the working out of hygiene
ittatidards.applicable in urban and regional plan-
ning and in evaluation of the precision level and
efficacy of prograrrimes and of measures assumed
in view of protecting man's health and well-being.

He plans, direCts and co-ordinates the en-
vironmental hygiene programmes carried through
public health institutions and other government
departments, by autonomous public type units,
and by 'private organizatiOns and enterprise; he
organizes research and investigations relative to
the economical, financial and legal aspects of en-
vironmental hygiene'.

In all WHO recommendations and definitions,
main stress is, obviously, laid on those items in
environmental protection whichiiffect directly"
man's health. In a broader sense, environmental
protection means the. Prdtection of the entire:;

natural environment and the proper management
of natural resources. Attention should therefore
be given to the following range of engineers''ac-
.tivities relative to environmental protection, im-
portant alongside with those listed'earlier:

(1) working out and industrial scale imple-
mentation of' new _techniques and technological
proceedings permitting to reduce the menace
of environmentalltiamage;

(2) working out and implementation., of new
techniques and technologies permitting to reduce
the use of raw materials and their recycling;

(3) working out and implementation of new
techniques and technologies permitting to reduce .

pollutant's emission to the\environment - equip-
ment for emitted gases purification, sewage
treatment, wastes"conditioning, etc.;

(4)" working out and implementation of new
techniques and technologies enabling recultiva-

on of -devastated areas. .

Regarding the above objectives of engineer,
ing in environmentaltprotectiOn, it is intreover
necessary to point out that they may be realized.
at different scales. It is obvious that different
methods of proceeding will be adopted in solving
the problems, at a scale of, for example, one,in-
dustrial plant,.-or at the,scale of vast regions.

In view of the diversity of tasks imposed' on
engineering in environmental protection and the
diversity of scale ai which the tasks may be rea-
lized, the question of the engineers' training er-
gar3izatipn and of the specializationlines require d
remains controversial and subject to discussiOn.
It is also necessary to emphasize the growing
disproportion between the scope of capacities
expected from engineering specialists and the
existing possibilities of training engineers to
'satisfy all requirements of the ',Reposed scope
of abilities and knowledge. One may, therefore,
assume as non-controversial the following:
Thesis 2:0 The objectives of engineering and the

tasks of engineers in environmental,protection
cannot be achieved by engineers of the same
vocational specialization. It is therefore neces-
sary to train engineers qualified Alkdifferent
specializations.

Regarding Thesis 1, it is, however, to be added
that the aiming to introduce ever more engineer
ing specializations.has lately been meeting with
justified criticism. It is thus necessary to pro-
ceed with considerableprudence,' in 'keeping
within reasonable need's. One may, on this ground,
formulate the following:.
Thesis 3: The number of engineering speciali-

zations should be limited to the necessary
minimum.

Giving'attention to the above two apparently con-
tradictorY theses, one should consider which of
the objectives of engineering in environniental
protection are the most essential, and whether
all of these objectives might,nol be achieved by
engineers of one vocational specialization. It's
also necessary to answer the question of whether
it is p-poesible to suggest such a type of engineer

9, who would be equally useful inthe developing and
in the highly industrialized countries. It Begins
that satisfying such a condition 'may be possible
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if, as starting point, one uses the notion of
"sritetn".

j y Subsequent to the above statements, it is
possible to formulate the follOWing:
Thesis 4: The whole of engineering specializa'-

. time in environmental protection may be classi-
fied in two groups; that of environmental man-
ageinent engineers, .and that of environmental
prOtectiontechnology engineers.

Engineers of the former group will he directly
concerned With environmental protection systems,
or in other words, with problems of planning,
administration and management at the scale of
large regions; engineers of the latter group will
be concerned with solving of determined engineer-
ing- problems relative to the working out of instal-
lations and techriological methods used to reduce
enviroental menaces.

A4uming that such a classification is adopted
in discussion, let us now considerWhether further
subdivision of the two groups into still narrower
specializations seems necessary.

3. 4 The profile of the environmental
management engineer

Based on the earlier proposed assumptions, one
may suggest, the following definition: eniviron-
mental management engineering' is a science of v,
analytical methods and technical applications
leading to optimized management, at the scale
of large regions, of the various environmental
elements in view to eneupe social and living con -
dition ; prciPer to man's health and his well-being,
and to enable rational utilization of natural
cresources.

For full clarity of the reasoning to be used
as regards training, the characteristics 'of an
environmental engineer 0111 be illuatrated by
listing the scope of his abilities and,knowledge in
direct relatiop to his professibnal activities.
Thus, the environmental management engineer
should have the following abilities: '

(1) Application of systems analysis principles
in problems'of,environmental protection and
management.

42) Expression of problems needin solution in
, the form of algorithms and computer programmes,

as well, as familiarity with computer utilization in
rotktine professional work.

(3) Planning and organization of survey networks
for environmental (air, water, soil) pollution
measurement.

(4) Planning and organization, of pollutants
' emission measurement.

(5) Operation of up-to7date instrumentation for'
field and laboratory Measurements and-for vari-
ous investigaions.

(8)'Planning of systeffis for data cbllectioh and
processing.

(7) Design of metheinatical models of pollutant
circulation and tansformation, within the environ-
ment.

(8) Preparation df long-terrniorecasts on the
requirements for energy, raw materials, etc. ,
and of forecasts on the level of menace to the en-
vironment and on environmental changes. 6

.

(V) Determination of principles for raw mate -,
rials management, inchlding water and air
.Tanagement.
' (10) Deterthination of principles for regional
and 'urban planning;. including proper planning of
communication systems Irian the point of view
of environmental protection.

(11) Evaluation of various industrial scale
processes frclin the point of view of their effects
on the environment, and recommendations on-the
necessary improvements in these processes.

(12) Evaluation Of the operational efficiency
of equipment used for gases puriflcatidn, sewage
conditioning, Wasteprocessing, etc.; and rec-
oinmendations on the necessary improvements.

Alongside with the aboVe abilities, the en-
vircinmetital management engineer must have
some knowledge in the fields of:

11) theory of management;
(12) economies;
(3) public administration;
(4) legal regulations and istandat;ds in

of environmental prote'ction;
(5) regional and urban planning;
(6) epidemiology;
(7)/ ecology.

It seems entirely feasible to achieve the train-
ing of an engineer conforMing to the abOve
characteriStics within a five-six year period of
post-secondary edueation. It is, moreover,.
possible to state that the above type of engineer
may satisfy mbst of the earlier defined charac-
teristice of environmental engineers.

The environmental management engineer
should find' emPloyment in central and local
government bbdies involved in management,
planning and control; o in the design and .research
divisiond of important industrial corporations;
in the scientific research units with
environmental protection. It is obvious that the
demand for such types of engineers is high' in
both the developing and the industrialized court,-

Withreference to the above, it is suggested
to adopt `the' following:
Thesis 5: The training of environmental manage-

ment engineers should be considered as the
basic type of specialized trainitieor engineers
in environmental' protection The need for'en,
gineers of such types ise4ualfy strong in de-
veloping and in highly industrialized countries.

Let us consider now whether', in the friinieof the
environmental management ,engineers' trpining,
it is useful to-adopt 'still narrower specialization,
lines, suchaiktitater resOUrces management en-
gineer, air protection management engineer, etc.

/ From the earlier assumed principles, of a
systems analysis tiPpreach to problems bf etiViran-
mental protedtion it,folloWs that all the environ-
mental elements should be considered as one t;

composite unity ox' insyste.''For this reasont,ille
introthfction of etillnarroirer.apeCialization seethe
unnecessary. Nevertheless, through different4-
tion of study prOgramtnes and provision oforitional
subjects, it. is possible to proVide for the trtin-
ing of graduates in selectedenvironmeritalareas.
The matter will be given 'further consideratiOnin
discussion of Stiggested training programmes.

the area



T ratite of th environm
rOtection technolo engineer

Inaccordance with the earlier ggested division,
Ienvironmental, protection tec °limy engineers
; represent' the group t engine rs designing and

supervising the exec tion and operation of spe-
cific engineering wo ks, installations,' machin-
nit, and equipmenCdirectly related idthenviron-

., 4 mental protection. Because of the diversity of
objectives imposed On engineering and of tasks
fitoing' the engineer in this area. there is, in fact,

1 no engineering specialization that would not be
useful in relation tq environmental protection.
For this reason. the elaboration of training pro-
grammes in specializations related exclusively
to environmental Protection, in tihich training
over a five-six year cycle of education is difficult.

The first approximation will be in a trial te
classify the objectives of engineering in environ-
mental protection into related groups, with the
reservation being made that any such classifiCa- .

tion will always tend to be.contreversial. 'It is,
nevertheless, proposed to identify the following
three groups 'of items:

(1) New technologies: improvement of Manu-
facturing4technique,s and technologies New_mate-

. rials and raw materials. Recyloin
(2) Industrial hygiene: heating.' Ventilating

' hand conditioning. Air pollution c ntrol. Protec-
tion of radiation. Noise evaluation and control.

(3) Corriniunal hygiene: water for domestic
use., Mater for industrial use. 'Waste water con-.
sideration. Industrial waste treatment processes'.
Solid waste. Collection systems. Sanitary land-
fill disposal. Incineration. Composting. Vector
control. Sanitary consideration in food handling.

Regarding the first grOup of problems, train-
ing in one complete'study cycle is practically im-
possible. Problems of engineering, implying im-
provement of technological proceedings; of raw
materials use, etc. , must,be dealt with y engin-
eers directly engaging in the design of chnologi-
cal processes, of machinery and equi Ment, by
mechanical, electrical, metallurgic , chemical, e
and other such engineers.' Even appliances fipe-
cifically related to the area of environmental pro..
tection, such as those serving for dust separation
or gaspurification, Must be worked tut by rneehan-
teal, electrical or chemical engineers. Similarly,
all problems related to agriculture as regards
use of plant protection agents likely to have a

- ,.detrimental effect on the environment,have to be
dealt with by agricultural engineers. Engineers
of all.. specialization must, however, .be fully con-.
,scious of the menace to the environtnent result-
ing from engineering enterprises. Moreover, any -
engineering design should be subject to analysis
from the pointinf view of adopting possible fin-
proyements permitting to reduce environmental
menaces. On these grounds, one may suggest
the following:

ecOmmendation; In all disciplines and special'-,
nations of engineering education, it is recom-
mended that the subject '' Environmental pro-
tectien" tie introducedy, closely relating the
problems of environmental protection to the .6

specific scope of problems in the engineering
specializatiOn.

'Irrespective,of this, it is, possible to introduce
into the programmes of the last year of training
in aome specialiiations some optional courses
directly relative to environmental protection.

As regards the two lttet groups' of prob-
lems, i. e. industrial hygiene and communal hy-
giene, training is.at present included within the
scope of training in,the specializations of sani-
tary engineering and of civil engineering. The
term used for the specialization is less import-
ant, but the essential is that, based on the above
division, there is a very logical programme of
training. On this gro'und, it is suggested to adopt
the following: `

Thesis 6; It is proposed to/assume two baSit
specialization lines' of environmental protee-
tion technology engineers: industrial,hygiene

.. and communal,hygiene.
Engineers trained in the aqove speciali tion

"-

should find employment in central an ocal 'en-1
.vironmental hearth departments, in design units
and engineering units, in sanitary equipment
plants," in supervision units'of industrial plants,
etc. It seems likely that ddmand for engineers
of such types is considerable in all countries of
the world. /

. PROPOSALS N,TBE.ORGANIZATION'
AND PROG, AMME OF TRAINING

4.1 Forms and duration of training

The very extensive scene of 'knowledge and abil-
ities demanded of environmental engineers justify
the proposal that university level eduCation in its
whole cyol should constitute the basic form of
training i environmental engineering. Irrespec/-
tive of w ether, depending on the organization
pattern 6f particular university level schools,
the tra, ing be one- or two-step, it is further
assn d that the, total period of training be five-
six y are., Ptior te formulating proposals for
tra ing programmes, it is assumed that each
ac demic year includes an average of 30N,Teeks,
a d that the number of, training hours amounts to
5-30,hours per week. The total of training

-hours is therefote assumed'as 4, 000 to 5, 000
hours.

A.

4. 2 Classification into 'subject groans

Parallel to the discussion,tmder 52:the assume-
+tion is m de that one may classify science,into:
human, d social sciences, fundamental sciences
engine ring sciences and specialization disci-
plines. In this regard, (*may adopt the following;
Thesis 7: Tuition in tfie tnanattand social sci-

ences, as also in, the, fundamental sciences,
May be ctrinmo for all environmental engin-
eers, for both d vironnieutal mariagement en-
gineers and envi onmenial protection technol

, ogy engineers.
As emphasized ht an earlier recommendation,
the human and social sciences are of dominant



A
importance in the education'of environmental en-
gineers. On these grounds, it is suggested to
foresee at least 20% of total training time, for that
subject group, that is 800-1,000, hours.

The importance of the fundamental, sciences
of matheinatics, physics, Chemistry and biology
in the education of engineers, and particularly of
,environmental engineers, is obvious. One may
only add tha't knowledge of them affotkis increased
possibilities of flexibld self-adaptation of gradu-
ates to the concrete taskSof engineering practice.
It seems reasonable to consider 20-25% (800-1,200
hours) of total training time as the absolute min-.

. imum for these, subjects..
On these grounds,".the time left for tuition in

, engineering sciences and specialized disciplines ,
is equivalent to 55-60% of total training tirne,i.e.
2,500-3,000 hours.

4,3 'Human. and social Sciences

The choice of the scope of training in the hu-Man
and social Sciences will, of course, depend on
tradition,differ in different countries and in differ-

. ent university level technical schools. No strict

standards may therefore be established. It seems,
however, that priority should be accorded to po-
Mita' economy, psychology and sociology.

It would be advisable that the teaching pro-
dramthes in human and social sciences be pre-
pared-with the help of experts in these fields', as
recommended by the Department of Social Sciences
of Uneaco, or of the Departr;ent itself.

4.'4 'Fundamental sciences

Definition of the scope of teaching as regards the
fundamental sciences requires an estimation of
the knowledge level of students adinitted to the
first yeS.r of university level technical education.
Since the initial level may differ in various caSeP,
it may be'necessary to supplement knowledge in
mathematics, phypics, chemistry and biology,
up to the. level necessary to undertake, normal
engineering education, Iy means of aPreliminary
year of preparatory tuition ti6i inclUded in the
proposed full cycle of training. On this basip,-if
.is possible to propose a reparation of time for'
the teaching of fundamental' sciences, as shown
in T bla 8.

Table 8 Fundamental sciences

Course No. Subject Hours

Exercises and
Total Lectures laboratory

S.F. 1 Mathematics sob-700 400-500 100-200
S. F. 2 Physics 100-150 80-100 70-80
S. F. 3 Chemistry 100%-150 80-100 70-80
S. F.4 Biology 100-150 80-100 70-80

Total 900-1,15,0 640-800 310-440

Proposed syllabi in fundamental sciences are, given in Annex III.

4.5 Common subjectsof teaching in all spacilizations'of environmental engineering

Independent °tithe earlier mend' ned groUps of subjects, one may identify some, more common subjects
of importance to all specializatio s of environmental engineering. These subjects and proposed leach-
ing times arepresented in Table 9

Course No.

Table 9 - Common subjects of teaching

Subject Hours

0 60
Total Lectures

C.1 Mechanics of fluids , 120-150
C. 2 Environmental cheinistry 120-150
C. 3 Environmental biology 120-150
C. 4 principles of electrical_ r'

engineering and
electrbnics . 'L20-150

C. 5 Sources of environmental
hazards 120-150

C.6 Man and his environment, 90:120
C.7 Environmental law and `. °`

standard6 60-90 60-90

Exercises and
'laboratory

60-90
60-90
60-90

#,Proposed curricula for these common subjects are giVien in. Annex III.



4.6 Programme of training in the
specialization of environmental,
management engineering

Assumihgthe vocational characteristic ofenviron-
mental management engineers as under 3.4, and

,assuming adoption of the proposals concerning
the groups of human and social, and of fundamental

`sciences, as well as of group of subjects com-
mon to all environmental engineers, it is possible
to propose a programme of training as presented
in Table' 10 (see Annex II). The nuinbers of hours
for training in respective subjects are proposed
in. Table 10 as minimum and maximum hours,
the former relating to a five-year cycle of train-
ing, the latter to a six-year cycle of: training. It
seems that for this specialization it would be proper
to assume a six-year cycle of university level
training.

The order of teaching of particular subjects
need not, of course, correspond to their order in
Table 10. Wherever possible, several subjects
are coupled into groups of problems which may
be taught as one subject, or as separate subjects,
as listed in the table. This applies particularly'
t the subject ,groups 'of hydrology, water man
aement, and water and waste water treatment
installations.

One More remark of essential importance
is necessary here: the scopes of all subjects

s

Course No.

concerning design and technology of, for example,
equipment for air purification or water and waste
Water treatment, are supposed to acquaint the
student with Up-to-date trends in the given field.
and with.the technological and economical effect
of particular, procedures. In princple, the train-,
ing in such subjects within the proposed number
ofehours cannot hope to give full ability to design °I"

such equipment immediately the engineer graduates.
The basic assumption of the proposed pro-

gramme of training isthat all students accomplish
obligatorily thenfull pi-ogramme. Narrower spe-
cialization, on the other part, is possible in the
frame of specialized seminars for which 200-250
hours are foreseen. The types f proposed spe-
cializations correspond to the training subjects
or groups of subjects marked with asterisks in
Table 10.

To avoidrmisunderstanding as regards the
scoperi/of training hi particular subjects, brief
desc ptions are given in Annex' III.
4. 7 Groups of common subjects for

the ,specialization of environmental
protection technology engineers

In the progrEtmrne of training forekeeh regarding
this specialization, one may propose some sub-
jects as common for both industrial hygiene en-
ineers and communal hygiene engineers. The

jects are listed in Table 11.

Table 11 - Common subjects for the ecialization of
environmental protection tecl ology

Subject

T. C. 1 Drawing and design
T. C. 2 Engineering mechanics
T. C. 3 Building technology
T. C: 4 Automatic;regulation

(control engineering)
T. C. 5 Sanitary installations
T. C. 6 Management and organization
T. C. 7 H.. ousing and the residential

\Niours

fp.

Total

Proposed syllabi are

.........environment 111 41

i /
, /

given in Annex III.'

4. 6 .,Training programme in the
specialization of industrial
hygt engineering

Taking intonsideration all the subjects taught
in common, one may propose the programme of
training in the above specialization as shown in
Table 12,' Annex 11. Narrower specialization
may be achieved through seminars in the areas
of subjects marked with asterisks in Table 12.

It seems that with regard to specialization
in industrial hygiene engineeringtheachieve-.
ment of a full programme is possible within a
five-year cycle of training. For this reason,
the proposed total number of hours is 4,000.
reaching profiles fo ptirticular Subjtcts are
siNgested in an ubbr i uted form in Annex III.

Exerciset; and
Lectures 'laboratory

120
90
90

90 60
90 60
-90 60

30
60
60

90
30
30

30
30
30

90 60 30

X H
4.9 Training programme in the

specialization of communal
hygiene engineering

Taking into account' the earlier listed subjects
taught in common, one may propose the training
in this specialization as shown in Table 13,
Annex II.

It is assumed that completion of the. pro
gramme is possible within a five-year cycle of,
training, giving a total of 4,000 training hours.
Narrower specialization may be achieved through
seminars in the areas of subjects marked with
asterisks in Table 13. . Teaching profiles for
particular subjects are given in abbreviated form
in Annex III.

(11



4.10 Teaching personnel: equipment

Accomplishment of the proposed programmes of
training is possible only in schools disposing of
a btaff of highly qualified specialists iq the vari-
ous areas, as well as of adequate laboratory
equipment. Each of the proposed groups of sub-
jects, andIn some cases even each particular
subject, should be organized as a Chair, Depart-
ment or Institute, depending on the system used
in the given school.

If one. assumes that each Chair or Department
corresponds to at least one professor with a teain
of over 10 collaborators, this means that train-

.,

ing in any of the discussed specializations necessi-
tates a personnel including at least 10 professors
and about 100 additional scientific personnel.

Since the majority of subjecte must use la-
boratory classes, 'the equipment of laboratories
with up-to-date measuring instrumentation is an
essential condition for carrying out the training.
In all cases, students should have full opportunity '

to make use of computers. It is also obvious that
libraries containing-up-to-date books and periodi-
cals,- and a properly organized, system of biblio-
graphic references, are essential as part of-the
school.

In above assumptions, university level, tech-
nical education is taken a4s Oasis for the training
of environmental engine rs. Positive results
may, however, be achiev d through .co-operation
between such university level schools and separate
specialized research institutes. Such co-operation
may enable /ore rational utilization of Aarce"
instrumentat on and equipment.

.4.11 New methods and techniques
of training

Since the importance of new methods and tech-
iques of training has been frequently discussed

in the frame of Unesco and elsewhere, ,there is
no need to further.elaborate. Let us therefore
only statethat the essential aim of tuition Cs, be-
sides,giving the student the range of abilities and
'knowledge necessary for his'future professional
activities, the development of the capacity of in-,
dependent thought. This aim may be achieved
only by'consistently motivating the student to in-
dividual effort and by developing in him attitudes
that will facilitate the work of the teachers. The
use of seminars and of team research and labora-
tory work directed at the solution of specific
problems .is essential in this regard.

Positive results in training are therefore,
possible onlyin cases where the respecgve Chaira-
or Departments carry out their own invektigations
relative to the needs of the given country orregion,
and if the students take an active part in such
research activities.

4.12 Training facilities

Independent of laboi.atory equipment, essential'
aids in training are manuals, sample calculatione,
instructional films, algorithms and computer

importance to units undertaking or developing
training in environmental protection. 'Essential
assistance is here ,to be expected of international
organizations, and particularly of Unesco and/
WHO.

4,13 Post-graduation courses
.Even a well organized tea hing program e,

based on the current state of seience and employ-
ing the most ,up-to-date methods, of teaching,,
still would not be'ableto cope with all the needs
of the present-day world. There is always a gap
between the educationtiven by ichools. and the
actual situations in science, t technology and social
and economic structures, which are in continual /
evolution. Th need for permanent education is /

thus becoming ore and more urgent. It/is not'
necessary to s esethe contribution of Unesco
in what concerns the' creation of this concept and o

its diffusion in the world..Post-graduation courses
obviously compose a pareof the permanent edu
cation. One may distinguish the following kinds
of post-graduation training: , , ,
. (.1) Post-graduation specialization courses for

specializations related to environrne' al engin-
eering. Such courses should, in pr ciple, take
4-1.5 years, and should enablethe completion,
in abridged form, of one of the, three programmes
proposed for training in a fUll cycle.

(2) Post - graduation advance,c1 qualification
courses for environmental engineers. These
should be short duration (several weeks) cwirses
of training devotedto cfiosen problems of en-
viront-nental protection. ,

(3) Post-graduation courses.of complementary
tra ng for engineers of other specializationk

' 'aiie as for mechanif al, 'chemical, electrical,
a civil engineers. These courses should be

short duration (several .weeks)" and devoted to
the 'Meat achievements of engineering and tech-
nology in environmental protection relative to the
occupational activities of the respective group of
engineers. .

(4) Courses for teaching personnel, meant for
the academic staff of university level schools.
These should be short duration (several weeks)
courses devoted to cho'Sen problems' relating to
the latest world-wide developments in the area
of environmental protection.

Training courses of the above types may be
organized on a national scale, but a particularly,
important rOle is here to be played by interns- -

tional organizations._ With, this background, it
is possibleto formulate the following:
Recommendation: The organization of differ-
ent types of training courses in environmental'
protection should continue to be sponsored by
international organizations, including Unesco.

5,, 'FINAL REMARKS

9

Tie rapidly growing threat to the environment
constantly increases the demand for specialists,

1 in the scope of environmental protection and par
prOgrammes. Such facilities willbe of particular 64 ticularly for engineerk Training ofenvironnienta



engineer will-therefore be increasingly developed
4> by the ins tutions already engaging in such train-

ing; "and w 11 be undertaken in countries and insti-
tutions whe to date such training_has not been
provided. h e assistance of UnesCo is essential in
this field, especially concerning recommendations

4

r-

S

on the organization of training ProgAmmeS.
The proposed training programmes suggested

in this paper are, of'course, given as ,a basis for
analysis anediscussion which will hopefully lead
to'the formulation of recommendations that will
be more explicit and able to be widely used.
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ANNEX I
1

CL.(. NT TEACHING PROG AMMES

Table 2 Illustrative programme in 'anitary engineering
(Sao Paulo University)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17:,

19.
20.
21. ti

2.2.
23.

Course title

Fundamental compulsory courses 1

`Sanitary management
Sanitation
Water supply and sewage systems
Domest'c and waste water treatment
Sanita -y chemistry
Para itolOgy
Applied statistics
Applied microbiolog
Epidemiology
Applied social science

Option Ourses

Statistics and sampling
Demographical statistics
Mathematical statistics,'
Food technology ,
Industrial hygiene
Heating and ventilation
Aquatic biology
SaniAation (special iiroblems)
Land use management and sanitation
Water supply and sewage systems

.Hydrology
SeWage and pipelines

-Domestic and waste water treatment
Special problems a
Design and planning of water treatment systems

24. Advanced course in public health management_
Methodology of research in social sciences

26.
27.

Nunber of
hours

. f

/ 62
70

111
192
121

103
61
36
54

28
45

(several courses)
28
57
45
55
58

'41
40
45
19

a

Sanitary education
Audio-visual practice (laboratory),

29
16

(several courses)
44°
40
28 -,



Table 3 - Illustrative two- ear ro ramme MSEE
(University of North Carolina ar

Course No. Course title

2

1st year

Fall semester

Pro lity&and statistics
Water hemistry
System analysis in environmental pl ning '

Principles of water quality Manage nt

ualit mane. ement

Hours a week

Seminar and
Lecture laboratory

3 4

Spring semester

Water and wastes treatment processes
Water and wasitei water treatment plant design
Biology in environmental stences
San tary engineering 4robletn

/
. Summer semester

tt.

Engineering project design
10. Sanitary engineering problem
11. Special project in water quality planning'

, 2nd year t

Fall semester

Water supply And waste w ter disposal systems
Limnology and water poll ion
Chemical reaction engineering
Natural resources law and policy

Spring semester
v ' 4

16. Epidemiology in environmental health
17. Industrial water quality management
18. Topics IR advanced hydro logy
19. Speciartbpics in aquatic cilevistry
20. Reading problem or elective

t62'
3
3

Note: Each student must take at least tw:Courses in the School of Public Health outside.the Envir`on-
inental Science ai4I Engineering Department.,



Table, 4`,.. Illustrative' two-y ar programme in air pollution control
AM Ea or MSPH)

Hours\ k week

Course title

1st year
semester

1. Elements of protiability, and statisticalinference.
2. Air pollutiOn measuring, monitoring and survey
3. Mechanics, of aerosols
4. Air and its contaminants
5. IVieteorplogy

cs

Spring semester

6. Problems in air pollution
7. Industrial hirgierie practices
8. Air pollution control 3

9. Air wollution meteorology 3

10. fpid miology in environmental he lth 1

Two of

year
semester,(str'esses planning and administration)

nvironmental system analysis: deterministic models
Industrial water quality rpanagement
Natural resources law and policy

llowing:
Introduction to urbanism and planning.
Planning theory
Urbanism seminar
Planning and co-ordination
Municipal government in the United
State politics and public policy
Urbah political sykems "

Planning and government 3

Government and-politics in metropolitan areas 3

Intergovernmental relations y,. z

2nd year
Spring semester

""Elementilif kaffkical'analYgig
'Environmental systems analysis II; probabilistic models
Problems in air pollution

the following:
Transportation and technologic-systems
Urban economics

Regional science techniques -
Metropolitan analysis, and development
Planning law
Land use systems
Environmental planning
Municipal administration in the United States
Admini5trative theory
Public administration ,and polierarmaking
Law and public policy,
Legal problerns in public administration



5 Exa le of a one-year programme of study in environmental management
(MSPFI)

L. gek

Course No. . Course title Lecture

0

2
.6

.Fall .semester o
., e

a ' 1. Principles of statistical inference 3

1. Systems analysis in environmental planning 3
3. Public investment theory and techniques 3
4. Public administrationAnd health 3
5 Principles of water quality management 1

Spring semester
.

6. Planning and developm6nt," of environmental
1 hygie'he programmes .

2
7. Natural rsdurces law and policy 3

Epidepiology in environmental health '1
9. Public administration and policy-making 1

10. Environmental planning , 3

S

Summer session

11. 'Engineering project design
.12. Man and his environment 3
13. Problems 6

3

Hours a meek

Seminar and
laboratory,

L.

2
-
2



Course. No.

Table:6 7 Illustrative five-year programme in air pollution control
(Pontechnika Warszawska)

Course title Hours total

1.

.Human sciences .832

Th52

Fundamental sciences

Mathematics
2. Probability and statistics 144

3. System analysis 96

4. Computer programming '
96

5. Physics 160

6. Thdoretical mechanics 80

7. Chemistry 128

Total: 1, 056

Enginee'ring sciences

1. Mechanics of fluids 160

2. Thermodynamics 80

3. Technical design - 64

4. Geodesy 64

5. Electrotechnies and eltretionics 80

6. Instrume ation and measurin 160

(
Total: 6Q8

\
SNecialization disciplines

1. Environmental chemi;try
,.2. Environmental biology

3. Principles of hydrology
4. Dynamics of thetroposphere
5. Meteorology ,

6. Industrial sources of environmental pollutiOn

7. Air pollution measuring, monitoring and survey
8. , Air pollution meteorology
9. ,Air Pollution.control technology

-443.- Elements of environmental protection
11, Urban and regional planning
12. ,Specialization seminars

, --

Total:

Grand total

96
80
64

128)
160)
124

.192)
192)
144)
160
112
192.

1, 644

4, 140

70

71



Course No.

1

Table 7 - Course. programme

Sanitary Engineering Centre, Rabat
International Training in Sanitary Engineering

Course title

Hours

Lecture besgn Laboratory

3 4 " 5

1st' Group

1. Complementary civil engineering and,hydraulics 45 -

2. '14 Sanitary microbiology 45 38

Sanitary chemistry 45 45

Domestic water treatment 30 30 18

Waste water purification 45 45 38

Habitat and'urbanism 30
,

Rural sanitation 23

Air pollution and industrial hygiene 23 15

1)omestic wastes disposal and treatment 10 5

Complementany urban hydraulics 15

Seminars - 30

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

2nd Group

12. General hygiene and.parasitology 30

13. StatistiVA and epidemiology 15

14. Paludism and zoonoses 23

15. Tropical hygiene 15

"16. Food salubrity hygiene 23,4

17. *Sanitary education 9

18. Public health administration 10

19.
IIof nuclear hygiene and of radioantive

II waste disposal ' 15

20. Visiting and conferences

The following programme is base

Total:

on the following scheme:

1. Two semesters per aca'?Iemi year
Each semester' of fifteen wee s. / ,

Each academic year including atotal of 780 hours, comprising lectures, rEictical
'work, seminars, visits and c references.

4. Each week'has 26 hours of effective activities, not including the student's ndividual
work.

5. Theoretical courses amounting to 58% of the programme.

38

451 190
(58%) (24%) (18%)



ANNEX 11

PROPOSED TEACHING PROGRAMMES

Table 10 Teaching programme in environmental management

Course No.

Hours
0

lb b.

. Subject , Total
-

Lecture
i Exercise anti-'

laboiatorys ,

a
H. 1
S. F. 1
S. F. 2
S. F. 3
S. F.4

C. 1
C. 2
C. 3
C. 4

C. 5
C. 6
C. 7

M. 1
M. 2
M. 3

,-.

H. C. 14
11. C. 2

M. 44,
M. 5
H. C. 3
M. 6
M. 7
M. 8
M. 9

</

Human and social sciences 800-1, 000
'Matluitmatics 600-700
Physit s 100-150
Chemistry... --/ 100-150
Biology ' 100-150',.
Mechanics of fluids 120-150
Environmental' chemistry, 120-150
Env ironzn,ental biology,. 129-150
Principles of electrical engineering

and electronics ' , 120-150
The soyrces of environmental haZards 120L-150

. Man and his environment 90-120
Environmental legislation and standards , 60-90

1. 0 - v
Thermodynamics 90-120
Measuring methods -. 150-180
Environmental information systems 120-150

Ilydrology and water management 150-180
w wWater and waste water treatment 120-150

,
Meteorology and atmospheric diffusion* 150-180

"Alr pollution control 150-180
Solid waste treatment 90-120
Environmental planning 90-120
Environmental system analysis 150-180
Engineering drawing 90-120
Specialitzation seminars t,

n
200-250

600-700
400-560

60-90'
60-90
60-90

60-90
60-90
60-90

60-90
100,120
100-120
60-90

80-90
90-120
60 -90

90-120
90-120

94120
90-120
60-90
60-90
60-90
30-60
60-90

200-3r
200-300
40-60'

, 40-60
40-60

60-90
60-90

- 60-90
,

30-60
30-60
30-40

-

30-60'
60-90
60-90

60-90
30-60

60-90
30-60

3300-600-6
60-120
60-90

140-190

Grand total: 4,000-5,040'' 2,490-3,360 1,440-2,306



Course No.

H. 1

S. F. 1.
'S. F. 2
S. F. 3
S. F. 4

C'. 1
C. 2
C, 3

T. 5
C. 4

C. 6
C. 7

T. C. 1
T. C. 2
',II. C. 3

.g

T. C. 4

Table 1_2 Teaching prograrpme in industrial hygiene engineering

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biology

Subject

Human and social sciences
14,

'rota 1

800

Mechanics of fluids 120.
Environmental chemistry

1122((1Environmental biology 60

The sources of envirompental hazards
Principles of electrical engineering and rlectronies

0

12()

Man and.hts environment
120

Environmental legislation and standards 60 ,

90

Drawing and design
Engineering mechanics.
I luildir.y(technOlogy

.Automatic regulation (control engineering)

I

600
100
100
100,

120
90.
90
1,10

T. C. Sanitary installations ,

T. . 6 Management and organization
T. C. Dousing and the residential enviroanent

Hours

ture

600

Exercise and
laboratory'

200

4001 200
110 40
60 40
60 40

80 30
60

."-...,61(44; .,

111.

30'
30
$0

60 .....

3h 90
GO 30
IiH. ,30

t,(iI) : 30
,,, ---90 . 60 30

90 6 30
90

,
60 30

/1.1.1 Thermodynamics , I,0 9
H. 1. 3 Li ling ° .

150 ,

_0.60

`(6;(1: '. :ill
H. 1. 2 1 :sting, ventilation and conditioning 0 '.,7)::

, :91:: .H.1. 4 Noise evaluation and control

:',;(01

H. 1. 5 Protection from railintion
11.1. 6 SpecialiZation seminars ,, .-11 , 20(1 14

Grand total:

0

4,001) "2.570 1.4311

Str,



:Fable 13 - Teaching programme in communal hygiene engineering

Hours

/. Exercise and
Course No. Subje t Total Lecture

o laboratory

H. 1 Human and social sciences 800 600 200
,

S. F. I Mathematics
,

S. P. 2 "Physics
S. F. 3 Chemistry
S. F. 4 Biology-

, s-

Mechanics. of fluids a t

.EnViroSimental chemistry
Environmental biology \

4
Principles of electrical engineering and electronics
The sources of environmental hazards
Man Tid-his environment
Environmental Jegislation and standard's,

C. 1
C.2
C. 3
C.4
C. 5
C. 6
C.'7

' T. C. I
T. C. 2
'.P. C. 3

., T. C.4
T. C. 5
T. C. 6
T. C. 7'

'H. C.
H. C. 2*
H. C. 3*

H. C. 5
H. C. 6

st

Drawing and design 0. 120 30 90

Erigineering mechanics 90 60 30

I3uilding technology ' " 90 60 30
Automatic regulation (control engineering) 90 60 -30.

Sanitary installations 90 60 30

Management andorganization 90 60 30

Housing and the residential environment 90 &(;) 30

150hydrology and water management ,4
90 90'

Water and waste treatment processes 180 90 90
Solid waste collection treatment and management 180 40 90

Vector control , 90 60
'' 90 60 30

200 60 140

600' 400 200
100 60 40
100 60 ' 40
100 60 40

120
120
.1420

120
120

90
60

90
60
60
90
90
60
60

.

-30
60
60
30
30
30

Food sanitation and hygiene
'Specialization seminarq,

Grand total: 4, 000 2,530 1,470



Remarks

ANNEX IiI

'SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC SUBJECTS TEACHING .11014'.1.L4S

e/All suggestions presented here are t d fine, in
principle, merely the scope of training. The
elaboration of details requires consultation with
specialitts in particular fielatf.

' In the programme of training of environmental
management engineers. and of environmental pro-
tection technology engineers, mention is made of
subjects having the same title and covering the
same scope of training. In the case of environ-
Mental management engineers, knowledge of the
problem should, in principle, cover the techno-
logical and econornrcal effect of pdrq.cular sys-
tems or installations. In the other case, Cre-
fers tothe ability of designing such syste s or
installations,

1. Fundament 1 sciences S. 1'.)

S. F. 1 Matherr atics

A. Fundamental mathem
bers., Metric and vector space
culus of single variable function
sis. Simple integrals. Geome
application of definite integrals.
ential equations. Matrices, lin
terns. Analytical, geometry of
variable functions. Binary and
Curvilinear and superficial integ
of vector analysis. Function se qu
Complex variable functions. Ele

B. Statistical methods an
ability. Random events. Con
events. Prj,obability of rando
of event sets. Measures of

ents of Mareov processes.
istribution of random vari
m samples. Evaluation

sample. Estimation
tern.' Hypothesis testin

rY of prediction.

tics. Se
Diff
Fu

a

and num-
ential cal \

tion analy-
and physical

mple differ-
equation sys-

ds. Multiple
rnary integrals.
als. Elements

nce s,an0 se ries
ents of-t polog
calculus of r

Th
timization me
ng' models.
ogramming,
diputer pro

pro arnITI
\ dyna ie p

\ meth s. .ornputat o
\ D (..

\irientAbloe sof tyoie
\in applicati n to set: nc

t Ii 138 f p gra mi
rn irical rn tho s

It ra ion. N\ m:rica
lat n and ap\iro xim'

\, Mettio s of algIf oral&
,quati s. . Approxim

',withal ( al do 4.
I 1 'I'll( oti n of "eh itivering t
I ,it dersto d n diff.:rent, ways. I'

'.I /
JO JOO!'ieril S :0OV Of teirding shou

!II lout/to r 'tailed filHfIlfi, 'JIM NMIf \

tr

f

tional ran
events. .E

formation.
Random vari
le functions.

f probabilitS, by
distribution' pa
Regression a

hodS. Mathem
Anear, non-line
Stochigitic pro

rammin and n
and numerical
and engineetin

lcomputers.
g. 1,011TIM

A pproximii te tither
dif ferentiati n.

Hons. Matr x alget
1 linear and non-lin
dive resole tion of

',.c."

py

e s.
an-
an-

ly A6.

Heal_
r and

rammin
merical

methods
. Funda-

'undlimental
and 1A L,GOL.

cal in-
e

a

fife r

wth'pii,a4bru
is 4 rtoie ti

thcrefore,
t spdeialis

to

be
to

(\

I Teaching of the whole material may ,1+ con-
duefed in.one sequence, that itt, divided/into sep-
arate elements. Provision shobld be made, that
mathematics be taught- for at least three years.
The number of hoqrs needed to achieve Chet com-
plete programme of training einchiding exercises
may be estimated as equivalent to',500-'100 hours.

S. F. 2 Ph
/

Rigid body dynamics. Kinds, classes/ and pro-
perties of plLysical fields. Motion in the field of
forces. Damped oscillation and forced vibration.

. Wave ec uatibn. lements of room acoustics.
Infra and ultrasou ds and their application to en-
gineering. E,'quati of the kinetic theory of gases.
Entropy R, n d prob ility. Physical interpreta-
tion o rermodyna is equations. / Phase trans-
itions. Phenornen of tnasi, momentum and
energy transport in gases. Diffuidon, osmosis,
surfac tension and viscosity of fluids. Quantum
theori Electrostatic field arifl its properties.
EleCti- cal *boraluetiVity in fluids and gases.
Magn tic field; Electrornagne C waves. Tiler-
mal radiatiton. Radiation qanta. a4laclitation
qua um energy, mass and momentum.. Oua'n-
ti.qry model atom. Nuclear. energy. Rea -Lions of
atc1rnic nucleus fission and aOalysis.\

S. V, 3 General chemistry,

amental tern, lays and che
The inorganic coin-wounds of
nts frbm the\ l'iii p. d. f. " bl

d properties of these Ch
e inorganic compounds 1
nbf theenvi bnment a
tion. The f ndamenta

and quantitative an
ssification of Prop

compoun,s reactio. s. The organi.'cOm-
s important in consi tering the ProtOction

e environment and th hurna health., The
amental qualitative an ilysis f the organic
pounds.

/, The \fun
actions.
ical elern
structure
ments. T
consider
health p ote
the lqua itativ
istry. The cl
gan
you
of t
fun
co

it re-
chem-

The
1 ele--
nt in

an
ods of -

chem-
nd or-

. 4 (leneral biology

ssential'knowledge of taxon
hysiologY, parasitology, eco

animal ecolbgy. Elementary
human ecology um! ecological

Comm n subjects of teach

y
og

ys

n

morphology,
of plants and
ledge of the
ems action.

in all
S eel' lizations of environ ental
engineering (C)

/'
_.J1lje,chanics Of fluids

Hydro' Lith s. Fluids in niotion', l'ypes of How,
Appli ;Mons of Iternouilli equation. kittnina

\\



and turbulent flow. Viscosity of a fluid, Flow
in pipes. Orifiee. ;\ put ges: Obstacles: C'en-
trifugal pump. Methods of flow measurement.

C.2 Environmental chernisIrt

Chosen chemical processes. in natural and polluted
environment. Physical. and chemical examinations
of water, waste water. schliments 'and soil in sani-
tary learning. Methods of instrumental qualita-
tive and-quantitative analysis and their applica-
tiowin continuous or automatized ellecking of air,
wate and soil pollution; optical -methods, mass
spectometry, electrochemical methods, iso
topic methods and techniques, chromatographic
methods. Application of chemical methods and
techniques in the environment protection and puri-
fication processes.

C. 3 Environmental biology

Sources and ways of spreading infectious diseases,
and env,irorinitnit quality criteria from the sani-
tary point of vie \\ . Autopuification processes
of water, air and soil and their utilization in en-
vironmental protection, Utilization of microbi-
ological processes in waste i\.i.tter, sediments and
solid waste neutralization. Biological methods to
estimate the impenclence and the effectiveness of
means in processes of environmental protection.

C.4 Principles of electrical and
electronic engineering'

Units,, Electric field. Magnetic field. Electro
magnetism. Electrolysis. Induction. Trans-
formers: Electronics. Rotating machines.
Methods of measurement.

C. 5 Sources of environmental hazards

Industry, transport, housing, agriculture as
- sources of residues and wastes (solids, liquids,

gases) and physical factors (heat, vibrations,
radiations, etc.).. Relative emission values.-

C. q, Man and his environment

Environmental hazards biological, chernical,
physical, psyChologieal, sociological. The effects')
on human beings, on animals and vegetation, on
materials. 'Elements of human ecology.

C. 7 Environmental legislation
and standards

Quality criteria and.standads air, 'water, food.
Standards- of vibr@lions, noise, radiation. En-
Vironmental

3. Corn men subjects for the
specialization of environmental
protection technology engineers (T.C.)

C. C. 1 Drawing and design

Knowledge of technical drawing sufficient to en-
able the execution of installations' designs.

'f.'. C'. 2 .Engineerit meelTanics.

Analysis of stresses and deformations. la ams.
Board. Dynamic and theinal effects. Fatigue.
Soil mechanics. Statislical methods.

Ch'. 3 ,Building technology

Building materials-. PrefahriCated elements.
Functionality prinQiples of building housing,
administrative, industrial, etc. Stability, dur-
ability and maintenance. Execution bl traditional
building. Systems of industrial huilding. Ther-
mal and sound

- T. C. 4 Automatic regulation
(control engineering)

-

'Me controlled system and Stlihility criteria.
Process characteristics. Controller character-
istics. Control elements. .Pneumatic'control.
Electrical control. Electronic control. Miscel-
laneous topics. System design.

T. C, 5 Sanitary installations"

Calculation and technology of pipes,'Oannels,
reservoirs. Building Materials.' Water distri-
bution inside buildings. Caks. Vriste water
disposal. Sewage. Ventitatijn. Drain traps.
Lavatory appliances. Kitchen, bathroom. Other
installations.

T. C. 6 Management awl organization

Firms operating on both large arid small Scale.
Source of finance. Finance control. Price.
policy. Costing- and estimating of the industry.
,.Poduction control. Research and development.
Human relations in industry. 'Management
principles.

T. C. 7 -7 Housing and the residential
envirOmnent

Health aspects of housing.. Planning, ?oiling and
development control; Building regulations.
_Housing design standards, .Appraisal of housing
and of its environment. International housiiu
conditions and programmes.

4. PrograMme.of training in the
specialization of environmental
management engine rag (M)

M. 1 Thermodynamics

Thermodynamic analysis iii; applications to air
and wate protection, including: thermridynamics
of gas mixtures; combustion; 'energy, heat and
mass transfer systems. if

M. 2 Measuring methods

Instrumentation and technique _for measuring of
zrir, water and soil pollution -K Measurentcnt
meteorologicaland hydrological data, Calibrir
tion -methods..

77



M. 3 - Environmental information systems,

Source inventory methods. Collection of data.
Air and water quality monitoring. Monitoring

. systems' Selection of instrumentation and
methods.' Number and location of sampling sites.
Sam g frequency and duration. Interpretation
Of data. Computation and data processing.

M. 4.- Meteorology and dispersion of
pollutants in'the atmosphere

Theory of diffusion of air poIlutant4. Models:
theoretical, empirical and analogue. Application
to practical problems and computation. Single
and multiple sources. Modelling of diffusion.
Stack design,Trom the meteorolOgical point of
view. Pollutants transformation.

M. 5 - Air pollhtion control

reventidn at the source - energy 'saving, ex-
ctlange of technology. Dust removal techniques.
Purification techniques - nitrogen oxides, sulphur
dioxides and other gas pollutants. 'Technological
and economical effect of respective systems or
installations.

M. 6 - Environmental planning"
-

Problems and issues in urban and regional plan-
ning. Resources and industrial growth potentials
in new areas. Population forecast and study of
causes and effects of population migration,to
megalopolitan areas. New cities and their needs
economic, social, cultural, industrial, commer-
cial, transportation, etc. Land uSe planning.
ReOreation needs and their reap in planning.
Pollution problem in urban and regibbal planning.

M. 7 - System analysis

Concepts of system analysis. :Modelling of en-
Vironmental and urban systems. Model construe-
tion and analysis in an uncertain environment.

NI. 8 - Drawing and technical design

Knowledge of technical design sufficient to enable
reading of malinnd of installatiorks design draw-

gs. Ability to draw installations)Tagrarns.

5. P cwrarnme of training in the
specnilization of industrial
hygiene engineering (11.1. )

It. 1. 1 - Thermodynamics

ermodynarnic analysis of enginering systems,
including.thermOdynarnics bf gas mixtures,
physical chemistry of combustion, and Hiermo
dynamic hoOk-keeping for mass, energy 'and
entropy. ApOlic'ations to combustion, power

.cycles,, refrigerator cycles,' etc. Heat trans-
mission - Conduction, radiation, convection, .
Calculation anddesign of heat and mass transfer
4ystetos. Meas.ureinent.

11.1. 2 - Pleating, ventilation and
conditioning

A. Heating. Calculating of the total heat
loss for the building. -Heat generation systems.
Heatin,g systems - hot water, steam, air.,
Individual apartment and urban heating. Ther-
mal boiler`stations, Control and maintenance.
Calculation and design of installations. Meas-
uring methods.

'B. Ventilating. Natural and artificial
ventilating. Exhaust. Fans. Ventilating
systems - residences, public buildings and
facilities, industrial, etc. Automatic control
and maintenance. Calculations and design of
ventilating systems. Measurement and instru-
ments.

C. Air control. Theory and practice of
dust precipitators and air filters. Automatic
control and maintenance. Calculations and
design of air control systems. Measurement
and instruments.

D. Air-conditioning.. 'Process and pro-.
duct of air-conditioning. Engineered refriger

., ation systems. Automatic control and main-
tenance. Calculating and design of air-
conditioning systems. Measurement.

H. 1. 3 - Lighting

Language of light. Light so ces. Lighting
units. Lighting requirement nd design -
residences, office; hospital, in stry.,, Light
measurement. . .

I. 4 - Noise evaluation and control

The physics of sound. Noise measurement:
Noise cbntrol - by insulation, by vibration
damping. Barriers and partial enclosures
for noise control. Noise control systems -
residences, public buildings, industrial, etc.

H. 1. 5 - Protection from radiation

'Use and sources of ionizing radiatiOn ,,Effects
Of radiation. Radiation measuretrent's.'Pro-
tection from radiation.

6. Programme of training in'the
specialization91---qommunal
hygiene. engineering (H. C. )

.

H. C.1- `hydrology and water
management.

Groundwater occurrence nd.exploration.
Estimation of water ne s and .water reso ces
study. Status and,trends for thefuture Wat
resources planning; conservation, develop=
ment and management. Application of systems
analysis.



H. C. 2 - Water and waste treatment
processes

Drinking water'treatment processes - sedimenta-
tion, filtration, disinfection, demineralization,
chemical improvement. Water for industrial use -
characteristic's, treatment. Water supply, waste
water collection systems. Treatment processes -
preliminary, primary, secondary, tertiary disin-
fectiOn. Sludge treatment. Industrial waste
treatment processes.- Combined industrial and
domestic waste teeatment. Economica,of waste
treatment systems.

H. C. 3 - Sol-id waste collection,
treatment and management

Collection systems. Sanitary landfill, disposal -
process, eqqiptnent and operation, biological

activity, site selection and land use. Composting.
Incineration. Hydropulping. Industrial solid
waste treatment processes. Economics of solid
waste systems.

H.,C. 4 4- Vector control

Mosquitoes, flies, cockrdaches, spiders, ticks,
bedbugs, rodents - technical means of prevention.

, .

H. C. 5 - Food sanitation and hygiene

Hygienic transport, storage and distribution of-,
food and beverages. Control of contamination
chemical and biological agents.

y.



ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND THE M,NVI RONM EN T

by James M. Ilam
( )

e.

INTRODIVION '

This paper gives the author's views of how the
shape of eng,irieeripg and technical education as a
whole'shotild 'respond to concern for the environ-
ment.' ft does`nOt address the problems of the
education orspecialiSts in environmental studies
and management (such as the traditional sanitary
.engineer or the enWronrnental health engineer (1).
The approach is fi oin technology to the environ-
ment rather ttian the converse.

Although hitense public concern about the
impact of human activity on the environment has
arisen only.dut:ing the past two decades, the pro-
eesses which `are at the roots are historic, and it
is important to Act an historicalperspective for
this paper.(**) This is especially important to
uinItlerstandlng that Aiversitypf views which will
be taken by countries in different states cif tech-

. nological development (2-6). (One's attitude to
the envirdnmesCdepends in particular on one's

,perception of "frontiers ". Frontiers are regions
available foF activity that have uncleanly per-
ceived lirmits. For,mpst of us the very air, the
water of lakes and riv6rs and the soil under our
feet have functioned and continue top function
frontiers. l'o the economist air and water have
been "free goods". But apart from conceptual
frontiers, major local frontiers exist for many
countries, !'or example, the Amazon Basin for-
Brazil, the,Arctic for Canada, the virgin lands
of Siberia Or the USSR.

Now, however, for the first.,time the space
exploration program rn0s of the USSR and the U. S. A. ,
together with modern communications Systerns,'''
have revealed the earth to the public conseious-
ness as a closed finite system, a global spaceship,

nology and man

Whereas',science has tlic,i4singiCundergirding
purpose oNliscovering what is kerieral in what
is particular, engineering; has tI e purpose of
particulari?ing out.of what i8 ge erally possible -
to build cities, roads, 4hips, 'pm er stations,
chemical plants - to mine, to for ash to fish, to
farm, The purpOses expreSSed i the technology,
Which is the progeny Of engineers, architects,``
a.rtisans and artists are diverse - a Complex of
personal, corporate, social, .national and inter-
national perceived needs and aspirations. Tech-
nological artefacts and systems thereof created
by the purpokeful.activity of Man through the

.shapin'tif Materials, the contrel,of,forces and
the structuring Of information a re,a4 interven-
tions in the natural Order sense that .they
are planned, designed,. constructed, 'operat6.41,
administered vherc riOne 'were there ',before. The

ecosystem Including man as a species
develops Ii, the interaction of feleonornically'\._,
generated eletnents (plants, anirnals., insects,\-
birdS). I hi man activi ty. as expressed 'in technolO

industry and institutions iS an expression of
the teleology of man. The sciences function
to establish, some of the limits of- possibility
for technology but they.-do ndtdetermine spec-
ific outcomes. Specific outcomes are the
result of human-intent, g'Polanyi.(7) has ex-
plained that the essential difference between
science and engineering :is in attitude to im-
posed boundaries., Thus \\ hen a chemist 'Con-
tains an aequeous solution within the boundaries
of a test tube his interest is in the solution not
in the test-tube On the other hand when an
engineer devises an operational steam 'engine
out of shaped elements such as pistons, valves,
levers and gears, his interest is in the func-
tional performance achielYed byeimposing
boundary conditions and constraints.

Technological intervention in the environ-
mentment must b seen in its three complementary
aspects:

(i) of pt'btecting mall from the threats of
the environment - pestilence, starvation, ,,storm,
cold

(ii) of contributing to the development of
-man himself

(iii) of protecting the environment front
ill conceived intervention.

"rhe firSt two aspects are associated with
thetliistoric processes of technological. develop-
ment. the last, relat...ki to the irapact:Of ,

industrializing niaa--on The biospfiere. in
-Rornan'ciyilization, for exa, ple, the deforesta-
tion of tlie Mediterranean bast- Changed the
macroclimate of the region whit the use of;

dead, in foo'd utensils had dysgenic\effects
the 'Roman leadetisliTp (8). Neither effect was
recognized at the time. In a corna mentary

(*) The author is Chairman of the Committee-on
Engineering, Education and Training of the
World Federation of Engingering Organize,-
Hong-, .Prefessor of I.Hectrical Engineering
and formerly Dean-in the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering at the University of
Toronto. Ile is a member of the National
Research Council of Canada. Currently he
is a Visiting.Profe'SSor.aVihe Massachusetts
institute of Technology and an affiliate. Of the
Institute for the History and Philosophy of
Science and Technology at the University'of
`Foronto.

,(4:;) In ltieistorical, claSsic-On miningand...m.etal-
lurg,y, De Re.Me,tallica publisked'in BaSel in
1556 by Agricola (George Bauer) the author
wrote: ... It remains' for me to speak Of the
ailments and ,accidents 'of .miners:,. and the
methods by" which they can guard against
these,- for we .shottld .always devote more
care to maintaining our hetilth.,- that we ma.l.
freely .Perform our bedily unctions, than, to
rriaking profits..,,,Dover Publicatioos,Inc.
N. V. , 1954, Book VF, p. 214.



way.,, the introduction of the:cox drawn iron plough
in the Middle Agesigid much o alter European
man's attitude to the earth froin that which is the

originsof necessary sustenance to that which is a
resource to be exploited (9). Yet at all times
technological intervention has been part of the
impetus to surviwe in a far from benign total
environment which,is increasingly dominated by
the artefactsof man, and in particular hisCities." .

.Since human intent hEtsdiverse expression in
the cultural and political historyof many nations,
it is reasonable to expect there to be diversity in
the processes of reconciling technological crea-
tivity with the inherent consequences of inter-
vention in the natural ecosystem. One May con-
elude from these brief remarks that it is encuin-
bent upon the engineering school's of each of our
countries to teach with clarity an appreciation of
how the processes of technological change are
perceived and motivated as regards social,
economic and environmental development. Our

,engineering education has been too insensitive to
the historical roots of the relationships'betvveen
technology and man'(10,11). The new concern
for the environment can belle stimulus to
strengthen studies of the social sciences and
humanities that are integrally and not perieh-
erally related to the roles of engineers and of
other technical Cadres. The problem we face is
not simply Of scientific knoWledge and manage-
ment expertise but of attitudes, and intent_

,
-

Which erivirOnment?

From the point of view of engineering there are
many foci of environmental concern. The follow-

..ing are examples:
The immediate envelope of air and moisture

surrounding a person in a building (12).
The city, as a place to live (4,13).
The need of a city for water and'waste

(14). "

The environment of vibration,_dust and wind
/associated( With a machine or building (15).

The interaction of an industry such as steel
with its environment of air, water, _soil and
people (16, 17).

From such typical examples chosen with an
engineering perspective one may reach out to
regional problems of human well- being associated
with solid wastes (18) and indeed "to -a global
framework (19-,)22). In recent years it has been
mainly other than engineers who have had a broad
perspective and this is a point that requires
understanding and redress in'etite education of all
engineers and professionals.'

AlthOugh it is a distinctive attribute of a good
professional, engineer to understand the context
of his own,work, for example, for a designer of
steam turbines to understand the relation of the

\waste prodUCts of fuel combustion and of waste
thermodynamic heat, to the processes of
cohversion in a power station, such technolo cal
awareness is not universal and' a concomitant

and of supporting labour are largely to blame.
While-division of labour has, as part of the
economics of scale, contributed greatly to the
efficiency of technological methods for produc-
ing and "replicating machines and their products,
it- has also contributed to social as well as en-
vironmental disturbance. In,this regard it is 4

well.not to have utopian expectations of engineers
-as environmentalists Per. se: However, there
is a distinctive basis for an important contribu-
tion.

The limitations and potentialities
of engineering

In designing to realize a given operational'
principle in a machine or process, the engineer
particularizes out of what is generally possible
and in the effort to achieve an effective And
economical design must concentrate On the
purpose at hand. It is intrinsic that the develop-
ment of an engineering design cannot encompass ,
all of the consequences of the creation of the
technology either in terms of its use for intended
purposes or in terms of its unintended uses. ,
This shortcoming may be termed the frailtiof
design; "

In this donnexion it is useful to nbte that
modern technology unlike ancient technology is
self indicting. Whereas lead poisoning (8) was
ciyageniC in late Roman civilization because the
knowledge and instruments were not available
to trace the effects, modern technolOgy prpvid
the precise instrumentation necessary to fo
trace-elements such as mercury through the
pathways of our ecotys-teins: ItiEtthe- proper -
r8le of science to reveal the secondary effects
of technology by seeking tO understand "nature"
as modified by the technological interventions
of man. Thee rale of science is thus, extended
from-establishing the liMits of possibilities for
engineering` design to developing awareness of
the consequences that result from action. \ Since
modern technolOgy provides to science the
precise instruments reouired to trace its
effects, it has become self-indicting.

All technology will have effects unexpected
by its designers and users both in the short
and the lOng term. Lead utensils poisoned
Romans. Waterwheels, windmills, ploughs,
steam engines,, dyn'amos, automobiles, refin-
eries not only have met immediate purposes but
have contributed, in time through numbers, to
trahiforrhation of nations - industrially, socially .

and environmentally.
o, All engineering education should, therefore,

contain some study of the historical evolution of
technology and particularly of the effects of
populationsrof machines. While the purposes
expressed/in the design of a machine or process

'may
appear to' an engineer to be his own, nhen

machines and products thereof are replicaid
( (manufactured and dietributed) the pses
\being served are those of commercial Ora.,

dons,' the state and society.
sensitivity to questions of environmental impact Environmental studies for engineers should,
is less so. Meteorically, specialization of role therefore', be directed not simply at developing

O



sensitivity to the secondary environmental conse-
quences of technologicaliintervention, but partic-
ularly at the historical experience of creating
technology as a purposeful part of the venture of
man himself on the face of the earth. Through
such a view engineering education can bring to,,
the environmental issue a unique perspedtive
that it hasfiet failed to articulate (11). The prob-
lems we faceAre as much those of understanding
the II of\development and the embedded

s of machines to men as they are of under-
g the consequences ottecbriological inter-

n in the ecosystem., In thia perspective
e is a need to involve all students and staff

ngineering schoOls. Engineering schools
concerned to have a balanced appreciation
th. development and' the environment.
uch perspective there should be no want

motivation in any of our countries.

our
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sic features in the structure of engin:.
cation as a whole which deter the working

out of a new sensitivity to the environment and
these are the same features which have deterred,
a sensitivity to the historical r8le of technology
in national development. Good engineering,
education with its distinctive profile of the
sciences'(mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biology), the engineeripg sciences (thermodynamics,
mechanicO rate processes, information systems,'
etc.), design ripplications and an infusion of
social sciences (especially economics) and the
humanities has been and will remain a demanding ,
exercise in which it is essential to retain a basic
profile with a bard core. The mere injection into
the status quo of optional or required subjects
specifically oriented towards environmental prob-
lems is not satisfactory. The basic strategic
problem is to develop an environmental awareness
in the whole school, an awareness which can well
take the regional context of the school itself` as a
focus. The director of the Environmental Studies
Programme at the University-of Toronto', Dr. F. K.
Hare, an eminent geographer, recently had
this to 'say;

... I believe that the way to alter curricula is
to do it from within, by civilizing the teacher... -
Most courses gain immensely if the teacher
stands back" a little and spends a" few minutes
Speculating aloud about the significance of what
Ile is proposing... It would be possible in this and

'every'other university to gi \ 0 an outstanding
lilogree cotirst, in the ern0.0111)1011 without changing
a word in the calendar... All I ask of engineers
is all I ask of myself: to inject. into their subjects

/tic. maximum degirev of attention to environmental
options that the hard core piiere its. This means
an extremely intensive re- ',ducat ion,of oneself, a
willingness to listeekto the en. I ronnietital debate
,...1th Hp tielltt:, C riti va I hut re eeptive ea...

Whatever the rnewits or ti,,,,44: remarks at 'the
'adieu' level of rurricular de, ion. they represent .
in my :view an violent bil , r Utz'.' oi point. I would . :.,

.t-tton'cl this strategit: base ft., include a

complementary awareness of the history of
technology as relates to the process of
development. Technology represents purpose-
ful intervention, in the complementary spheres
of the ecosystem and of the society of men. It
is the ccimbinationthat represents the environ-
mental problematique. To the developmeptal
part of the problematique engineering schools
themselves have a singular contribution to
make. V,

It is in my view essential therefore that
Uriesco and UNEP continue to work together on
these issues.' <

lactics Of awareness

Everyone agrees that, intellectually, environ-
mental problems ane Multidisciplinary and
interdisCiplinary, and that, socially; they are
intersectoral involving communities, indus-
tries and governments.: A number of practical
programmes May be undertaken to develop.
broad awareness within educational inatitutions.
One that I onsider important is that Of con-

udy withthe aim of obtaining
appreciatiOR of development and

environment. The appreciation should not
to be prescr ive nor condemnatory

but rather shouldseelc,to generate a perspective
on theinteraction between technological
development and the environment kthin
perceived national needs and priorities.- The
UNEP and Unesco might combine to direct the
preparation of a number of guidefine documents
to facilitate the preparation of such apprecia- '
tions.' What is 'proposed here isgsomahing
broader than specialized studies on water
resources, sanitation, etc. , but not a full: I

fledged development plan.
By whom such an appreciation is prepared

depends on its purpose. The major purpose
ehould,be to develop in the associated univer-
sity(s) or technical institution(s) an awareness
of the environmental and developmental cont xt
of their educational mission.' Such a study can
provide a nucleus of local understanding
undistorted by the weight of world literature
which at present 4s dominantly concerned
with problers of acute industnializatiori.'
Since it is the responsibilitrof governments
and not universities to plan, the study is most
likely to he done by university staff and
students who call upon industry and govern-
ment for assistance. Engineering staff, should
expect to co-operate with-cheinists, physicists,
geographers, sociologists, economists, his-
torians. The study is a form of local initiative
which must have government support and may'
provide the laasi4 for a distinctive United
Nations programme.-

A crucial issue in execution is co-operatinti
at the wctoral interfaces. Much has been
written about the university-industry jriterface
for engineering schools (23). Now environ-
mental issties by their nature Call for the
diffusion of ,understandinA.t both from and into
our educational institutions. WithOut such

ducting a
A region
the envi
attempt
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mutual diffusion there can be no long-term intel-
ligent concern for develOpment and the environ-
tment. All the mechanisms of intersectoral
exchange - co-operative education, staff exchange,
graduate internships, co-operative studies and''
researdh = are essential to the generation of '
awareness which, as Dr. Hare has commented,
is .a desirable precursor to the formal manipula-

.tion of curricular content. The developmentof
awareness can be tackled within the,scope.of any
institution and set of resources.

The orientation of general instruction

4 now .postulate that the process of generating an
augmented level of awareness among staff within
an engineering school ieunderway and that the
practical, issue Of instructional processes is_ to
be faced. Again I would note that questions of the edu
cation of environmental specialist's are not a..1 issue-

A recent"rnajor multidisciplinary study of
critical environmental problems on a global
scale haethe following observakion (24) f9 make
on the issue of professional education as a
whole: a

. . A sensitivity to the relations between the "2'
processes of production, distribution and con-
sumption on the one hand, and the processes of '
pollution on the other and a disposition to. .explore
all the potentialities of technology and, organization
in the search for an optimal balance should be,
incorporated in their training. This applies to
economists, lawyers and social scientists as
well as to scientists and engineers...

The overall scope of this, observation can be
endorsed but for purposes of engineering schools
I would place a stronger human emphasis on teoh-
nology'.and' man as explained in the previous
sections of this paper. As George Bauer 'suggested
in De Re Metallica over 400 years, ago, production,
distribution, and consumption are instrumental
processes for Iniman development not ends in
themselves.

technology. Asyniptotic tedinology is that
for which the operating functional principles
are well known, for example of steam turbines,
and the continuing detelopinent process
consists in refining designs and enlarging
sizes usually in response to the principle of
economy of scale. Economy of scale is a
major:influence in shaping the structure of
the technologyof actively in ustrialized.

; nations and has a significan i ct on the
ecosystem. Provident technolog that which
is anticipated at some time but is as yet
unattained, for example cont?olled fusion.

With respect to the structureof technology_
and the environment the issue of sensible
sizes is pertinent. The teleonomic processe's
of nature have placed man in to middle
between entities on the cosmic and nuclear
oc-ale-.--Fprm-and-growth---(26) in animals and
plants is governeli by principles which2ontrol
scale. Stuents should be taught toopdhder
the balance of scales in nature and in human
artefacts both for single units and in the sense'
of populations. ,

Another categorization-of technology that
is pertinent to'the framework for environ-
mental studies is that of private, public and
corporate or indugtrial technology, The
public technology of systems for water supply,
transportation and communicatipn is designed
to deliver, a given service at minimum cost,
corporate or industrial technology is that. ....

associated with the design and replication of
machines and their products, that is, with
machine and product populations (27). Tech-
nological populations are a crucial issue as
between man and the. environment and are
closely related to the private technology of
consumer goods. But it is essential to'note
that while consumer good use up natural
resources, persons do n t consume other than
food. All materials, therefore, flow through
a-cycle of acquisition, transformation, use,

i- waste Or, recycling.
For/economic purposes, inudstrial activity

is often/divided into threesectors:" the primary
sector - (mining, forestry, fishing, agricul-
ure) concerned with the removal of nonrenew-
able and renewable materials4rom the earth;
the secondary sector, -.(mttnufacturing and
construction) concerned with adding value to

,,..materials to form processed foods, metals,
.0, /chemicals, etc. , and to construct-machinery,

houses, bridges, roads, etc.; the tertiary.
-ii tor - (transportation, communications,

rmation iprocessing, distribution, sales,
tlth care, etc. ) concerned with deliveringf
rviceo to the society.

In summary, students 'should be made '
aware of different structural characteristics
of the techntglbgy of their 'country. from other
than a narrowly specificView of chemical,
electrical, mechanical, .civil or metallurgical'
erigineeriig, It is the overall regional ...,
structure ot, tedhnology'that provles a per4
spectivie for sensitivity to questions of-0

a

The structurAtif technology

All students of engineering should have some
appreciation of two basic developmental questions
which are related to the structure of technology
and have answers conditioned by socio-cultural
history. In terms of technological development
the questions are: where are we? and how did
we come to be where we are? Interpretation of
the first question may come out of the career
experience of staff and the kind of "regional
appreciation programme" which I espoused in
the preceeding-section. Interpretation for the
second question must come from the study of
socio-economic historyincluding the study of how
technology and its control has influenced regional
development. The structure of technology should
be examined frOm a variety of viewpoints.

From a social viewpoint, Mumfor, (25), for
example, has identified what he calls mutant,
dominant, persistent and remnant elements.
From an engineering view one may'distinguish
available, asymptotic, innovative and provident environmental balance.
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'Instructional processes
. -

In Coming to,a dismission of instructional processes
for developing in'engineering education an under-
lying Sensitivity to environmentaLquestions, I

* would like to distinguish between context and
content. The context shOuld be based on the
concept of systems (28-30) and, their structural
evolution while the content will be determined by
specialized needs and available Skills. Engineer-
ing has contributed hnidamental approaches to the
study of communication systems, feedback control
ysteme and systems' of industrial processes. ,

y of these system concepts have now been
app riated by econdinists (40) and others for
use in vironmental studies. .,

Since nierconnexion and inteiidependence
are fund:. ental ideas in engineering analysis, ,,

it is natu. to extend thkboundaries of systems
With . . . . the larger socio-envriorni3ental frame -
work in which technological sub-systems are
embedded; and to consider the associated histor-
ical aspects of evolutionary develOpment. Society
is a result of the design of history Whereas a
machine is the reaullief the design of engineering. i.
What hap been almost totally absent in engineer-
ing education has been .afSensitivity to the'bistory
of technological development and consequently
to-the consequences of such development in)terms
of accumulating social and'environmental,inipact.
If the processes of instruction encourage the
acquiring of this .sensitivi* the methodology of
engineering systems analysis will be found to be
the natural vehicle for articulating it within'Oe

", .hard core of engineering education.
I therefore specifically recornmendlhat

engineering ekcators collaborate with histdrians,
econo4ists, 411Alogists and sociologists to\ new tmdergraduate subjects of instruction
for all engineering students which coinbinevwith
conventional history (-baited, on political and social

Figure 1, Tile System Feedback Loop of EngirVeerIng

Value
Judgements

ioptitutions) an appreciation Of the structural evolu-
tion of technology and of its impact on both society
and the environment.** If aberrant and general in-
stances of pollution are not to be attacked, either
verbally or by engineering action, in an atmosphere .
of crisis, it is essential tone aware of the socio-
te'chnical pr'oce sees that lead to the problems in the
first place. Study of man and tile environment cannot
leave out history. In relation to our envirozunentsit
is as important to as* - where are we? and hoved Inre
Come to be here? - as it is to ask- where are we.going?

An appropriate stage for students to receive
instruction on Regional Technological Development
and the Environment is at the beginning of the third
year of afour year undergraduate programme.
It is essential that such instruction not 6e Super,-_
ficial. The key ingredients area Small team of
vitally interested staff with aleater who may be
an engineer, ,historian, ecortomistior ecologist.
In the author's view there is .a unique oppokunity
for Unesco and UNE13 to collaborate in generating
resource materials for such subjects and I would
relate this proeess to the regional awareness
(programme to which I referred earlier in this
paper.'

The systems aspect of engineering education
I have been discussing is concerned with con-
text, with a framework of values in an evolu-
tionary strueture. But engineering education
at the core is a framework for.action which
can be characterized by the feedback loop
shown in Figure 1. This diagram. shows the

(*) While there is a growing literature on the
history of technology and engineering'(31),
and there is a great flood of books on man's
relation td the environment, there appears
to be little that ineldWetorical, technological
and environmental influences into the kihd
of synthetic treatment needed in engineering
education:
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charateteristic sequence of transitions. from 'stated
purposes to accep objectives, to goals,consid-
ered to be achievaI to engineering deergn, to
implementatibn, to assessment of performance,
and to evaluation of consequences which produce
a delayed impact,on thkartipulation of future ,

accepted objectives, The key ancillary input at
each stage (represented by-the dotted lines),is the
scope of the technical and value judgements used
in making the_tisiinsformation involved. if the
sequentb of judgements is narrowly technical,
the loop is small in diameter and may then repre-
sent the production of a clearly defined technical
component or a more complex Machine. The
acceptablexconsequences are good technical

_performancc. If the sequence of judgements is
broad in scope and considers socio - environmental
issues, the acceptable consequences include not
only engineering performance in the technical
sense but also environmental impact. The
sequence of decision and operational stages in
Figure 1 is 'applicable to devices and indeed to,
whole complexes such as transportation systems.

In engineering education as I have known it,
the above loop is rarely traced out except in
project design work and posgibly theses. To
paraphrase Dr. Hare's words, rarely does the
teacher stand back and .speculate about the signif-
icance of what he is proposing in other, than a 'c
narrowly technical and immediate sense. The
sciences and engineering sciences in the engin-.

'eering ctirriculum'are instrumentalities of
engineering purposes and not ends in_theirrs-elves.
But the student experiences them tbo oftenois
ends, and projeCts and designs are often isolated
from larger questions of 'significance and intent.

. I would not propose that in all projects and
design work'the loop be closed on a basis of

-broadpv'Pronmentiil concern. Such a procedure
would lead to paperficiEility., -What, i do propose
in "evelpy-area4if 'engineering education is that the
teacheepoilt out to the student at what level of
judgement the underlying decision sequence is
being developed and therefore point out what
levels of judgement are being omitted. Concen-
trating on issues relevant to the task at hand is
essential-to good. engineering, .but many of our

. problems stem from relegating to theunconscious
the factors that have been so set aside.,

-', Since every field of engineering impacts the
enVironinerit, it is essential for every'engineeving
student to participate in at least one engineering
design or project study in which the leVelof
judgement used' in .follOwing the deciiiion sequence
of Figure 1 includes explicit concern for 'sock).-
environmental effects. The-ways in which this
can be acne are as various as the qualities -pf
awareness present in the teaching staff and 4.

.

depend critically on this quality, .
" . Projects (32) "should be derived from the

regional environment in which the engin,eerIng ,) '
school is located. These rnaY,.for example, be
based on mass and energy balances for processes,
industrial plants, ;agricultural, forestry and

-"!mining operations, and population centres;' on
tracing the pathways in the local ecosystem
followed by Materials involved in mass balances;

on organie,'system rnOdels for transportation,
communications and energy services in a
region. The organic !view should include an
examination of how gdvernment regulations,
taxation policies and regional development
policies influence the evolution of the sub-
system being Considered.

In technical schoOls, projects may-be
built, for ample, around the instrumentation
and monitoring of mass and energy flows
related to soil, water, air and associated
technological operations. Environmental'
problems offer a unique opportunitsy for project
groups to be set up jointly within engineering
schools and between engineering schools and
techniCian schools with the collaboration of
local government and industry.

The development of teaching resources

Each school should have a modest information
centre designed to support studies of Tegional
problems of the environment associated-with
regionaLtechnological d.eielopment.. Thia's.
may beincorporated into the lihrary.by eerie
ful crosa-referencing. The documentation

include government (18) and 7utility
reports (33), annotated bibliographies (22, 34, 35),
periodicals (36), review articles (37) and
film lists (38,39). These materials should
cover the rale of science, engineering and
technology, of taxation (economics) and of
government regulations and development
policies. Much of the existing, material gener-
ated,in intensely industrialized countries will
not be particularly relevant to a specific
,regionaHocus. It therefore, recommended
that the format of information files necessary
for the achievement of a balanced regional
focus be defined as part of the proposed
regional awarenes's.programme, and that
Unesco and UN.BP develoOguidelines for such
infdrination files.-

B,eyond the development of the structure
for such infornintion files, there may be
commissioned the preparation of regional

, ,documentary assessment guides which would
function as extended annotated bibliogrdphies
for environmental references. Unlike many
textbooks Which are written by individuals in
th6 context of the teaching programme of a

. single institution, this work phonic! be' carried
out by a task group of teachers., government
and ipdustrial represe tatives led by an able

This propo al is intended to place
emphasis on the peed t interpret the vast
flow of access, ble information ,in a. regionally
significand m nner, a task.that in itself has
distinctive v ue. The commissioning of such
,interpretive studies should be effective in
delineating,. here specialist texts and films
are badly eeded.

No effort to develop sensitivity to,the
nt in amengineerin4 school a.s'a
be successful without a reasoripbly

sad commitment from the teaching.
In schools that have .civil and/or

.environ
whole c
wIdesp
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chemical engineering departments, basic leader-
ship may be expected from these groups. How-
ever, a talc group with an able leader and at
least one staff member from each area of engin-
eering may be essential as a,,r..atalytic and co-
ordinating influence. It is desirable that such
a group, founded within a school have, as full
or associated members, persons who can provide
insight from ecology, "economics, law and history
and from government and industry. When the
framework for awareness is not just environ-
mental problems, but the historical interplay of
regional technological development with
environment, the gre,at majority of the staff and
Students should be keenlimotivated.

Conclusion

This paper has been concerned with the need and
workable processes for achieving in engineers
and technicians as a whole professional group
sensitivity to, and awareness of, environmental
problems. It is argued that such an overall need
is real and therefore that separating out environ-
mentalconcerns and allocating them to a new
disciplinary branch of engineering called environ-
mental engineering is not feasible. All engineers
and technicians must be concerned, aware and
educated to act, some more than others. This is
not to argue that in a given region one or more
schools should not specialize in envirnmental
studies. However, it is to argue that an overall
'awareness should be developed in all schools and
be selectively intensified in ways that are dis-

I

cussed in the papers companion to this. For many
students selective intensification may consist in
having the opportunity to take one or more elec-
tive subjects on ecology, technology and the city
and so on which are additional to the proposed
core subject Regional Tecluiological Development
and the Environment.

A key argument in this paper is that environ-
mental concern should be integrated into an
appreciation of how technology has developed and
may be expected to develop in the region. To
achieve'this end, threads of historical regional
development - social, technical, economic,
environmental - must be woven together in ways
which are not at all common in engineering educa-
tion as it now exists. The historical evolutionary
structure of regional technology and its impact on
people is a key ingredient. It is this proper
concern for the creative role Of engineering in
social development that will motivate ataffoand
students alike.

No prescriptions have been given for cur-
ricular content as such. Such content will flow
from specialized sources readily enough if the
context of environmental study in the school is
developed through a regional' awareness
programme led by a task group working from the
available base of staff skills and other resources.
The author reaffirms his conviction that thvre
unique opportunities for 'Unsco and UNEP to
stimulate such coherent awareness and in-so
doing to revitalize en ineering education.

The context of a arguments applies to all
professionals simil to engineers.
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Annex VI

THE EDUCATION/AND TRAINING .OF
ENGINEERS FOR'ENVIRONMENTAL

, HEALTH

Paper presented by the World Health Organization

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

The close relationships between environment and
health have been increasingly recognized and
stressed in recent years in all parts of the world./
As the Twenty-Seventh World. Health Assembly
noted? "any environmental deterioration ultimately
affects hum n health and any programme for the
iinproveme t of the environmental ultimately con-
tributes to t e improvement of human..health and
well:being". The economically developed nations
are facing acute problems of environmental pol-
lution caused Mainly by cheglic al and physical con
taminants of 10 ater, air, soil, foodi habitat and
work place, while in most devgloping areasibio-

0 logic alcontamination will remaiti, for many years
to come, the main,probleM of environmental health,
although other `types or pollution are rapidly in-
creasing also and need to be cdntrolled before ,

they -get out of hand. In both instprices the solution
of the environmental problenia involved-equires
the application of engipeering principles toga) the
preventiOp, control and management' of environ-
mental conditions that adversely influence manla__
physical, mental and social hatifttl acid well-being,
and (b) the Work. and processes involved in the im-
provement of the quality of the environment for
man's health, comfort and efficiencyq'

. The reader's attention is called 'especially to
the fact that health, according to WHO's 'dOnstitu-
tion, is not merely the absence of disease and in-

` firmity but also a state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being. The eicpressions
"health" and "environmental health" used in thisro
paper must be understood, in this context and do
not refer only to a diseastortentep concept. The
ultimate objective of the environmental work of
engineers in many cases is man's health and well,

, being, eVen.though intermediate objectives may be
limited to the- actual control or modification of
specific elements of theanvironment. It is ob-
vious, therefore, -that engineers belonging to
Several fields contribute directly or indirectly,
singly or through teaimwork, to the tulfilinent of
the health objective. 4

cl

This view is shEitail with several WHO expert
'committees and witlrauthors of WII0 publications

tarid reports,. including: ')

1. The report 6f the if;xpei Committee on

0

the Education of Engineers in Environniental Health.
Techn. Rep. Ser. 376, 1967, pp. 6-8; '".

2. The pUblication entitled The Education and
Training of Engineers for Environmental Health,.
Cassel, J. et al. , 1970, pp. 11-14.

3. The report of the Expert Committee on Na-
tional Environmental Health Programmes: their
planning, organizationand administration, Techn.
Rep. Ser. /439, 1970, pp. 18-19. . r

4. A paper on "WHO's inte?rest in _environ-
mental health" presented at Unesco's Expert Meet-
ing on Environmental Engineering, Paris; 21 -25,
January 1975. .

these, docuinents have been distribUted to all
participants ih this meeting, and it'is not proposed
to review them here. Special attention is called,'

thoWever, to the excellent discussions of "Environ-
mental health engineering" by Professor John A.
Logan, and to "Changing concepts of environmen-
tal health", by John Ft..Goidsmith,. in publication .

No.2 (by Cassel et al. ) cited above.' It will also
be tioted that Unesco took part in the work of the .
WH Expert Committee on the ducation of En-

--giii eain Environmental Health .RS 376), pub-
lication No. 1 mentioned above. I;'

The purposet of this papjlr la,.todeapripe in
some detail the A8le of the engines Vitiieth-e`i----,,a1-
lgd public health engineer, sanitary i4ineer, en-
vironmental health engineer or simply environmen-
t engineer) in. health=oriented work, and the

inciples of educational planning which should
guide his education and training.

II. ROLE OF THE ENGINEER

ore -a suitable education programme may be
designed and curricula developed, it is imperative
for the planner and the responsible administrators
to have a precise idea as regardthe work and
r8les to be performed by a health-oriented engineer.

' 'A separate paper, entitled "The functions of
the engineer in the assessment and control of en-'
vironrhental conditions and hazards that affect
man's health "; has been submitted by WHO and
distributed to all participants. The paper, which
is the product of a consultation meeting called by
he organizationirom 29 April through 1 May 1974,

"gives a rather broad description of the subject., In
,
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more specific lerms, the r8le of the health --
oriented engineer may be Outlined as follows::

Depending upon his background and degree
f specialization, the health-oriented engineer
plans; administers and co-ordinates environmen-
tal health programmes carried out by health and
other government departments, by public bodies
and private organizations and enterprises. He
performs similar tasks to those of a civil, chemi-
cal or mechanical engineer, but concentrates on
the conception, design, construction, operation;
maintenance and ad rveillance of specialized trial',"
ties, e. g. those necessary for the control of the-
quality of air, land trq water resources and of
man's.-personal _and woNing environment, in par-
ticular faCilities for wate upply, waste- watefand
solid waste disposal, vect
housing, food safety; noise

°' protection, disposal of obnoxiou,
cals, and industrial water, and e
per ormance ofsuch works. In co

control, healthful
.radiation

gases, chemi-
uates the
boiation

with health officera and scientists, he assesses
environmental conditions, organizes and super-
vises programmes for the monitoring and surveil-'
lance of the quality of man's environment, par-
ticipates in the elaboration of, fatements on ex-
pected environmental impac of physical develop-
ment programmes; Carries out research and in-

" vestigations assists in / setting standards .in
physical and urban planning and in evaluating,
a4equaby and effectiveness of control progfarrares
and measures for the protection of man's health
and well- being. Finally, he organizes studies on
related economic, financial, managerial and legal!,
feasibility.'

It must be well understood that no one engineer'
can have an education and. competence in all the
vli rk areas cited above, and that environmental
hea h programthes require teamwork involving
the participation of various 'types of engineers,.
public health officers and scientists, all of whom -
should have, through their education and training,
a common understanding of the ultimate objective

_to be achieved.

III. EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

The challenge brought about by the broa,dening
scope and acceleration of environmental changes,
allied to the growing popular concern of pollution
problems, raises, ,a series of queetions in respect
of the training 'and education a environmental per-
sonnel in relation to their r8le in environmental
health matters. In recent years, there havebeen
continuous concern and interest On these ques-
tions. The consensus.of opinion is that to proceed
with the production of trained people in the abbence
of planning sat best, to display ignorance pf h

the basic aspects of the' Manpower issue, at worst,'
'to perpetuate a situation -which defeats the very
purpose for which people:Should be trained. In
addition to stressing the need for systematic
manpower planning for the continuing surveillance
of Manpower requirements, development and

the authors Of current literature on
the subject argue Very, forcefully that manpower

development should ensue from the modern con-
cept of educational planning. Emphasizing further
the common pUrpcise of manpower development
and service, these authors argue that manpower
and educational planning should be supported by
a cohesive and dynamic policy.

It isbeyond the scope.of this paper to discuss
both the aspects of planning and development of '
the manpower issue. _Instead, this part Of the
paper addresses the issue of educational planning,
and, more specifically, that of educational learn-
ing.objectives, with a view to stimulating its ap-
plication ip the development of environmental man-
power th.at"will be capable of coritributingto the
achievement' of human health objectives. Of course;

. it is not intended, nor left possible, to define the
educational objectives of trainingprograrnmes for
this type of engineer in the context of this paper,
Indeed, 'educational learnineobjectives are defined
on the babies of needaand of the acrtval tasks which
the engineer is calleduPortto perform. Additionally,
educational leiirning objectives can' only be formu-
lated in the context of a' given situation, 'namely
.0country Or'region.. However, the formulation of
educational learning objectives id' illustrated in
ArtneX 11Of this paper.. They have been developed,
'in connexion with "the establishment of an inter-
cantry training programme for environmental
health personnel at the technical level; ''hey
cover only.thoae. activities of sanitation personnel
that are related to the surveying of existing sani-
tary conditions, and ,are based orr the needs and
tasks of this Personnels, both of which have been
predetermined,

A study group defined educational or instruc-
tional technology as "a systematic way of design=
ing, carrying.out and evaluating the total process.
of learning and teaching in terms Of specific, objec-
tives,' based on.research in human learning and
communication, and employing a. combination of
human annon-human, resources in bringing about
more effective instruction,"(1) This definition,
obViously,,, includes- all 'the attributed that are
normally considered'in educational planning.

Viewed as a systems the protessof educational
planning comprises the essential steps that are
common to all systems, namely:
assessment of the real needs that exist; pp
assessment of resources, including the identities-
. tion and cietertriination of influences of the Owl-

stimints or limitations that exist;
definition of tasks;
developmehtoralternalives to achieve the desired

objectives,. including the selection of ths'opti-..
mum'alternative for iniplementation; and

evaluation through feedback based on collection of
iniormation.

This is further elaborated and best illustrated in.
figure 1 (p. 91).

III. 1 EDUCATIONAL' LEARNING\ OBJECTIVES

In addition to recognizjingthe interdependency bee-
tween the elements of the system, all .educators
and educational planners todayagree to Singleot1011
the' definition o.f ecineational learning' objectives Ws

o.



a most difficult', yet most essential, step of the
prdcess. This assertion is based on the premise
that "an educational prograMme hamore chance
to be effective if its purposes have been clearly
express ed". (2)

What are educational learning objectives?
Kemp (1971) defines them by posing the question:
"'What should students know, be able to do, or in
what ways should they behave, differently after
studying this topic. "(3)0-le argues, further that
"we speak of learning objectives because our con-
cern is with learning as the outcome of instruc-
tion ". The very popular fable of the Sea Horse
narrated by 'Mager in the preface of his book Pre''
paring instructional objectives, a classic of the
literature on,,.the subject, illustrates beat the im-
portance of this element of the system of.educa-
tional planning. "The moral of this fable," in

o the author's own words, "is that if you're ,not
sure where you're going, "you're liable to end tip
someplace else - and not even knownit". (4)

Articles on both.educittional planning and
learning objectives are being published in increas-
ing numbers. Unesco has promoted the publica-
tion of a whdle4erie" s.of booklets that are " written
primarily for two groups: those engaged in - or
preparing for...= educational. planning and admin-
istration, especially in developing countries; and
others, less specialized, stIeh as senior goverg-

. ment officials and civil leaders, who, seek a more
general understanding of educational planning and
of how it can be of help to overall national devel-
opment". As early as 1969 a WHO internal docu-

,o rent (Handbook for teachgrs; of health sciences,
(AFRO) disseminated information on the subject.

In the specific field' of engineering education,
the American Society for Engineering Education
Flays a leading r8le in disseminating information
On the subject. Of-particular interest are a series
of articles' published by the Society in the Decetn-
bet:1972 and March 19,74 issues of their magazine
Engineering Education.' The ThirdNational En-
vironmental Engineering Education Conference',
held at Drexel University in August 1973, recom-

- mended that the topic of educational learning ob-
jectives, including the use of newer educational

'7'methodologies to meet these objectives should he
-appropriate for a workshop to be ,sponsored by the
Association of Environmentat,Engineering Profes-
sors" (A EEP)..(4.1

III. 2 THE CONCEPT OF ORGANIZATION
DEVELOPMENT

In the context of this discusSlon, and in order to
emphasize further the common purpose of man-
power development and servioe, it is ap priate
to brin'g forth,,a "new trend", that f "orga zation
development ": The trend is defined Bu e an'd
SChtvidt as "Irprocesa,which attempts t increase
organizational effectiveness by integrating indi-
vidual desires for the growth and development
with organizational goals". (6)

1
Basically, the

concept of "organization development "' 'stems .
from the 'new meaning of the terms`; eft-cation
and training, and relates as well to the relevancy

of the educational learnihg objectives to the or-
ganizational institutions in which the trained
people are called upon to work. It is an important
factor in the "rhan-organization" equation.

Training and education, today, imply "a
planned change over a period of'time in the be-
haviour en' the learner". They entail much more
than the development or improvement of skills.
Behaviour is interpreted as Meaning evidence of
"development" in three domains, affective, cog-
nitive and sensory/motor. Therefore, lithe suc-
cess of an educaiidnal programme depends on
the outlook ofits graduates and can be measured
by theirstandards of performanceri. e. hether
the students have acquired the knowledge, atti-
tudes and skills required by their future assign-
ments. But, above all, the success of an educa-
tional programme depends on whether, once
trained, 'people will be able tp work in a "growth
mil4eu" on an organizational environment which
motivates them, stimulates their talents, and
.acknowledges the personal goals of its members
ante' - as bgst stated by Byers "the need to bring
these goals in as close consonance as possible
with organizational goals". (7)

Obviously, the latter objectives cannot be ,

accomplished by the educational programma; in-
stead, they should be contemplated in a second
phase to be executed jointly by the educational.
institutions and the, organizations within which
the graduates will excise their profession.

In effect, the whole applicability of "organi-
zation development",fe,the educational system is
not in technique as Much as in attitude. The con-
cept really involves more of a.philosophy than a
methodology, and because philosophies have been
historically 'either extremely vague or almokt.
prohibitively involved morally, few of them have
succeeded in a lahe context. However, the es- 4
tablishment and partial success of some world-
wide programmes allude to the possibility of
more than localized survival o the "organization
development" concept.

All. 3 WHO's ASSISTANCE TO EDUCATION
AND TRAINING IN ENVIRONMENTAL
IIEALTU

-a. The prospects for significant changes in the WHO
programme of assistance in education and train-
ing are evident in several World HealthAssembly
resolutions and recommendations of WFJO Expert
Committees (TRS 376, TRS 439). In acknoWledg-
ing furtheir the new trends and developments in
the educational field as they apply to engineering
education, WHO has launched several activities,
all of which reaffirmthe Organization's progres-
sive interest in environmental health engineering
education., Some of these activities which, of
late, have been undertaken by WHO include: the
Tong -term programme in environmental health
which comprises a strong element of education
and aims at he establishment and support of a
number of centres for the training of environmen-

° tar health`Tersonnel, similar to the already es-
tablished Inter-yegional Sanitary Engineering

1>



Centre in Rabat, Morocco; the study recently ini-
tiated bythe WHO Regional Office for Europe, the
primary objective of which ie to 'survey environ-
mental health.-manOSWer requirements, as a basis
for evaluating current training prograMmes and
preparing new ones; the organization by the WHO
Regional Office for South East Asia:. in November.
19,73, of an inter- country seminar on the subject
ofrnanpower planning, development and utilization
in envirorftnental health; the organization of a work-
shop which is planned to be held in Rabat, Morocco

in October 19744on.the theme; use of new methods
and techniqUes, in educational programmes for
varioUolevele of .environmental health. personnel,
eepecie* their use in sanitary engineering courses.
In addition, WHO is actively, engaged in the elab-
oration of a comprehensive global programme for
the development of environmental manpower, in
response to the Wor/d Health Assembly resolu-
tion WHA26. 59, adopted by the Assembly in May
1973. The overall objeotive and sub-objectives
of the programme are detailed below.

FIGURE 1
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OVERALL OBJECTIVE

To as is t Member States to prepare and. imple-;
ment ir plans for providing the staff to man
their env onmental services

It would have e following sub-objectives:
ry

A. Formulation manpower and educational
policies and plans

.

To prdmote studies and investigations with a-view
to ckeveloping practical working guidelines re-
quired for the'formulation of manpower and edu-
cational policies. and plans.

B. Determination of manpoweS requirements` _

To extend assistance to Member States in determin-.
ing their manpower iilquirements in the context
of their national health plan and programmes.

C. Development of manpower and educational
planning

To assist instrengtherang existing national, re-
gional and inter- regional educational programmes
and in the establishment of new programmes, to

oc,
include: '
nhanpoiver planning for the continuing surveillance

of environmental manpower requirements, de-
velopment;and utilization, and

educational Planning to include, basic and continu-
ing education, re %ear.ch (as a component of
teaching/learning), educational technology and
evaluation, ' 4

thus emphasiz ng the common purpose of man-
power develo 'pent an service in envir_onmen-
tai

D. Imprevemerlof the tatty of e'ducation and `.'"
. , .

.". the educational deli,/ ry system

To asliist.in the establishment of international
and re ionalreferencefservices, and in the or-
gan tion of workskops, seminars and o0ther

- m tings for, the exchange, of knoWledge and-.in-
./ ,

- jorrnation, the preparation 'of handbooks, the
,promotion of research on,educational planning ,,

and technology, in order to improve the cpialitY
of educationand the educallorial delivery System./ uE. Teacher training,,training,of specialiato

To organize or ass's ). in the organization of long;
term and short,terin, courses and .multi- ,,,,
professional education cairses-fOr teacher train.=.-,ing and the training aspecialists i1 human ecblogy
and environmental sciences and. ethnology.

,

Definition of educational learning objectives

The "following objectives, which are defined in
behavioural terms, are'those related to one of
the primary - functions of sanitation personnel,.,

.namely: the carrying out of 40vIces and investi-
gationN regarding *BOO, sanitation conditions

in the area of his asst ment, Additionally, the
predetermined needs are those in water suppl
excreta disposal, food hyg -ne, insect and rpden
control and housing.

Water supply

To carryout an inventory of water resou reed, that .

is to identify all water sources and the use that is
made of them; to localize them on a map of the .

area of work; to indicate the extent of pollution
and the topographical characteristics around each
water source and within a radius of 50.metres.

Describe the physical characteristics and pat-
terntern of utilization_of water ,whenever possible,
determine the yieltg of the ater source.

..

Excreta and other wastes disposal

Describe the different methods of excreta disposal
that are actually used; including the capacity of
septic tanks, the size of concrete slabs of pit la-.
trines, the existence or absene of odours; flies, L_
rodents or others.,

Determine approximately the number of people
Using a,latrine and the frequency of utilization: .v.

.,

- Describe the topographical characteristics of
the area where latrines are situated'and the dis-
tance of excreta disposal systems from water
sources. . v-

. /Identify those areas where defecation is prac-
tised in the open and the-physical characteristics
of such areas in relation to water sources, resi,-'

--. dential areas,. public markets, etc. ' .

'Detkerrnine the composition and approximate
... -volume of householdrefuse.. 1 r

Describe the npethOds of disposal of refuse
the oratary conditions -of disposal areas, etc; ir

., c _

Food hygiene

esilribe the sanitary conditions of, places where
foddstuffs are stored, prepared, sold and consumesi;
and in particular those of public markets, restau-
rants, etc:: methods of transport of foodstuffs;
methods of controlling the qualityOf meat and
Milk; the sanitary conditions of slaughterhouses;
tsboeld.ronditions under', which-militi-trhandled

Insect and rodent Control 0

. Identify insects, molluscs and rod ts, with parti-
cular rgference to'those that re i plicated in

idibease transmission.
Determine the physic

marches, or other places w
reeding plate for insects an

these on the sanitary map o

Describe the types of housing
inchfding the characteristics
these hous.es are built; the con
that are used in the floors, r
walls...

'characteristics of
ere water stagnates,
todepts, and localize
the area of work.

Tv the . area:of work,
fire terrain on which
ruction materials
ofs 'and partition.

.ins
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Describe
in respect of
ber of people

Indicate
premises and
ing purposes;
posal, etc.

the anit ry conditions of housing
aeration, yentilation and the num-
using,the/sleeping quarters.

the methods of water supply to the.
methods of storing water for drink-
methods of excreta and -refuse dis-
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. 'ENVJR011MENTAL ASPECTS WITHIN UNIDO's.
ACTIVITIES IN `rift.; FIELD OF TRAINING

Paper presented by the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization

UNDO organizes In-plant Group Training Pro-
grammes for engineers and advanced technical
personnel from de loping countries in co-
operation With the goy rnments and industries,of
countries 'having the specialized know-how and
experience in the field in which the training is
carried out. Pit is-being increasingly recognized
that intensive, systematic and closely controlled
training in a suitablmdustrial environment is one
of the most effectiveNztays of acquiring industrial
experience in a relatively short time. Through
these programmes a means has been fOund pro-
viding an experience that might not otherwise be
possible. .f'

-
The programmes help to bridge the.gap be-

tween the specific requirements of industry and
the theoretical knowledge the participants have
acqpired through their studies. They also provide,
an opportunity for an exchange of ideas and expe-
rience both among senior personnel of industry
and research institutes in industrialized and de-

4., veloping Countries and among those, from the de-
veldRing countries 41-1eselves.

_. The first in- plant group training programmes
were carried out for specific, sectors of industry
such as iron. and steel electrical, textiles and
pulp and paper. Later, programmes on functional
subjects -'maintenance and repair, standafdiza-
tion, quality control, etc. - were introduced, It

,is expected that programmes forlother industrial
sectors and for new functional on specialized sub-
jects will be added: 4)

Each- programme consists in general of three
major elements: a theoretical introduction, actual
in-plant training and an evaluation session during
whic,b the participants/prepare individital reports
appraising the, programme and discuss' how the
newly acquired experience can be applied under
the conditions prevailing in their home countries.

UNIDO is rest-tensible, together with the host
'authorities,' for the design of each training pro-
.grarnme, the recruitment and selection 'of parti-
bipants, an overall 'evaluation of the programme
a' follow-uri-actiyities. To increase effective-
ness, ts are "'being made to place the pro -
grammes on a long-term basis.; where possible,
or have them carried out for at least three yers
in succession. .

In 1972 UNIDO took the initiative to organize

an in- plant group tvainingprogramme-or; environ-
mental aspects of industri21 development, which

..programme was carried out in early 1973 by, the
`University of North Carolina(1), In 1974 UNEP

. agreed to, finance the incorporation of environmen;
tat elements in a number of in-plant group train-
ing programmes. For Our programmes a special
paper on environmental aspects has been or will
be prepared by a consultant and the subject matter
will be introduced in the following programmes:
Pulp and Paper Industry (Sweden), Iron and Steel
Industry (Ukrainian SSR), Petrzochernical Industry
(Romania) and Textile Industry(Poland). In a num-
ber of existing programmes, the environmental
aspects were already included, such as in the pro-
gramme on Application of Dyes and Chemicals to
Textile (Switzerland) and on Management of Main-,
tenatice Services (Sweden). The material thus
prepared will be used in repeated' programmes
as well as in training activities (continuous train-
ing of practising engineers) carried out by UNIDO
in the developing countries themselves.

UNIDO is also the co-operating agency for a
number of other projects in the environmental
field, namely: (i) environmental considerations in
the leather-producing industry; (ii) case studies of
four industrial development projects; (iii) study on
the development of integrated industrial complexes
with minimized pollution; (iv) environmental-con-
siderations inthe iron and steel industryl- and (v)
study on synthetic versus natural products pilot
project on the rubber industry. The material de-
veloped in, these studies will be utilized in UNIDO's
field project including' training projects both in the"
developing countries themselves as well as in the
in-plant group training programmes referred td!
above. ,

In order to assist the develdping nountries
with information on industrial develiprnent, UNIDO
has established a clearing-house service in the
form of an Industrial Inquiry Service;/which ser-
vice is used by industry, industrial institutions
and, if so required, by education institutions. In
1973 the UNIDO Industrial Inquiry Service, pro-.
cessed 3 , 500 answers; of these 20% were related
to)- equipment', 50% to technologies and 30% to w

(1) For further details see A9nex V, paper .
by Pro,fes§or Okun.
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statistics, programming, managemen and train-
ing. The Industrial Inquiry Service is lsb pre-

' pared to provide interested parties in th devel-
oping countries with information on enviro me ntal

aspects related to intustry. _ Information is supplied
from UNIDO's own sources as well as from a net-
work of correspondents in different countries,
both industrialized and develd'ping countries.-1/4.. /
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WMO ACTIVITIES RELAXED TO AIR
POLLUTION

osPaper presented by the World Meteorological
Organization

tt

1. In view of the possible unfa%urable conse-
quences of a gradual increase of low-concentra-
tion pollution in the atmosphere, there is a great
need for a world-wide monitoring system to fol-
low the trends of atmospheric pollution at a back-
ground level. With this in mind, WMO decided
in 1970 to launch a projeceairrning at the establish-
ment of a global network, of observation stations
to be located sufficiently remote from industrzialized
areas so-as not tol be influenced-by fluctuation' s
in pollution from local sources. It w

fluctuations_
agree

that, to meet the WMO requirements, the net-
work should consist of two types of stations with
distinctly different objectives:

(a) Regional air pollution stations, intended
to reveal long-term changes in atmospheric com,,
position which may be related to changes in re-
gional land-use practices or 'other activities:

(b) Baseline air pollution stations, designed
to document long-term changes in atmospheric
environmental parameters of particular signifi-
cance to weather or climate, with a minimum in-
fluence from local or regional factors.

2. As regards the first type of station the
network became operational in July 1970. Singe
that time and as a result of a request to all mem-
bers to establish at least one regional station in
,their territories, the network hag been expanding
and now comprises some 90 stations from 42 coun-
tries. It is hoped that in the next few years this
network of stations m'akindmeasur7nents of the
atmospheric composition will grow f `,0/50 stations.

3. Concerning the second typ '\ 'f station
continued interest is being devoted t '' establish-
ing such a network. So far, nine mbers have
proposedlocations for altogether suchsuch stations.
It is currently,estimated--that-finally about twenty
stations of this type, well distributed over the. °

surN,ce of the globe, will meet the spatial sarn4"
pling requirements Ws allow studies of long-term
global trends in atmospheric,composition.

4. An-arrangement has been, made with, the
United States of- America who /have volUnteered
to collect and publish, unp-WMO sponsorship_,

s.

the "Turbidity, and precirntatiott chemistry data",
in accordance with mutually agreed upon formats
and standards. ,

5. in order to achieve;141,standardization k'
and,comparability of the data f4km the network,

b

1.

.

a manual is being prepared, giving detailed speci-
fications for the operation of the stations and step-
by-,step instructions for recommended sampling
an analysis procedures. Pvt I of this manual
" MO Operations Manual folSampling and Anal= g
ysis Techniques for Chemical Constituents in Air
and Precipitation" gives advice and describes the
programme for regional stations. Part II which
is.to.present guidelines on sampling and analysis
techniques for gaseous and particulate rnatter4fri
air at baseline air pollution statidns;.is now being
prepared with the collaboration of several eminent
scientists. It is expecte.d to be published in Mid-
1974. ,

6. WMO is increasingly aware of the need to
study man's ,impact on global climates through,
various activities. The United,Nations Conference
on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972
in fact recommended WMO, in 0d:operation with
the scientific community, to continue ongoing pro-
grammes or create newones as necessary to study
the consequences for the world's climate of man's
increasing impact. The Global Atmospheric Re-
search Programme, a commoOnterprise o'f WMO
and ICSU, has already takensteps to organize a
special international conference on models to be
used to study climatic fluctuations and mar's im-
pact on global climates. Various other activities
for promoting research on climatic fluctuations
are likely to emex*e..

7. WMO, Hough especiallY'interested in
background pollti ion and its effect on climate has
also considerab activities going on in relation to
problems of hi concentration /air pollution. A
working grouP,Ion atmospheric p6llution and atmos-
perhic chemisirry of the Commiasion for Atmospheric
Sciences has repared a technical note on meteo-
rological as ects of high concentration pollution in
local areas hich deals with transport and disper-
sion in urb qenvirOnments_andforecasting tech-
niques for irnospheric pollutionapplications. The
titleoof thi riote is "Dispersion and forecastingof
air pollutfin".

8. As is well-known, engineers need to know
how high to build chimney stacks and health authori-
tres need to know when the amount of pollution is
likely to build up to a certain critical level. The
height of the chimnay stack is determined by the
heighi ,of the inversion level in the atmosphere-and
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the temperature, of the stack effluent. Meteoro-
logists can be of particular help in air pollution
control programmes by providing forecasts of
the atmospheric parameters that permit the build;
up of pollution. These are called forecasts of
"air pollution potential".

9. A more popular review of meteorological
problems in connexion with high-concentration air
pollution and their treatment has also been'pub-
liShed by WMO under the title "Meteorological
factors in air pollution" (Technical Note No.111).

10. As far as consequences of air pollution
are concerned, -it is necessary to consider also
the problem, of dispersion of pollutants over com-
paratively large areas so- called long- range trans-
port. There are many evidences today that emis-
sions of pollutants from highly industrialized areas
may spread over comparatively large distances
thereby influencing atmospheric conditions in other4-
countries or other continents. Transfer through
the circulation of the atmosphere of emissions of
SO2 from industrialized areas could increase the
acidity of rains and cause in turn raised acidity,

in inland waters and soils far away from the area
concerned. The WMO network of regional stations,
to monitor background air pollution may ultimately
provide data suitable for investigations of such
regionalaklispersion of pollutants.

11. Climatology"must also play an important
reie in planning the appropriate use of land in

2

-1)

,r) ca

relation to air pollution Jm eteorologictal potential.
In planning cities, indu's'trialization, agricultural
activities Snd resort areas, it is fssential to es-
tablish in advance, by means of cAmatologic.al
data for relevant meteorological pat'-arneters,
thebprobabilities for air pollution t000cCur taking
into consideration eWsion factors as well as
topographical and othlr local conditions. Clima-
tologists in meteorological serviceehave been
urged to take on such investigations and a rap-
porteur of the Commis&ion for Special Prpplica-
tions of Meteorology and Climatology is now phe-
paring international guidelineS on the eahnives
to be applied in such investigations as well
listing those meteorological parameters which
need climatological treat?nent.

12. Finally, in discussing possible conse-
ccuences of air pollution it should not be forgotten
that effects of air pollution could ha.4e a consid-
eRble impact on agricultural activities. 'A WMO
Tfianical Note No. 96"- Air pollutants, meteoro-
logy and plant injury- points to the established
damage ,to ,p1 is of air pollutants and the very A,
close relationships between air pollution and the
world's food supply are also discussed.

/13. At present WMO is currently engaged
in.-various studies related to atmospheric pollu-
tion. A WMO Executive Committee Panel of Ex-
perts on Meteorological Aspects of Atmospheric
Pollution has been entrusted with this task.
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ICSU ACTIVITIES

Paper presented'by the International Council
of Scientific Unions

.4

The International Council pf Scientific Unions has
ieveralgioups which are involved in the environ
mental'aspects of education and training of en,
gineers. The Committee on the Teaching of Sci-
ence orgini:pd, in collabOration with Mese°, a
Conference on Integrated Teaching of Science in
Maryland 001973, which was concerned with teach-
ing science for today's and tomorrow's society.
The Conference was essentially con :Owned with
the development of teaching methodology and cur-
ricula, the use of which woulddeVelop scientific if
attitudes for- yam ihdeciialen.mliking, give an in-
dication of the impacrof actence and technology
on society and of the impett of man on science,
technology and hie environment. Part of any ouch
integrated teaching would involvealeveloping a
student's awareness of the environment in which

"he lives and of the ways, both detrimental and
beneficial, In which man is _modifying it.

The Scientific. Committee on Problems of the
Environment (SCOPE) le developing a programme
which will advance knowledge of the influence of
human activities upon the environment and the ef-
fects of the .revulting changes on human health and
welfare. The subject.areas of primary interest
to the meeting are rational management of natural
resources: simulation modelling: environmental
educations and iraining. SCOPE is also examin-
ing the possibillities of establishing an .environmeri-
tal impact assessment system, The assessment
'Would identify the activities responsible for the
impacts and the impact Peceivers, both natural

d man-modified. A recent workshop dealt

, specifically with the principles and methodology of
environmental impact assessment.

. SCOPE Report 2, "Man-made lakes a: modi-
fied ecosystems", ie a case study of human ex
perience-in major ecosystem modification using

!man-made lakes as an example. This study pro-
vides an excellent ill*at ration of the
'effects of a, major engineering development, an
includes 'conaideration of such effects on the
earth's .crust, on the biology oftthe water masses
both behind and below the dam on the hydrology,
on the meteorology, on the people, affected, on
public health, and so on. The report also, makes
some suggestions with regard to the requisites
for modelling.

The. environmental aspects of education and
training of engineers coulibe improved by the use
Of a series of such case studies covering the ma-
jor types of important engineering-works such as
dams, harbours, air fields, urban complexes,
transport systems,. etc. These case studies could
biused in cpursee and seminars, could form the
base for practical studies iri workshops, and could
be graded in complexity so as to meet the educa-
tional needs of high School-and university studen
managers and policy makers. ''

It is suggestpd that the publication of appr
prjate case studies, both prior to.and after c
pletion.of the construction, An the most freq enUy
read engineering journals, including detail of the
tyRes of experts that might be itivolvd w d draw
attention to the multidisciplinary req1iir mental of
such cake studies. .



THF,TECHNOLOCY OF 1NVIRONNIENT:
TH,E: ENVITI,ONMENT 014 TtiCHNOLOCY

'Au by
Dt. 'Malu wa Kalenga
National University Of Zaire. -
.Kinshasa, Zaire
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INTRODUCTION

'For a numheriof decades now the moder'n world
has been engaged in a process of scientific and
technological transformation, the pace of which
increases from day to day.

Because of their effectiveness, science and
'technology are opening up vast fields for human
endeavour while others, as yet unsuspected, are
still to be revealed.

The progress of science and technology had,
however, been the result up to now of extremely
piecemeal decisions, of a more or lesthaphazard
kInd,Ind largely taken in ignorance of their real
import. To a great extent, these decisions have
been based, "furthermore, on yery.,,summaryaims
of subsistenceor dominatioh.! The eicombination
of these two fatts has ended by bringing about
changes that in ninny sectors.today are seen to
be catastrophic. This is the case in partibulart
of the impact of industrialization on the environ-
ment. We see the in easing apparition of flagrant
symptoms of overstrain in the mechanisms for re-
newing the resoiirceanf the biosphere symptoms,
which point to the occurrence of irreparable!)
damage. .

The rate at Which tropical forests are die-
appearing;, for example, has become such that

almost total'elimination in' relativelyfew years'
time is easily imaginable. The spreading of *e
desert by inappropriate tilling and grazing poli-
cies, coupled with extremely adverse climatic
conditions, is condemning an increasingly large
proportion of the African population in the Sahel
zones to famine and death. The vast urban ag-
glomerations are faced with pollution problems
that are rapidly becoming intolerable: air pollu-
tionithro4h carbon monoxide, mainly caused by
road transport; noise pollution from the same
source; pollution produced by the excessive con-
centratioq of electro- magnetic waves resulting in
the undetirable overheating-of living cells, etc.

Water resources are another main cause fpr
concern. The harnessing orsuch resources 139'
the construction of great 1ains has brought about.
changes which are sometimes disastrous to the
ecosystems of the environments in Which they
have been sited, The 'systematin and thoughtless

. flimposal of human waste in inland water witHrno

c.

outlets has led not only to deterioration in the
qualify of water for domestic use but also to dis-
appearance of the animal and vegetable species
whaicr.hshave developed in them for thousands of

There are endless examples which all point
to the accelerated decline in the quality of the en-
vironment.. We are thus faced by this paradox
that it is in fact, the iniroduction of science and
technology in the social, political and economic
life of thenations, aimed at improving the quality
of life, that is largely responsible for its
deterioration.

In order to destroy this vicious circle, part
of the research and development effort - a still
modest proportion - is being devoted today to
remedying the disastrous effects of industrializa-
tion. The "technology of the environment" is
making praiseworthy progress, which reflects
the concern of the world community for a more
human way of life. Quantitative gro'wth is being
replaced to an increasing extent by'growth of a
more qualitative kind..

In order to speedup this movement, the Uni-
ted Nations Conference on the Human Environ-
ment, held in Stockholm in June 1972, stressed'

/the need to Make the "decision - makers" aware -

of the problems of the quality of the environment.
Amohg, suc decision-makers are scientists and
more especially; engineers who should be associa>
ted-more effectively in this movement in defence
of the environment, not mereay'by inviting their
assistance in the development of new techniques
for the restoration of the environment, but by .

leadingthern to fresh thinking on science and '
technology fn the light 'of the 'impact that they
may have on the environment, This is what may;
be termed "the environment of technology", ,

There is no doubt that if the guiding of de:
velopment by science is to be more productiVe
in improving the "quality of life ", the whole of
society must lend its assistance. But engineers

pear responsibility of,a special kind.
Among the university-trained executives re-

quired by the national production machine, the
engineer holds/ in fact, an important place in

0

modern society. In the factory where he wotks, 3

in the society to which he belongs, he represents

8
pule of the main 'points of ,impaet of scientific
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and technological' trans'toniatinn on the national
substratum. .

Because of the concentration of science and
technology that he makes possible, the engineer
affects - or can affect - the structures and tech-
niques used in decisive fashion so-as to give them
.A'reater effectiveness and operative force within
the context of the new general aims that the world
community is beginning to assign itself.

1 This irrdicates die- great importance ,of the
a part which environmental problems should play

in the training of the engineer. '
This part obviously varies according to the

stage of development reached by the country which
the engineer is called upon to serve, but it cannot.'
be dispensed with altogether. Indeed; altholugh
it is obvious that in many under - equipped coun-
tries thi4 immediate problems - virtually of sur-
vival - must necessarily occupy the economic
planners to a far greater extent, so that protection
of the environment takes very much lower priorg&ty,
it'.is elect none theess that decisions Laken iloth
within national frontiers and oetside them can de-
cisively affect the ecological situation in the country
3.nd, ultimately, its very survival.

Conflict has often existed in the past, more -
over,.between short -terra and long- term interests.
Survival today may thus very well mean tomorrow's
destruction. It is therefore important, even in
situations of scarcity, Tii.at ecological factors
should be fully appreciated and taken into consid-
eration in the application of technology.

" The case of the East African high plateaux
can serve as example. The great population den-
sity in Kenya, Ethiopia, Uganda and, to a lesser
extent, Tanzania heti resulted in oN"er- utilization
of the land with a marked influence on the vegeta-

: tion of the high plateaux lying at an altitude of
over 1, 500 metres. The demands of agriculture
have led to the destruction of the rain forests in
the mountains, resulting in the reduction of water
resources. This reduction hastens the deforesta-
tion process.and even the disappearance of the
neighbOuring savannah, transforming these re-
gions into deserts. '

Even praiseworthy attempts at supplying the
semi-arid regions with water have the effect of

... destroying the productive capacity of the environ-
ment and of extending the desert. The installation
of a water supply attracts rural populations and
doinestic animals. The grazing land, always
meagre, cannot provide for this inrush. It die- A
appears through overgrazing

The disappearance of forests and other moun-
tain vegetation has repercussions on the valleys
and the plains. Watersheds are destroyed, bring-
ing-about soil erosion and the drying up of springs.
River discharge is changed, causing erosion of
the banks, deterioration in soil fertilit , adverse
sedimentation in streams, lakes and seas. and,
ultimately, the destruction of aquatic life.

i This example is sufficient to demonstrate
the marked interdependence of development de-
cisions and the impact that _they may hakteon the
environment and, ultimately, on the very future
of the community invdlved. .
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ff.) *THE INTEELI.:CTITAL 'TRAINING OF THE -"
11.INGINE ER !N. Tiff.; BONMENT SECTOR

But how car we translate titse subjets of concern
to the world community Into terms of a cbherent
training programme in polytechnical faculties?

It must be recognized, at the outset, that
the engineering student's training i cif necessity -
closely related to the stage of development reaclied
by the country he 'is to serve.

As the situation varies enormously between
one-country and another and as no country follows
exactly the same stages in its economic develop-
ment as the others that have preceded it, it can
be easily appreciated that the same disparity is
bound to be reflected in the training provided to'

. engineers throughout the world, a d alsO in tlje
G.hanges that occur in this respe, t; /

But as each country passes through a Series.
of successive stages which are imilar or analo-
gous to those through which oth r countries have
passed, we can see that it step d be possible to
trace an affinity between the different types of
training which will lead too t e establishment of
certain' basic guiding principle, serving as corn-
mon denominators,

. In regard more especially to the environment
and its protection, we hive, at the outset, to ap-
proach this from the two angles mentioned above:
the restoration of the environment by the elimina-
tion of pollutants, and the "cleaning-up" of tech-
nology itself so that it may become non-\polluting.
This,,is the distinction that we have bouitit out-
in the title of our paper when referring to the
technology of the environment as opposed to the
environment of technolggy. t., .

'the second approach lends itself more readily
to the establishment of a common denominator
between the various training programmes pro-
vided in polytechnical fachnies.

The "cleaning-up" of technology must begin
by a clear definition of the harmful effects of its
use. This point of view is seldom'brought out
when teaching a technique, save perhaps in medi-
cal and pharmaceutical schools. A notable ex-
ception, however,. is nuclear energy._ Technical
training in this field invariably devotes consider-
able atkention to Protection against radiation. .

The first thing, then, is to urge that teachers
deal systematically with this important aspect of
the technical-manipulation of the environment.

Needless to say, universities should join to-
gether iti a sustained research effort aimed at
theIslevelopment of techniques with as 'little pol-
lution potential as possible.

The wtechnology of the environment" approach
lends itself less readily to the establishment of
a corn/non denominator except, perhaps, as far
as the listing of the sectors involved is concerned.
These.can be tentatively set out as follows;

(a) Water resources: development for domes-
tic, industrial and agricultural use; treatment
and distribution;sewers, flood co trol; develop-
ment of monitoring techniques. " .

(b) Management of industrial and hurn4
awaste: recycling; storage. ft.

(c) Air pollution: monitoring and control of
pollution; industrial hygiene.
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(e) Flora..
(f) .Land-use management.

1U. THE CASE OF THE REPUBLIC OF ZAIRE

The National Executive Council (Government) of
the Republic of Zaire has been concerned with
environmental problems frorr a very early date.
Indeed, several national parks date back to the
colonial period. The aim in view is to set aside
10% of the national 'territory as parks.

In Zaire there is, in addition, 'a National ir-
Stitute for the Conservation of Nature (I. C. N.)
which is responsible for watching over the environ-
ment. The Ordinance establishing this institute
contains, inter alia, the followiritprovisions:
"The I. N. C. N. is responsible for carrying out
all studies or research into problems of the hu-
man environment such as deforestation, air and
water pollution, impairment of sites and erosion.

It shall provide detailed guidance on any in-
dustrialization or development project likely to
improve or impair the human environment.

For this purpose it shall be notified of the
project, at least six monthsipritir to execution."

Specifically as regards training in environ-
mental techniques, it is planned to establishnext
year at the National University of Zaire (UNAZA-
Kinshasa Campus) a degree course in environ-
mental management with the following curriculum:

fa) For graduates in economics, law, civil
engineering, medicine and pharmacy

1. Compulsory subjects

General biology, general ecology and quanti-
tative ecology (mathematical method in ecology);
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geography of Zaire and of Africa; principles of
soil science, climatology and hydrology; legisla-
tion in regard to the environment; ecological pa-
thology (human influence on the environment and
its consequences); management of the environment
and rational use of resources.

2. Optional subjects
v.

Hygiene and public health; epidemiology;
principles of sociology and economics; animal
and plant taxonomy; rudiments of data processing;
town planning; principles of hydrobiology; carto-
graphy and interpretation of aerialphOtographs;'
demography; principles of microbiology; agricul-
ture and economic development.,

(b) For graduates in biology and chemistry

1. Compulsory subjects

General and quantitative ecology; further
studies in physical geography; climatology; hy-
drology;.-soil science; ecological pathology; prin-
ciples of economics, sociology and legislation in
regard to the environment; hygiene and public
health; epidemiology; rudiments of town planning;
rudiments of demography.

2. Optional subjects

Special aspects of animal and plant taxonomy;
rudiments of data processing; further studies in
animal and plant physiology; cartography and inter-
pretation of aerial photographs; further studies
in microbiology; ecology of land and water eco-
systems.

0
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OPTIONS FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION

by
Mr. Hidemitsu Kawakami,
University of Tokyo -.'

I. BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE REFORM
OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION

1. Throughout the various fields Rf engineer-
ing, enginetelkthg education has been placing too
much emphasis on the goal of building things ef-
ficiently. From now on, we must also train en-
gineers with an eye toward recognizing and ap-
praising the natural influences and, social signi-
ficance that the results of the application of
engineering create. Training in the proper ways
of preserving and restoring the social and environ-
mental systems is necessary in all fields of en-
gineering education; the environmental problem
is not the technical subject of a special discipline.

2. Dangers to the environment are contin-
ually 'emerging anewi It is nbt merely modern
development that leads to the destruction of the
environment, but evethe measures taken for en-
vironmental protection,, as in the case of river'
basins, can create new problems. Consequently,
as a goal for engineering education, it is impor-
tant to impart on students an attitude of evaluating
one's engineering proposals in terms of the en-
vironmental system without adhering ,to precon-
ceived ideas.

3. The environmental problem is not simply
the ;destruction and spoilage of nature, but also
encompasses a complex system which is interre-
lated to the ruination of cultural assets, qualitative
changes in communities: ania revolution in land
utilization, etc. Hence, it is necessary to take
an interdisciplinary approach to education and re-
search on environmental problems in order to ob-
tain a comprehensive view.

4." All engineering activities exert an influ-
ence on regional society, and the environmental
problems .also exists on the regional level. Thus,
in terms of the content of engineering education,
we must strengthen re0onal studies-by promot-
ing interdisciplinary Veining that will foster a
comprehensive perspective of"the situation.

4
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I. In order to deepen students' awareness

tar environmental 'problems end toonitivate their

I.:1)11C A'r I()N
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ability to comprehend the conditions restricting
the application of engineering, the following topics
should be treated in classes and open lectures
for upper, classmen: cartography, geology, geo-
morphology, ecology, aerial studies-, safety en-
gineering, and disaster prevention.

2. We must strengthen educational pro- 1

grammes on environmental problems closelyre-
lated to established departmental curricula. For
example, itis essential to deba and have course
offerings on ecology and di ster prevention
in departments of civil eng eering, mineral-
development engineering, an ity planning; and
on industrial waste disposal and the prevention,
of air and water: pollution in'clepartments of ap-

,0plied chemistry and metallurgy.
3. Various departments are already revising -

their cOurses on the environmental problem, and
students from other disciplines vvhp have an in-
terest insuch matters arerstructuring their pro-
grammes so they can,attend these classes.

4. We must establish separate departments,
such as sanitary engineering, in those fields like
analytical engineering which arevalready estab-
lished but where the, need's of society are great.

111. GRADUATE EDUCATION AND-RESEARCH
-

1. It is- better to treat the environmental as-,.
pect of the education and training of engineers in
graduate school than on the undergraduate level.
The reasons are that:

(a) A comprehensive perspective is neces-
sary in educational programmes on environmen-

.. tal problems and it is better that both the pro-
fessors and students be gathered frOm a number
of different backgrounds.,.

(b) The environmental problem is a new
field of study, and itis important to have a sys-
tem oteducation that will teach students while

, promoting research and to recognize that having
-students do ,research le,:nn important part of

their education.
(c) The result,ofitaking students from all

fields of engineering and training them will have
a broad, favourable affect on each,field in terms

,of the environmental problem..
2. At thiFf point, 1 would like to introduce



the outline of "The scheme for the establishment
of a graduate tour e in environmental science",
drawn up at Hokkai o University in 1973, which
goes beyond the con Ines of engineering education
and incorporates an nterdisciplinary approadh in--,
volving the natural, ocial, and humanistic
sciences!!

(i) Basiq principle

This courle is constructed with the aims of pro-
moting the, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
research which is the characteristic of enViron-
mentalscience, and of edilcating appropri-ately
qualified students in this field.

(ii) Organization

With regard to the organization of the course,
many opinions were presented, and the following
two proposals were examined: A. Structure on
the basis of research methodology; B. Structure
on the basis of. research objectives. The follow-
ing four major courses and twenty-three,chairs
were adopted:

A. Environmental structure

1; Basic environmental study: natural his-
tory, history of environmental chafge, biogeo-
graphy, etc.

2. Environmental climatology: physical
chemistry of the atmosphere, urban climate,
climatic change.

3. Earth environment: lim*ology, soil sci-
ence, topographical change, etc.

4/ Ocean environment: coasts,' sea surfaces.
etc.

5. Land ecological systems: ecosystems,
ecological heredity, biochemistry, etc.

6. Sea ecological systems: ecosystems,
ecological-heredity, biochemistry, etc.

B. Social environment

1. Demography: static populations, popula-
tion mobility, etc.

2. Human ecology:' diStribution of settle-
ments, community structures, etc.

3. Environmental medicine: environmental
physiology, adaptation, etc.

4. Environm%ntal pathology: poisoning, pol-
lution diseases, social problems, etc.

5. Social psychology: group consciousness,
° mental hygiene, mass communications, etc.

6. Environmental law: environmental rights,
pollution law, environmental administration, etc.

C. Environmental preservation .

1. Ecological management: biological re-
sources, preservation of speqies, etc.

2. Disasters: natural disasters, disaster
prevention. .,

el ivel

3. Cold-area environment: northern zones -
ihood and products, etc.
4. Landscape: preservation and improve-

ment of landscape, protection of nature, etc. 0,2
161

5. Control of environmental contamination,:
atmosphere, water, soil, living things, etc.

D. Environmental planning

1. Regional plaruing: long-term mierall;
planning, land utilization, urban and rural plan-
ning4, community organization, etc.

2. Environmental transformation: space
and ocean.development, etc.,

3. Resource planning: utilization, manage-
ment, circulation, etc.

4. Environment of daily life social welfare,
educational planning, etc.

5. Location of industry: regional economics,
location theoiy, etc.

6. Environmental systems: system analy-
sis, prediction, etc.

v,

(iii) Manifigern\ent
. -

In regard to the management of the courses, the
following two proposals were examined:

A. In connexion with study, to adopt a "pro-
ject team" method.

B. In connexion with education, to adopt d
common lecture system. -
The following methods were adopted(

A. In each major course, to establish a
common lecture systein, a requirement of which
being compulsory attendance for all, students.

B. For the acquirembnt of credits, to es-
tablish an optional lecture system, and to allow
students to attend lettures outside their special
courses. .

C. Besides the above mentioned, to estab-
lish a "project-team" system (in accordance
with draft X), and to.pronfe flexible research
activities.

° D. To \make it possible for students to pur-
sue interdisqiplinary research through joining
the "projectIteam". ,

(iv) Strengthening programmes for the.
continuing education of practising
engineers'

1. The continuing education of practising
engineers is especially important for integrat-
ing environmental problems into the various
fields of engineering and for giving engineers
new insights..

2. For-that reas n, the first thing that is
necessary is that.pr fessors and researchers
be rereducated by promoting in a poSitive man-

-Tier interdisciplinary research on environmeh-
tal problems. Through joint irsearch, univer-
sities and research institutes can continually
reproduce fresh educational capacities. I would
like to propose as a theme for such joint research
theJ study of regional problenis, on which the ac-
tivities of many of the fields of eiigin-e6ringliave
an influence,

3. At present, univilrsitis have' as their
sten, continuini, education master's pro-,

graninieS, graduate researchers, auditors, and
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special students. There are ..elso seminars that
public and private enterprises conduct. But in.
Japan, despite the many needs of society7Th
present university system is not fully utilized.
The Government's lead is vital in having public
enterprises use the university more for, the con-
tinuing education of their employees.

4. If we were to hypothesize about the con-
tent of continuing education, the establishment
Cira graduate course for this,purpose of at least
two to three years would seem desirable.
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(v) 'Prima y and second: y edudation

The persons who are most concerned about the.,
conditions of regional society; Where the environ-
mental problemc 'are occurring, and who under-
Stand its circumstances are the citizens. Con-
sequently, in ordffir that general citizens may
comprehend environmental problems and if
necessary, increase their ability to study tech-
nical information, we have to strengthen basil
educational pfbgramme,s on environmental prob-,
lems in primary and secondary schools.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN INDIA

by
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The nefed for increasing environmental awareness
at all levels of society has been emphasized in
recent years in recognition of the factiat en-
vironmental 'problems arise largely 'a -lack
of understanding, on the part of decision-*makers,
planners and the lay public, of the complexity of
natural processes. The Stockholm Conference
on the Human. Environment recommended effort,
both national and international, to promote environ-
mental education which was to be "interdi4cipli-
nary in approach encompassing all levels of
education and, directed towards the general pub-
lic". An International COngress on Environmen-
tal Education is soon to be held by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural'Re-
sources (IUCN), in co-operation with Unesco; to
evolve methods to promote education in environ-
mental subjects and ways to incorporate these in-
to the national educational systems..

In India too, such a need is being increas-
ingly realized. The structure.of otir traditional
curricula or.disciplines do not unfortunately pro-
vide the kind of education tkat is needed, although
some courses particularly t'ftise connected with
life sciences of necessity, contain subject matter
which is of relevance to a study of the environ-
ment. A number of institutions are,keen,to re-
orient their teaching? research and training pro-
gramme's to inclu'de a more comprehensive en-
vironmental perspective that will impart the
knowledge and skills required for improvement'
and conservation of the environment.

It is in this context that some suggestion's
arernade below on the.posSible fortns and features
of institutional environmental education,by itself ,

can achieve very little to promote a general aware-.
ness, when the major part of the country's popula-
tion remainsbeyond its scope. But in order to keep,
,the area of consideration more specific the focus ,
has been restricted as mentioned above.

r gducational needs

\, e frAlmcist everything is a
-,.. and thus, almost every

vironmental education.
fic areas of concern,

part of the environment__
subject is relevantto en-i?
Yet, we can define, speci-
which are partiOularly

relevant to our purpose.. These pill, of course,
change from society to society, with, circum-
stances. and with the level of edupation being
considered. The IUCN defines environmental
education as "the process of recognizing values
and clarifying-concepts in order to deVelop the
skills and attitudes that are necessary to under-
stand and appreciate the interrelations among
man, his culture. and his bio-physical surround-
ings'', In simpler terms, environmental educa-
tion is education Habout the environment" that
could be used, among other things; "for the En-
v4ron'inent", i, e. to understand and solve its
problems. This would obviously' require a spec--
trum of knowledge that would go far beyond the
confines of any single conventional discipline of
science or )technologY.°

The education process should help provide-
a comprehensive understanding of hew the natural
world works, of man 's dependence on his natural
environment and resources and of the ways in
which his multifarious activities can preserve
or break those links that support and sustain all
life on earth. Environniental education must,
moreover, Include the social and behavioural
sciences to provide a fuller understanding of the
interactions of man with other men and with
nature. 4 IThe fundampntal need is' for a clear percep-
tion of the inherent properties of the' various
components of the natural environment and the
linkage between them. It is-these linkages which
are often forgotten in the monolithic, discipline-
based departments of our education institutions.
Multidisciplinary courses, textbooks and instruc-
tion materials have to be designed to cover this
deficiency. Activities like conservation and
anti-pollution measures come easily to the pub-
lic mind and there is the danger of these, uh-
doubtedly significant, areas of,study maskinv
the importance, of othenless glamorous aspects
like the problems of population pressure; human
settlements, depletion of resources, etc. This
is particularly true of countries like_India which
share the tremendous environmental problems
of poverty such as rapid population growth,
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inadequacy of urban and rural infrastructure,
health care, nutrition, etc. , together with the
more often highlighted ecological disruption that
results from rapid industrialization.

Despite the general urge for a non- traditional
approach, much can be achieved without any radi-
cal restructuring of the existing educational syst
tern for environmental education or even the es-
tablishment of a'totally separate environmental
discipline in our4 universities.

- The objectives of environmental education
would fit into three broad categories, namely
(i) education for orientation; (ii) education for
specialization and (iii) education,for professional
adaptation.

(i) Education for-orientation: this would be
aimed at creating a general awareness and a sense
of responsibility towards the environment among
the educated. ThiS would hopefully equip them
to judge the effects of actions and policies that
would have a bearing on the environment, In
other words, the curricula for studies should ex-
tend from the primary school stage tcthe college
level and should provide continuous and liberal
inpUt of environmental concerns so that irrespec-
tive of the future career (higher education, voca-
tion,,efc2) a student decides to take up he would
already have a broad but comprehensive under-
standing of the deep interdependence of man rand
His environment.

At the pcimary level the education should
begin with the student's immediate environment
using the environment itself as the- studymetlium
because that is the starting point in developing
his imagination and understanding of the world,
At the subsequent levels, environmeptal elements
could peAaps'reinforce already existing subjects
such as nature shies, geography, civics, etc.,
keeping in mind the interdisciplinary'nature of

ed lessons,enmporimental concerns. W,e11,sle,
demonstrations, open air classes, ex rsions,
i!tc.,%sliouldi-be planned in an integrat danner
and courses should be preferably.far r oved .

from the large doses of "book knowledge" that '
has become the staple diet of present day educa-
tion. Audio-visual and other aids, quizzes, de-
bates, essay competitions etc. , would be helpful
for the -purpose.

Some suggested course- content for different
levels of the orientation education are given on
page 108.

(ii) Educati n for specialization: at the,
graduate. and p st-graduate levels, educatip is
largely career-oriented. 0,ki1any of these courses
'have to de with fields of profession that have di-
ect 'influence on the quality of the environment;

e. g. agronomy, engineering, industrial manage-
ment, town and country planning, mining, etc.,

At these levels education should provide a
clear perception'of the relationship of each 'fkeld
to the environment and the kinliso of problems that
r:dirld.arise from the associated praaices - the
knoWledge that may only have' ejri generates) in
reeen't years. This ohviotisly means that estab-
fished results of researeh should be constantly
used to mOdify-and enhance outdatild techniques
rind method's. In instilling the problem solving

capacity into students they have- to be made aWare
of how to make comparative assessments of en-
vironmental damage that can result from various
courses of action (involved not only with the basic
discipline but also with its sister disciplines) and
hop to make the appropriate choice best suited to
the prevailing local conditions and constraints.

Besides class-lectures, emphasis may be
given to project based course-work, case studies,
vocational training, information seminars, etc.
The possible eVironmental content for some
courses are outlined on page 108.

Education for professional adaptation:
this is to provide 'occupational training to in- service
people who are by prbfession directly or indirectly
involved with environmental concerns. Such people
would include:

1, Professionals such as engineers, archi-
tects, settlement planners, agronomists, hydrol-
ogists, conservators, etc. , who act,directlyupon
the environment.

'2. Prolessionals such as economists, sociol-
ogists, development planners, lawyers, adminis-
trators arid other decision-makers whose functions_
involVe them in indirect actions on the environment,

3, Teachers, community educators, science-
writers, etc. , who are instrumental in generating
environmental awareness among people.

Such training could be imparted through suit-
able designed short appreciation/refresher courses,
seminars, workshops, etc. The content and dura-
tion of such programmes would be determined by
the nature and purpose of training.

The introduction of programmes of this kind
would require some preparation in curriculum de-
velopment, organizational changes, devising and
testing the materials and methods, training of
teachers,- etc. , bUt should begin immediately to
meet the pressing requirements. Such special
short prograinm'es may be organized in a few
selected educational institutions of the country
whole some basic environment - related studies
are already well established. It would'also be
useful to form compokent interdisciplinary train-.
ing- groups conlxvising edueatort; and specIts'
in' those institutioYS to conduct such program' es.
A few institutions, for. example, are suggested
below: _

Core subject area
1. Biological sciences

and ecology

2. Itumakties and so-
cial sciences

3. QuarAitative ecology
and en:vironmentrics

4. Environmental plan-.
nine and engineering
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Institutions
14Madurai University;

Benares Hindu University;
Delhi University
'Jawaharlad Nehru Univer-
sity; RombayUniversity;
Gokhale Institute of
tics IL. Economics, Nona
Indian Statistics Institute

School of Planning and A r-
chifectu're, Delhi; ,IIT,
Kanjhir; Jadavpur Univer-
sity; College of Engineer-
ing; Guindy
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Resource
management

I

1

JIT, Delhi; Indian SChoolOf
Mines, Dhanbad; ForesRe,
search Institute, Dehradun;
Soil Conservation Research
Dehradun; Indian Photointer-,
pretation Institute (Srvey of
India) Dehradun.

,
condition and regulate the environment of human
settlements, /the need for a new kind of engineer-

,,ing is rapidly emerging.. Env.ironinental entineer- :
ning has to conern itself from now on with the pro,

ection and conservation of the human environment.
It cannot be restricted only to controlling environ-
mental nuisance and hazards from the health point
of view but -should alsOprovide man with the most
favourable environment possible. More emphasis
on rational developmental planning as a way to im.- ,

prove the environment- to have one's cake and
eat it too! '

With these obje
for environmental en
"systerrl' and "resource" approach, since ultimately
it is environmental systems and resources which
govermthe "qualitY of life". An environmental -en
gineer must visualize the human environment as
a whole and 'not in unconnected parts. To under- -t

stand the far-reaching implications of a particular,
develoPment he should ppssess a',fair owledgg g''_

IS%

about biology, ecology and related subje is in- ad-
dition to.tectinical skills. .

Therefore; besides'including sibjec s related
to environmental sanitation and health, environ-
mental engineering should "also be directed, to focus
on problems of human settlements (both urban and
rural), 6. g. overpopulation, congestion, Blume,
urban blight, noise etc. , and should a so deal w
environmental aspects of development_ ojects,
water resources, location of industries and citi
structuring of activities within a cityt, transport-
systems, recreational facilities,. etc. The exist -
ing course needs to be ariciently broadened to
cover these' areas and the training programme
should involve applicationof modern techqques
of systems,analysis, organizational and Manage-
ment techniques, etc.. 'Though the human environ-
ment may differ to a certain degree depending on
the state of local development and other special
characteristics, the basic requirements for such
education would remain universal.

1 Some suggested course-content for post-
graduate studies (master's degree) are provided
on page 109.

Conclusion

Educational needs for environmental engineers

Though engineering has many and varied inter-
actions with the environment, present engineer-
ing education reflects Phis only minimally. Tra-
ditionally, the. training of engin;eers 'has been
designed to resolve immediate problems without,
much concern about thelong-range consequences
of their actions. As a result, short-sighted use
of technology,. to cure immediate ills,as often
been the cause of.much gfeater environmental
problems. These considerations becoi'ne most
significant-in the activities of thOse who are re
quired to manage human settlements and quality
of their environment, namely, the environmental
engineers. .).

Environmental. Health Engineering is essen-
. tially an outgrowth of. sanitar3, engineering which'

primarily deals with the needs of municipal sani -
tation., This field haS traditionally been "disease -
oriented" and concerned with publicrwater supply
and waste disposal. Within the present limited
areas of 'ooncern, sanitary engineering has .emi-
nently succeeded in mitigating communicable
diseases, but halt been unable to include work on
the broader implications of environmental actfon
and has oftencreated new problems in the very
act of solving others. These have included water
pollution problernitO by disposal of solid wastes,
pesticide pollution in eradicating disease vectors
and so on. Needless to .say, it was unprepared
to tackle the new problems arising out of the
present radical tiansformation of man's material.
environment, The first full- fledged diploma
course on sanitary engine,ering was introduced in
India in the All India Institute of Hygiene and Pub-
lic HealitINAIIIIpH) as earlyas in 1938. Subset
quently, a Post:- graduate cdu rs e leading to degree

, of Master of Engineering (Public Health) was al-
so introduced, in 1948, in the same Institution'
which was first of its kind in South East-Asia.

However, to meet the changing needs of so..
ciety the curriculum of sanitary engineering has
of late,been greatly modified to include subjects
like solid waste management, industrial waste
treatment, water and air pollution, environmen-
.tal hygiene, rural sanitation, etc. Until recently
the training was mainly confined to the 'under-
graduate level as 'a part of the course on civil en-

..gineering., But now a number of Inipan universi-
ties offer a master's degree and are well- equipped
with research facilities in this field. A general
qutline of the exiting courses for undergraduate
and postgraduate studies (master's degree) is
shown on page 109. eft

With the emergence of the modern concept of
"environmental design and management" which''
essentially involves the integrated expertise of
planners, architects and engineers who ultimately

ves in view, the education
neers should be based on

5

Introduction of environmental education into our
educational programmes is already overdue. Our
institutions have to address themselves to fulfil
this need. This requires the formulation of rele-
vant policy guidelines and strategie and also\ de-
velopment of necessary methodology and study ma=
terials. Much is expected to emerge from the
forthcoming World Congress on Environmental
Education. Meanwhile we must evol3e an approach

. which will allow us on the one hand ,,to use our
present educational systems, ansl on the other, to
develop new institutions and methods. All the
while we must remember that solutions to the
problems of be environment and those for the
problems, of development can and 'do go hand in
hand.

This will require participation of expert edu-
cators,.education planners and environmental sci-

`. entists for exchange of views. In Order to achieve

rah
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this, we, in India, are considering the formation
of a competent advisory group comprising of rep-
resentatives from universities, environmental

health engineers, ecologists, planners, sociolo-
gists, engineering project mangers, systeins
engineers, in the Office of Environmental Plan-
ning and Co-ordination of the Department of

Science and Techndlogy. The promotion of environ-
mental education is one of the major areas
envisaged in the'proposed "Environmental R&D
Programme" under the "Science and Technology
Plan" proposed by the Depiirtment of Science and
Technology during the period 1974-1979.

Annexiire I

Environmental studies-for orientation some.suggested subjects

1. Primary school level

(1) Earth Science (meaning of earth and man's record on it).
(ii) Nature and Natural !Resources.
(iii) Need for Air, Water and Energy,
(iv) The Process of Living.'

2. , Secondary school level

(i) Outlines of Ecology"'
(ii) Human Geography (human societies and settlements).
(iii) Resourcesand Wastes.
(iv) Outlines of Environmental Conservation.
(v.) Society and the Environment.

3. Intermediate college level

(1) Concepts of Environmental Systems Methodology and Resources Management.
(11) Sdcio-Economic and Cultural Aspects of Environme>rtal Protection.

Annexure II
-

Suggested course content" for environmental studies at advan ed level (non-engineering courses)

1.

Discipline

Bio- sciences:

c

Z. Social sciences:

. Geo- sciences:

4. Medical'sciences:

1.

Course suggestion

System Ecology;"Comparative Ecolbgy; Bio-
Energetics and Bio-Chemistry; Environmental
Physiology; Plant and Animal Ecology; Pollution
Ecology.

Human Ecology; Sotiot Economic Development and
Environment; Society,. Environment and Psycho-
dynamic Processps; Human Geography and Popu-
lation Dynamics; Human Problems as related to
Environment; Sociology of Urban and Rura14ettle-
ments; Urbanology; En onmental Legislation and
4dministration; ECOn ics of EnVIronmental
Protection.

Systems Ecology; Environmental Geology; Natural
Resources and Environmental Conservation;
Meteorology and Climatology; Geomorphology,-
Hydrology; Economic Resource Allocation and
Utilization; Development arid Environb. ment' Popu-
lation and Human Settlements.

Human Ecology and Environmental-Health; Ecology
of Drugs; Enyironmenta.3 Pollution and

f Pollutants and PollttiOn of Air, Soil
anti Wate ; Effects of Pollution; Noise and Radio-
logical th.



Discipline

Agricultural sciences:

Course suggestion
1 , . .

Systems Ecology; Agr4 o--Ecosysterns; Soil Pro,per-
ties and Nutrient Transfer; Soil Management Etna

P Crop Production; ecology of Herbicides and Pesti-
e,ides; Plant Protection; Plants Of Enviroftmental
Significance;,Land--Use; Forestry;Zish.and Game
Conservation.

.20.".4,.,
Annexure /II
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Existing courses of sanitary engineering

1. Undergraduate studies for civil engineers

(i) Pre-final year (compulsory)

Sanitary engineering:

(ii) Fital year (elective group):

1. Public Health Engineering

2. Advanced 'Sanitary Engineering

t #

Water supply-and sewerage
ciples and practices.

,60 41.

engineering - broad
s
Prin-

41,1,

Principles of biology, bacteriolOgy and parasitology;
Communiclible diseaties; Host-parasites relationships;
Environmental health. .

Water quality( chemistry and biology); Asses sVent of /
yitater quan.titylnti quality demands; Major unit opera-
tionsliiiroTfied in the tiettmept of ,water- and waste!
*ter.

. Post-graduate leVing to master's degree,.

(i) Major grim!) (all su. sory :

1.- Water eatm)nt and supply - advance&
2. Waste' water engineering - advanced
3. Solid altes and gaseous waste's engineering
4. Ind tri M. waste treatment
5. cess system engineering

(ii) Mi r group (any two subje'cts):

0
tr

4

Sanitary bio- chemistry
Sanitdry biology and macrobio

3. Environmental hygiene
4. Material science
5. Higher mathematics

(MY Ancillary group (any, pne

gY

1. Foundation engineering
2. Structyral mechanics and concrete
3. Public health administration

(iv) Special problem - course work on 'a seleAted problem
41.

(v)` Thesis - baseli on r search on a selected tOpic.
1 1-.... ?.

Annexure IV '1.;

,

.

environmentalSuggegted course`forfor nvironmental engineering for post - graduate studies
't$4,

Background paper: Aspec s of hImEtn environment as rep:tied to, s'ocio-economic
deve opment; Human geography and populatiop dynamics;.,

/ 'N Hu ° an ecology; Natural resources - economic Ed*oCatio itnid.

/ ut ization; Quantitative ecology and concepte of environ etrics
terns- analysis. _0. _....,--L,_....,,I .:A

.



AMINIMIN

Human settlements; Urban and countryside - location, form, structure a d func-
tionar aspects; Environmental nequirements in hums settle-
ments (urban and rural); Land-use planning and environmental
design; Housing and working environment; Transportation and
recreational services; Solid waste Management; Environmental
conservation.

WO kvironmentyhygiene: Environment and community health; Communicable disease
t and vector control; Occupational health and industrial hygiene;

Environmental 'sanitation with special reference to air, water;

/ soil, food quality and pollution by pesticide, noise and radio-
active substances; Public health practice, and social discipline.

(iv) Water quality management: Water resources - management for multiple uses; Hydrology
..

of Surface and groundwater; water quality analysis (physical,
chemical and biological); assessment of quantity and quality
demands; design of water and waste-water facilities; water
and waste-water treatment.methods; Industrial water supply;
industrial waste treatment; limnology and water' pollution.

. .
(v) Atmospheric environment; Meteorology and climatology; Chemistry of air pollution; Air

pollutants - sources, transport phenomena; reEkctions and effects;
Aromatic by-products,of combustion; interrelktionships of pol-
lutants and air pollution; Bioassay of air-polltitants; pollution
cOntrol technology; economics of pollution control, noise °
'abatement, .

s
4

..(vi) Environmental management; National environmental policy; Management of resources; En -
. vironmental administration; Intel-national environmental acti -.

vities; Planning and development of resource system.
I ,.

-(vii) In addition , there should be a special problem for coach work and a thesis .in partial fulfilment
of the requirement for the master's degree as at present.
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CONCEPTION FOR STUDY OF Elm noNmpwr
CHANCING BY MAN AND TRAINING SPECIALISTS
IN THE SOVIET UNION

by
Ryabchikov,

and
I. I. Bondarenko,§

TechnologyundW

Moscow State University

tate 'Committee foriScience and
r the USSR Council of Ministers

o
We share the concern of Uneaco, MAB and other
international organizations for the accelerated
change of the environment by man. We under-
stand the need to study this process and to take
steps fir its slowing down in ordernot to cause
irreversible consequences. We also understand
the sigriificante and the need for training a yotirig
generation of engineers and-scientists to solve
this very acute.and complicated problem. .

But while training-various specialists, writ-
ing textbooks, and planning scientific research in
this field we come across the lack of a general
conceptiOn. We' greatly appreciate efforts ,of the
authors of the MAB Programme as well as the
ideas of "other ecologists, but the environment

,goea,beyond the biosphere! Besides cytoplasm
it inclUdes mineral substances and it also requires
ecologic, socio-economic, technological and
psychological analyses.

..As we know, 'biosphere, lithospherge hydro-_

sphere:11nd atmosphereAre closely connected
by the interchange of. matter and energy and they
present an integral material syste,m in dynamic
equiltbriuin. It is fa semi -,9pen system having
restricted' relations With the earth mantle and
cosmos. We call it geosphere or environment."

At present six energy factors determine this
equilibirum. They are solar energy, gravity,
tectonic 'forces, chemical energy (primarily ,

oxidation arid restoration reactions), biogenetic
energy (photosynthesis, chemosynthesis, energy
of oxidation and food assimilati9n by animals,
reproduction of biomass productivity) and lastly,
the sixth factor -.energy of the worldli industry.

The first five factors, ,developing conjUgately
according to the geological time scale for 3; 5-4
billion years have formed the environment and,
t last, manhimaelf has been created who secre-
d from hominids as early as one billion years
o. When a socially organized man came into

g a new factor: energy of the world industry
urged. This factor has developedin the his-

scale of time and at present has a/tendency
to re ouble every 15 years. Whether dynamic en-
viron ntal equilibrium, which was developed
during g °logical time') isreserved or disturbed
deprnds on the capacity of mankind to organize
production in it broad sense.

Does man adopt new conditions of the my

envirOnment? Naturally, he does,,but its rate,
due to biological laws, lags behind the rate of en-
vironmental changes.

The scope of human activity has become gi-
gantic. Not to exhaust you by the full list of what
materials and in what quantities are discarded in-
'to the environment by the :world industry but we
should Ace to mention a few. Every year, 800
million tons of various metals and almost 60 mil-
lion of (unknoWn in nature) synthetic ,materials are
produced, abov300 r6111ion tons of mineral fer-
tilizers and about 40 million tons of various toxic
chemicals are scattered down in the fields, 8 mil-
liard tone of fuel are burnt, discharging up to- 20'
milliard tons of carbon dioxide and over 1 milliard
time of other solid and gasebuS compOunde, includ-
ing cancerogenic, are thrown out into the atmos-
sphere.- Efficiency of various combustions averageis
33 per cent. Mantises 13 per cent of the fresh
water, 600 milliard tons of which are thrown hack
into rivrs and lakes. Due to_ such a degree of
pollution, its neutralization requires twelvefold
dilution Which is not surprising, taking into ac-
count that modern 4ndustry produces 12 thousond
ef various chemical compounds.

By present forecast, these data.will'enlarge
3 to 4 times by the yefir 2000 in the light Of modern
means of control of environmental, pollution.

Problems arise: for how lonewill natural re-
%sources last, will thd climate change, will environ-

mental equilibrium be distitrbed?
As it can 'be seen from serious scientific

sources, the climate of our planet will nob change
during the next 100 gears and there will not,be
fatal, global deficiency of natural resources,
though it does not exclude regional disproportiOrid:..
A great concern ia Paused by a possibility of die-
turbance of chemical environmental equilibrium

\due to imperfect technology which does not matek
the pOwer of modern industry. /

Disturbance of chemical environmental equili-
brium occurs not only because of heavy losses

while extracting and treating raw 'materials but
also as a result of scattering material during use.
There are no eternal-goods. Technogenic entry of
chemical elements and their compounds.into the
environment which are widely used in industry and
private life, exceeds 107100 times their natural
entry (volRanic processes and rock weathering).
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For example, almost half of 650 million Jons
of reduced iron are,lost during the first year due
to treating. mechanically working, and corrosion.
One-third part of the chemical minerals extracted
is lost in treatment and transportation. lf.Pro-
tective measures are not taken, considering the

NFgrowth of industrial production, then the Content
of iron oxides in soil and sukace waters will be
doubled, lead and zinc compounds will increase
by 10 times; mercury; cadmium, and stroniiurni -
by '100 times etc. .

/.*

And here we come to the deadline. We ha' e
Surprisingly little knowledge of what cha.ng s
chemical elements and compounds might and go
as they are plentifully diffusedin the environment.
For how king hive they been conserved and what
will they come to?' What is the capacity of the en-,-.
vironment to absorb these pollutants? What is
the limit beyond which a catastrophe can follow?
In a phrase, the.problem at circulation, of ,niatter
and energy in the environment J13 to our. regret
not worked out. In case where knowledge of na-
tural circulation and the quantity of additi nal'
growth of industry is-available, it should e pos-
sible to forecast environmental changes.

: We calculated that all over the world n the
e process of extraction, transportationtre tment

and utiliiation almost 50 million tons of o and
its products are lost yearly; this amounts' to per
'cent of the annual extraction. About 15 m ion
tons of the oil and its products mentioned a ve
go into. the ocean, up to 23 million tons of h
carbon, as vapour and gas, enter the atmosp
and 11 million tons of heavy oil products rem
on the land. At a temperature of 20C,oil is o
idized within p. fortnight, at 15°C the procesEi.o
oxidation takes half a month, and at a temperature
of VC half a year. In arctic waters oil remains

.for- years., For instance, in the ChedObaktO Har-
bour, Novi Scotia, Canada,' due to the cold Lab-
rador current, an oil slick has remained for almost
4 years since the catastrophe of the "Arrow"
tanker in 1970 when 16 thousand tons, of oil were .

Poured out. .

One- third of young bights perish under long .

effects of oil. Oysters taken in waters polluted'
by oil have up to 30 micrograms of benz(a)pyren,
100-200 micrograms of chriyien; more thari'300
micrograms Of flouranten and other cancerogenic
hydrocarboni per 5 Kg of sh'elled oysters. Min-
eralization of the oil'poured on the earth crust
occurs, at the!saine rate too., but what happens to
its components in the atmosphere. Unfortunately
we do not yet know.

.

At.present the demand for oil increases by
8 per cent and extraction by 5 percent a year
At'snaha groWth of bil. usage and its present
losses, the latter pay increase twice as much : .

by 1985, and it may create a critical situation
for survival of a n
himself. There ore the development 'of non-

i. umber of biocenoidea and man .

.1

.polltiting'sourceg (solar energy and controlled
therrno-fiticlear syntheses) and a renouncement

' of the burning of organic fuel have.become a vital .
..-condition for survival.

'Coritamination is dangerous forMan, animals,

, . ..

accumulating elements and compounds within them-
, selves, which do, not participate in metabolism.

: The concentration of lead compounds, pesticide
DDT and other toxic substances in plants, and in
the body of animals- and Man exceeds dozens of
times their content in soil, natural .watere'and air.
This toxic matter is found in the mother's milk

. which is passed on to the new generation. Due, to
general.circulation of the atmosphere and water
on the earth, contamination has taken .a global
character. A lot of toxic substances are found in
samples of ice from Gretnland and in the Antarctic
where, certainly nobody scattered them. For the
past 20 years the conoentration of tetra-ethyl-

, lead in ocean waters has inei.eased:tenfold.
Modern means of pollution control, including .

biological; enable one to catch .70 to 80 per cent
of pollutantsinthe laboratory. In practice not
more than 25 per pent of pollutants are caught on
a world-wide scale (65 per cent in the Soviet Union,
about 50 per .cent in the brined States, less than
10 per cent in-the devel4ing countries). The
means of pollution control eteyery expensive yet
(10 to 40 per cent of the overalleoikof enterprises)
and they are not reliableln operation,_ The out-,
standing American economist and ecologist Barry
Commoner has presented a socio-economic aspect
of this problem. *In his opinion, the present con-
flict between man and nature is caused bytheunco-
ordination of private enterprises still dominating
on the earth with-vital social values, such as the.
environment has for mankind. ...

An analytis of concentrations of industrial
wastes shOwe that the atmosphere, soil; and river
waters in the Soviet Union are in average three
times as.clean as in the.United States, Federal
Republic of Germany' and Japan It is sufficient
to compare the air in Moscow and TOkyo or the
watdr of Dnieper and Rhine or Volga and Mississipi
to see the difference.. It is one of the advantages
of socialism.

,

Recently the expenditAres on restoration and
protection of the environment in the Soviet Union
exceeded 2.5 per cent of.the national income, that
is about 8 milliard roubles a year. In the United
States, they amount to 1 per rcent of the national
income or 3.r6-Million dollars. The report of the\,1
United States Council on Eirtiron ental Quality

that(March 1972) states at the equip ing,of 12,000 .

leading enterprises by pollution control facilities:
would take 32 milliard dollars spent over,5 years,
and this in its turn would increase the cost of pro
duction by 2 per cent.. To equip.aU,,the industrial
enter ises with cleaning facilities and to rectil#,--
Vete- jured nature, It would take 10 times as
much, and simultaneously the production cost will
grow. These figures are likely to give some no-

' tion to an American that pollution of the environ-
ment is an inevitable phenomenon.' Is it really the
case? Naturallt, the need for environmental ex!-
penditures on protection, reproduction and recon-
struction of theenvironment in a number of coun-
tries amount to and sometimes exceed national
income. . The time when man, like a child, was
totally provided by nature anditts resources has
passed. He polluted the environment, wasted its

anirplants becpuse organisms are capable of ff .:resources and nature as the mother coped.
r-'



successfully with neturalization of wastes irk order
' to maintain equilibrium of matter and energy cycle

to a certain extent. At present the rate of pollu-
tion has reached, and hi SOme cases exceeded,
the rates'of their natural decay. hence, we ob-
serve such a great degree of pollution and degrada-
tion of the environment that it neecis,large funds
for its recultivation and reconstruction.

,What are the ways to overcoipe this crisis
without lowering the,production growth and living '

standards of a numerically increasing population.
To overcome this crisis in the interrelation%

betv'veen man and environment over the whole plrane't
with countries of different socio- economic struc-
tures there is oo other sensible way out but to ,
put an'end to the arms race. The restriction of
arms, and particularly strategic disarmament,.
will make it possible to save annually, at least,
125 milliard dollars whit r present only half of,
all military expenditures oughout the world,
andto use them for raising he economy of devel-
oping countries, for the control pf population
growth, Yor the improvement of cleansing facili-
ties, for the promotion of search for new non-
polluting.sources of energy, and as'a strategic
task to transform gradually industry into recycling,
"dry" technology and an industry 'without by-
products,

These are the main conceptions about the
interrelation of man and the environment of which
we inform our students. The, process of training
and teaching the specialists, including various
engineers: chemists, metallurgists, ,etc.; in the
fundaments of environment protection has three
trends in the Soviet Higher Schools.'

T. The creation of special departments "Pro-
tection of Natu're" at biological and geographical
faculties. Thdy are few inolumber.. Such depart-
ments were organized in Kazan and Tomsk Uni-
versities; and similar departments were opened
in Irkutsk and Rostov Universities this year:.
Specialist- ecologists trained at these departments.
work mainly at natural reserves and at some

.planning organizations. However, experience
shows that ,if it is basy to train a specialist,to
work at a natural reservd (buVthey are not in
great demand) it is extremely difficult to train
such an ecologist who will be experienced in num-
erous branches of modern industry.

Thus, there exists another way it is ob-
ligatory to deliver lectures on the fundamentals
of environmehtal protection to future-engineers
at universities, polytechnical, technological and
other institutes whose graduates will deal with
the utilization of natural resources, or with ex-
plbitation of territory and water areas.

Such courses under different names are in-
)

eluded now in educational programmes of almost
all universities and institutes. In particular at

the Moscow State University at the Faculty of
Geography, Professol. A. M. Riabchikov delivers
a course, which takes 70 hours, to all the Students.
It is callecjyVChanging of Environment bye Ind yt I

and Prof ssor T. V. Zvonkova delivers eatult
oYi "Bases of Geographical Forecast" at anetary
and regional aspects.

A course entitled "Economic Ba 'es' of
Rational Use of Natural Resources and I nviron-
mental Protection" is delivered at the E onomic
Faculty of the Moscow State University. At some
faculties the course "Interaction of Man and Bio-
sphere" is given. As you know, the ma ter is not
in the name but in.the essence. -The co rse of
lectures is interesting and useful only w ien the
professor solves problems together ith his
students., With this purpdse, scientific abora-

^tories on this topic were organized in a umbe,r
of Soviet dniver'sitids and institutes. A pecial
scientific counciloco-ordinate scientific subjects,
and it can finance,,ttem.

III. Howeven, no matter how impo i tant are
the courses on. environmental' prptectiOri, rational
use of natural resources, and their eco
uation, this training is not sufficient for s .ecialists
employed in modern industry. Thus, th- system

tof Soviet higher edtication has a third 1 vel of
training specialists by means of special courses
and seMinars. According to the solutio from the
Higher Education Ministry College ever profes-
sor delivering special courses, foi- example, on
chemical technology, metallurgy, mining,' agri-
culture, use of water etc. ,' must pierce them with
idea*,and methods of environmental prOtection.
Some lecturers consider these problems in a spe-
cligl,aection of the course. Architects think of
how to arrange a complex of constructions on a
definite landscape, to retain its natural appearance. 4,

As modern science and engineering have been
< differentiated a great deal, la rigid scheme to

present these problems does" not and cannot,exist.
A great many methods of using natural rQsqurces
andtechnblogical.processes define a lot of view-
poio.ts on,env.ironmental protection. Under these
condition? it is especial y important to work out
the basis of a general conception of this extremely
complicated problem

A lot has been done and is being done in the
field of environmental protection, and reconstrue-
tion as well,, in the field of education in theSoviet
Union. ,This problem has become State policy.
Nevertheless, we Are far from an idealization of
our achievem,nts. A great deal should be done
both in scientific and practical aspects. In this
connexion we Think that the discussion of the prob-

'lemoof education and training will be useful and
of great, interest. It is very important to define
basic conceptions of these problemg in order to
relay race to 'new 'generation.
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